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IV 
SCOPE AMD METHODOLOGY 
********************* 
1. SCOPE 
General elections of 1996 to the Lok Sabha and 
assemblies of Assam, Kerala, Tamil Nadu, Harayana, West 
Bengal and Pondicherry were held simultaneously in four 
phases on April 27, May 7 and May 21, and Lok Sabha poll were 
completed in Jammu and Kashmir on May 28. The out come of 
polls indicats that the people have for a change. The voters 
have become more aware about their Democratic rights. 
The basis aim of this study is to bring together at one 
place the documents and periodicals, articles publised in 
Indian and foreign jounals on the subject. Since the topic is 
so vast. I have tried to includes all the aspects and in each 
a few representative articles have been documented. 
Informative abstracts for the articles have been prepared. 
2. METHODOLOGY 
The primary source were consulted in the following 
Libraries. 
i) Maulana Azad Library, Aligarh Muslim University, Aligarh. 
ii) Sapru House Library, New Delhi 
iii) Indian Institute of Pviblic Administration (IIPA) , New 
Delhi. 
iv) Coaching Guidence Centre, Aligarh Muslim University, 
Aligarh. 
v) Commerce Department, Aligarh Muslim University, Aligarh. 
vi) Arabic Department, Aligarh Muslim University, Aligarh. 
vi) Employment office Bureau, Aligarh Muslim University, 
Aligarh. 
The procedure following in preparing this bibliography was 
as following :-
1. The secondary source was consulted in Maulana Azad 
Library, Aligarh to find out the location of the 
articles. 
These secondary source was :-
Indian Periodical index. 
2. The relevant bibliographical details were noted down on 
5" X 7" cards following the (IS: 2381-1969) 
version, 
3. The primary source were consulted in Maulana Azad 
Library Aligarh and Libraries in Delhi. 
4. On con^ iletion of the abstracts subject headings were 
v« 
assigned, subject headings are completely co-extensive 
to the extent possible. 
5. The subject heading were arrange in an alphabetical 
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sequence of various elements. 
6. In the end a combined author and title index was 
prepared, providing reference to various entries 
by their respective numbers. 
7. No subject Index has been provided as bibliograhy 
itself arranged alphabetically through subject 
headings. 
STAMDASD FOLLOWED 
Bibliography reference for periodical articles. 
Care has been taken to follows strictly the rules and 
practices of CCC. Thus it given a uniformity for the 
bibliographical references throughtout the selected 
bibliography. Attemp has been made to give the full name of 
the periodicals. The items of bibliographical references for 
each entry of periodical are arrange as follows :-
a) Name (s) of author (s) 
b) Full stop (.) 
c) Title of the article including sxibtitle, if any 
d) Title of the periodical in full 
e) Full stop (.) 
f) Volume number in Indo arabic Numberals. 
g) Coma {,) 
h) Issue number 
i) Year of publication 
VII 
j) Date of publication 
k) Inclusive pages of Article 
SPECIMEN ENTRY 
101. KARP (Jonathan). Certain Uncertainty. Far Eastern 
Economic Review. 159, 22; 1996, 5, 30; 18-20. 
SXTBJECT HEADING 
Attempt has been made to give co-extensive subject 
heading as much as possible, it will facilitate the readers 
to find out desired article (s) from this bibliography. 
ARRANGEMENT 
In enrty is preceeded by subject heading in capital. 
The entry beings with entry element (i.e. surname of the 
author) in capitals, following be the secondry element (i.e. 
forename) in parenthesis and then title of the article, which 
is followed by the underlined title of the periodical, its 
volume, issue no, date of pioblication and page no. If the 
entry beings capitals. Each entry is them followed by an 
informative abstact of the article. 
INDEX 
The index part contains a combined author and title 
index. The index guides to the specific entry or entries in 
the bibliograpy. It is hoped that it will be found use full 
in consultation of the bibliography. 
LIST OF PERIODICALS/NEWSPAPERS SCANNED 
S.No. Name of the periodical 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
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16. 
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Review 
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Economic and Political 
Weekly 
Economic Times 
Economist 
Financial Express 
Far Eastern Economic 
Review 
Frontier 
Frontline 
Hindu 
Hindustan Times 
India Abroad 
Indian Express 
India Today 
Janata 
Mainstream 
Monthly Commentary on 
Indian Economic 
Conditions 
Muslim India 
Nation 
National Herald 
Nation And The World 
New Age 
New Wave 
Newsweek 
Organiser 
Outlook 
Patriot 
People's Democracy 
Pioneer 
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Prout 
Place of 
publication 
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mTRODUCTIOH 
It is not generally known that the republican forms of 
government existed in many part of ancient India. There is no 
dearth of references to such governments in the Budhist 
literature. The first evidence of the representative form of 
government is found in the Vedas. National life and 
activities in the earliest times were governed by popular 
assembliesand institutions. The greatest institution of this 
nature was the Samiti of the Vedic period, the Samiti was a 
sovereign body from the constitutional point of view. All the 
matters of the state were to elect the king, and the election 
of the king used to be unanimous, however, during the Muslim 
period there was no system of election because the political 
system during the time was autocractic. Under the East India 
Cott5)any there was further deterioration of the corporate life 
of urban and rural communities and the British authorities 
did not introduce the system of election even at local level. 
But under the Government of India Act, 1935, all the 
British provinces had experience of elections, though on the 
basis of a restricted franchise to the central and Provincil 
Legislature. 
India is almost 50 years old as an independent nation 
of all the countries that have emerged from colonial status 
in this century. She stands out not only as the largest but 
also as the example of democracy. At the national level there 
have been eleven general elections and the state level over 
250 elections. Although there exercise in popular choice 
offer a rich field for studying the patterns of political 
behaviour. One of the purposes of this dissertation is to 
present some of the material about election. In this are 
set out some basic facts that are pre requisite to any 
imderstanding of election results. 
WHAT IS ELECTION 
Election is the contrivance through which a modem 
state creates amongst its citizens a sense of involvement and 
participation in public affairs. It is a through popular 
election that the authoruty of a government is clothed with 
legitimacy and peaceful and orderly transfer of authority to 
new leaders is ensure. 
The first election under the new constitution were 
held between October 1951 and May 1952. There were a three 
tier process for the following three types of people's 
representatives were elected; 1. The President and the Vice 
President; 2. The members of the lower Houses at the centre 
cind in the state; 3. The members of the Upper Houses. The 
total number of elector was 173 millions nearly half of them 
women. The total number of candidates contesting the election 
was over 17000. 
There was a tune when elections were almost 
presidential in character. Till 1962, Jawaharlal Nehru was 
the Congress. In 1967, with Nehru no longer available to lead 
the party the Congress produced its worst electoral 
performance. 
And so it has been at every election. In 1977, the 
Janata party did not win; it was Indira Gandhi who had lost. 
In 1979-80, it was Mrs. Gandhi who led the new avatar of the 
Congress to victory. In 1984, the land slide victory for the 
Congress was believed to be largely because of Rajiv Gandhi. 
In 1989, the electorate gave no clear verdict in favour of 
anybody, but it was clear that the voters did not wsmt Rajiv 
Gandhi back. In 1991, Rajiv was once again the issue; the 
sympathy wave that resulted after his death pushed the 
Congress numbers upward. 

But 1996 was going to be different. This was the 
first general election in Indian history that had not revolve 
around individual voters did not go to the booth hoping to 
elect a Prime Minister. The scenario was far too complicated 
for a simple calculation. Who will be the next PM?. 
Constituencies and Voters 
India has had a system of viniversal adult suffrage ever 
since she became a republic in 1950. So far almost everyone 
over 21 has been entitled to vote in any election to the Lok 
Sabha and to the state Legislative Assemblies, the Vidhan 
Sabhas. Now with the passing of the 62nd amendment of the 
constitution, the voting age is lowered to 18 years after 
ratification of the maendment by half the states. 
The whole country is divided into 3941 Vidhan Sabha 
constituencies which are grouped together to form the 542, 
now raised to 543, Lok Sabha constituencies. A person who is 
ordinerily resident in the Vidhan Sabha constituency is also 
eligible to vote in the corresponding Lok Sabha constituency. 
PARTIES AND SYMBOLS 
Parties are at the centre of Indian politics, as they 
are in all other major democracies. The choices facing the 
voters are simplified by the fact that politicians find it 
necessary to ally with each other under party lables. Opinion 
polls in India have repeatedly shovm that people generally 
vote more for the party than the candidate. But parties vary 
greatly in their bases cind in their permanence. They may be 
rooted in religion, or region, or caste, or in specific 
issues, or in general ideologies. Parties may also be solid, 
lasting associations, exciting deep loyalties that continue 
from generation to generation, or they may be ephemeral 
groupings that endure only for a year or two before they 
split or amalgamate or siit5)ly disappear. India has experience 
of every type. 
In India, as in most but not all democracies, parties 
have to be formally registered with a central body. The 
Election Commission allots symbols to parties so that 
illiterate voters can identify them in the secracy of the 
booth. Before Independence, different parts of the coimtry 
for the limited elections that then took place. These 
included the marking system and the colour box system. 
For the first general elections in 1952 the Election 
Commission chose the balloting system, a compromise between 
the colour box and the symbol system. 
From the mid-60's onward party splits and amalgamations 
became more frequent. In 1964, a substantial section broke 
away from the Communist Party of India to give birth to a new 
party called Communist Party of India (Marxist) which has now 
emerged as the dominant section. The Swatantra Party, which 
was formed in 1961 took into its fold the Janata Party of 
Bihar, the Indian Democratic Congress of Madras and the 
United Independent Front of Madhya Pradesh. 
In an unprecedented step just before the 1977 election, 
four national parties 1) The Indian National Congress 
(Organization) , 2) Bharatiya Lok dal 3) Bharatiya Jan Sangh 
and the Socialist Party, merged informally to form 4) The 
Janata Party. These parties also had an electoral 
understanding with the Communist Party of India (Marxist). 
The next few years witnessed a coirplete change in the 
situation. Soon after its defeat the Indian National Congress 
split into two groups - one led by Indira Gandhi and the 
other by K. Brahamananda Reddy (and later by Devxaj Urs). The 
comniission decided to freeze the earlier symbol of the calf-
and-cow. and allot two different symbols to the two groups, 
each of which was declared a nationalparty. The *hand' was 
given to the Indian National Congress (I). 
The Janata Party also went through major convulsions. 
By July 1979 it into two groups, one led led by CSiandra 
Shekhar with the chakra-haldhar symbol and the other by 
Charan Singh and Raj Narain the symbol of a farmer-ploughing-
the-field was alloted to it. 
The two Janata Parties underwent further splits. The 
Jcinata Party divided into the Janata Party led by Chandra 
Shekhar and the Bhartiya Janata Party led by Atal Bihari 
Vajpayee. The symbols - the umbrella and the lotus - were 
allotted to the two groups. 
Party splits and mergers make it difficult to assess 
the evolution of party support over time. 
The process of putting altered parties into a single 
time series must to some violence to the integrity of the 
series. 
Votes and Seats 
India's first-past-the-post system of voting has 
beentested time and again in Britain and in many other 
Westminster model democracies such as Canada, New Zealand and 
Jamaica. It is based on contests between individual 
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candidates in single-member constituencies; victory goes to 
the contestant who gets more votes than any other. When there 
are several candidates a seat can be won even with a small 
percentage of the vote. 
A measure of opposition unity should have three main 
properties: 
1. It should reflect the keenness of conqptition provided 
by the opposition by measuring its cohesion. 
2. It should be such that any change in the index is easy 
to relate to or compare with a change in votes as 
well as to the margin of victory. 
3. It should be simple to use at every level 
constituency, region, and nation. 
We constructed the following Index of Opposition Unity 
(lOU) with the aim of going some way to achieve these three 
objectives: 
Vote of the largest opposition party 
X 100 
Sum of votes of all the opposition parties 
This implies that if there are three opposition parties 
with votes of 30,20 and 10 per cent, the lOU would be: 
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30 30 
X 100 = X 100 =50. 
30 + 20 + 10 60 
If there is only one opposition party (i.e. if the 
opposition is at its most united) the lOU is clearly 100. 
Thus the lOU can vary between near zero and 100; the higher 
it is, the greater the unity of the opposition. 
CONGERSSd) 
On 21 June, 1991; when a sick and ageing P.V. Narasimha 
Rao was sworn in as the Country's ninth Prime Minister while 
taking of the Rao govt, it was now almost mandatory to 
mention how how he was not expected to last. BUt last he did, 
much has happened in these five years. It was the time when 
Bombay was rocked by a series of planned and coordinated 
blasts, perhaps the most severe in any nations history. There 
was a gilmmer of hope in the Punjab elections that had the 
lowest-ever. Voter turn-out, but led to comparative peace in 
the terroriem-torn stste. kashmir burned with Chrar-e-
sharief. But the term ended with a faint hope that the govt 
and the Kashmirs would talk themselves out of the situation 
instead of shooting themselves out of it and its greatest 
failure the Babri Masjid demolition. The reform programme was 
l U 
to be a half-fulfilled promise. It has been his govt's single 
largest failure. The BJP has been made any bones about the 
issue. And the National Front govt could claim to have 
sacrified power to protect the mosque. Rao's govt performance 
in different areas and on different issues in thew last five 
yaers: politics, the economy communal harmoney. Corruption, 
law and order, foreign policy, art and culture and the 
functioning the important institutions that will survive this 
governments tenure. But all things have changed in the past 
few months as they tend to just before the elections, but the 
approach has largely been non-confrontational. 
Massive swing against the Congress(I) pushes it below the 
critical level 
AN ALL-INDIA NEGATIVE SWING OF over 8 per cent from a 
rather modest vote share in 1991 sealed the fate of the 
Congress(I). Its vote share had fallen not only to its lowest 
ever but also to below the critical 30 per cent mark. Below 
thais level, it gets diffcult to translate votes into seats 
unless it was a multi-cornered contest. That time Uttar 
Pradesh was joined by Bihar in the list of those states where 
the Congress(I) had reached the point of no recovery. In 
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Assam, Haryana and Karnataka it was on the brink of 
marginal i sat ion. In all there were 144 
constituencies--compared to 92 in 1991-- where the 
Congress(I) failed to be one of the top two contestants. 
Except in Andhra Pradesh, the spilt factor did not help 
the Congress(I). At any rate, the ground equations have 
changed in recent years. Opposition unity or otherwise, no 
longer decides the electoral fate of the Congress(1) was on 
the receiving end of the logic of disunity in Tamil Nadu and 
Madhya Pradesh. 
The swing against the Congress{I) was extended being 
Orissa and West Bengal. In terms of votes, its losses in the 
south were not more pronounced than in the North or the Wes, 
but it had a lot to lose in the South--which it did. 
JP(Bhartiya Janata Party) 
There can be no denying that the Bhartiya Janata 
Party(BJP) dominated the political agenda in 1995. The 
party's respectable showing in Karnataka, it victory 
(Allience with the Shiv Sena) in Maharashtra, its ouster of 
Mulayam Singh Yadav and its grand success in the UP municipal 
elections. By the end of the yaer, most people were 
1 ^ 
predicting on of three outcomes in 1996 year's Lok Sabha 
Polls : The BJP would form the govt; it would be part of 
ruling coalition with the Congress; or all other parties 
would come together to keep the BJP out of power. All three 
scenarias singed on the BJP. 
It was hard to say exactly when things went wrong or at 
the very least, began to change for Advani's BJP. But for 
reasons of convencence, it seems best to take to the 
demolition of the Babri Masj id on 6 December 1992 as the 
turning point. 
The BJP genuinely believed that the demolition of the 
Babri Mas j id, far from being a setback to the party, was 
actullay the stopping, stone to power. It reckoned that the 
closet Hindu Communities had finally decided to come out and 
applaud the Parivar's assertion of Hindu pride. 
Under Narashima Rao all of this has changed. On the 
Ayodhya issue, he first trusted the BJP and then, after the 
masjid was destroyed, announced the formation of a trust not 
to rebulid the mosque but to build a tetr5)le instead. One may 
be justified inarguing that Narasimha Rao's attitude to 
communal issues is imbalanced and unfair to Muslims. 
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The collapse of the Hindu backlash has led the BJP to 
look for new issues. It was flirted with Swadeshi economics 
and has tried the honesty-in-public-life platform. It has 
also recast itself as a middle-of-the-road party in the image 
of the Congress. 
Just as the sharply-defined combative style of 
L.k.AdvcUii contrasted perfectly with the aggressive approach 
of Rajiv Gandhi and V.P.Singh, the BJP has fovind its own 
consensus man to take on Rao in Atal Behari Vajpayee. 
But the BJP of 1995, 1996 cannot be the triumphant saffron 
BJP of 1992. Finally, Hindusim has rejected the party's 
attempts to pervert its deals in an attempt to capture 
political power. 
BJP did not get more votes but made the most of what it got 
It was the classic example of the perverse 
relationship between votes and seats in our electoral system. 
The BJP had added 40 seats to its kitty without having 
increased its vote share last time. It had emerged as the 
single largest party that time although its all-India vote 
share was 8 per cent lower than its nearest rival, the 
u 
Congress(I). North and Central Bihar and Haryana were added 
to it this time. So its average national vote share of 20 per 
cent was deceptive. In the belt, the BJP and its allies had 
an average vote share of 36 per cent, cott5)ared to 23 per cent 
of the Congress (I) . And what was more, the BJP and allies 
have added 5 per cent votes to their share in this beld since 
1991. That was what enables the party to get more seats here 
than the Congress (I). 
In the non-BJP coastal belt, it lost about 2 per cent 
votes that timew. The loss was of no consequence in terms of 
seats. But it may prove crucial to the BJP's long-term 
expansion plans? 
Cortqpared to other parties, BJP's vote share among the 
unlettered is rather low:-
There was a neat relationship between the level of 
education and the voting pattern. For the Congress (I), NF-LF 
cind the BSP, the lower the level of education, the higher the 
vote share. This correlation was the strongest in the case of 
the JD-SP combine. It was the other way round for the BJP. 
Its vote share was rather low among the unlettered and 
exceptionally high among graduates. The tilt of the educated 
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classes towards the BJP gives in an edge in opinion 
formation. 
If the level of education is interpreted as a sing of 
social priviledges, greater vote share among the highly 
educationed does not look like a sinn of political strength. 
The BJP still has to win the confidence of the socially 
underpriviledged, whose vote tends to be more stable than the 
rest. 
The National Front (NF) and the Left Front (LF) 
The National Front-Left Front was perhaps the last of 
the major contenders to slip into the election mode after the 
cumoucement of the poll schedule, the Jeuiata Dal (JD) and 
Mulayam Singh Yadav's Samajwadi Party (SP) said they had 
formed an alliance to contest the polls. But with Laloo 
Prasad Yadav, Jyoti Basu, Mulayam Singh Yadav, Ram Vilas 
Paswan, Sharad Yadav, V.P.Singh, Ramakrishna Hegde, all with 
unmatched charisma, the NF and LF have many more mass leaders 
than any other party and clearly dominate any election 
campaign. The Bahujan Samaj Party (BSP) roped in to the 
alliance realised suddenly that they had little time to 
fritter aways trying to woo Kanshi Ram. And barely six days 
before filing of nomination was to begin, the SP and the JD 
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clinched the deal in Utter Pradesh, which aline account for 
85 Lok Sabha seats. The Mood in the JD was succinctly put 
across by its President Laloo Prasad Yadav: "There is no 
point ruing over what could have been. Now we have to join 
the battle with what we have". Thus after weeks of polemics 
and self-created hurdles, leader of the SP and the JD finally 
put their stanqp on an electroral alliance. Unmindful of the 
fact that the cibsence of the BSP had deprived thier alliance 
of the cutting edge, JD-SP leaders agreed to jointly take on 
the challenge of trying to reduce the saffron brigade's tally 
in Utter Pradesh. 
And through the JD managed to conclude seats 
adjustments with the All India Congress Indira Gandhi of N.D. 
tiwari in Madhya Pradesh and Rajasthan and Chotu Bhai 
Masaaba's Adivasi Vikas Party in Gujarat, besides the 11-
party Dalit alliance in Maharashtra, these last-minuts 
efforts were marked by the desperation and disarray. 
Elsewhere, the NF finalised a deal with the MDMK-a break-away 
DMK group-in Tamil Nadu cind eind Laxshmi Parvati faction of 
the Telugu Desam Party (TDP) in Andhra Pradesh. A deal was 
also clinched in Punjab where the Akali Dal left the Amritsar 
seats to the JD. Symptomatic of the NF's disorganised 
1? 
approach to allicmces was the manner in which it went about 
formulating its manifesto. There was little consultation 
between the constituents. The JD had initially throught of 
releeasing a separate manifesto, but under pressure from 
Front partners released virtually the NP later. Then its 
Leftist allies also jointed the NF to bring out a common 
approach paper on the sub-stantive issues befor the nation. 
Its pockets of influence being limited, the NF-LF is banking 
heavily on Bihar nad Karnataka, apart from the Leftist 
strongholds of West Bangal and Kerala, and expecting a fair 
sprinkling from Orissa and Tripura. 
Through the NF-LF has managed to work out electoral 
adjustments with most regional outfits, it was still a farcry 
from the homogenous unit that it was in 1989. Clearly, its 
leaders were hoping to play a big role in the post-election 
period. 
The NF-LF has remained where it was despite a 
significants fall in its votes share, its gains in the south, 
mainly in Karnataka, could not make up for its major losses 
in the Bast, while the social constituency of the NF-LF has 
expanded, its political capacity for turning this potential 
1^  
support into actual votes has not increased. 
The real gainer of the decline of the Congress (I) 
was neither the BJP nor the NF-LF but the * others'. There has 
been a 2 percent swing in favour of the BSP, which secured 
nearly 20 per cent votes in Utter Pradesh, Major state 
parties have gained 3 per cent votes and so have other 
smaller formation. The logic of a federal polity in a plural 
society was workind itself out in the arena of democratic 
polities. 
Season Of Alliemces 
After Narasimha Rao announced that the congress (I) was 
tying up with Jayalatitha's AIADMK and Karunanidhi's DMK. And 
two together have always been better against theone. 
The BJP's alliance with george Femandes Samata Party 
and Chandra Shekhhar's Samajwadi Janata Party (SJP) was on 
better footing And yet, there was no explanation for this in 
ideological terms but few cared. 
Alliances and sub-alliance had been made old ememics 
had tured friends. Friends had become foes. Parties were 
splitting. Candidates were defecting. Election'96 was finally 
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getting into high gear. 
The alliance have been worked out to just such an 
effect. 
The Samajwadi Party's alliances with the Janata Dal was 
meant to grab all the Yadav votes that were going. That was 
truer of UP than as mush of Bihar. Earlier, the Janata Dal 
and the SP fought each other advantaging the BJP. Both the 
Muslim and the Yadav votes got split. 
Perhaps the most important advantage of froming 
alliance was in terms of winning seats than in winning votes. 
MUSLIM VOTERS 
The voting pattern of the minorties have adversely 
affected the Congress party's performance in Kerala,West 
Bengal,Tamil NAdu.In the process of defeating the BJP 
candidates,the muslim voted for congress in 12 of fifty 
muslim dominated. 
Constituencies of Andhra Pradesh, Bihar, Karanataka, 
Maharashtra and Uttar Pradesh out of the twenty eight 
parlimentary constituencies where the minority voters have 
dominating presence in the electrate of West Bengal,Tamil 
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Nadu,Kerala and Laksha Deep,the congress could manage to win 
only five seats. 
ast India:-
In east zone comprising Bihar, Orissa and West Bengal 
where the muslim presence was above 20 percent .Specially in 
Bihar the minority voters voted for stronger congress 
condidate Tariq Anwar.Mr. Anwar won with a comfortable 
margin. 
North India:-
In the high Muslim constituences of Northern India, the 
BJP remained the front runner with 36.4 percent votes thi 
year. Where Muslim form more than 20 percent of the 
electrorate. 
In Utter Pradesh, The Samajwadi Party of Mulayyam Singh 
Yadav received the maximum support of the minority voters. 
The party was in straight fight with the BJP in as 21 
parliamentary constuencies wherethe Muslim voters were 
deciding factor. In Tamil Nadu, the congress was completely 
wiped out. While in Kerala the left Front emerged, the 
congress had to face a negative swing of five percent votes 
togeher with its ally-the Muslim league. At the all India 
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level, the Congress (I)_ managed to get a seemingly decent 
share of 28% of the Muslim votes. But it is 18% less than 
even its 1991 share. Besides much of its came from states 
where the Muslims did not have an effective non congress (I) 
option. In Maharashtra 66-percent and in Rajisthan 86% of the 
Muslims Voted for the Congress (I) , wherever they had an 
option, they went for it. 
State-Wise Break Up of Muslim Vote (%) 
Congress State 
A.P 35 
West Bangal 35 
Karnataka 22 
Bihar 27 
U.P 5 
All India Average (%) 
Religon Cong BJP 
27 
3 
3 
10 
Hindu 29 
Muslim 28 
Christian 46 
Sikh 29 
Percentage of Votes 
TDP 
(N) 
52 
NF-LF 
18 
48 
12 
7 
LF JD JD+ JD+SP 
Allies 
63 
65 
59 
83 
SP Stat e others 
Part ies 
4 14 8 
2 10 9 
1 23 15 
8 36 10 
Party 1991 1996 All-India Swing 
Congress I 36.5 28.1 
-8.4 
BJP 20.8 23.5 +2.7 
NF-LF 24.9 20.2 
-4.7 
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PARLIAMENTARY POLLS 
Sikkam's 
The Sikkitn Democratic Front (SDF) has establised its 
political supremacy in Sikkim a year and a helf after it came 
to power in the tiny Himalayan State, by winning the lone Lok 
Sabha seats there. Supported by the Congress (I), SDF nominee 
Bhim Prasad Dayal defeated his nearest rival, former chief 
minister and Sikkim Sangram Parishad president Nar Bahadur 
Bhandari, by a margin of 82,043 votes. The most interesting 
aspect of the Lok Sabha election that in Sikkim was that 
Bhandari lagged behing the SDF candidated in all 32 Assembly 
segments in the state. Even in the Soreng Assembly segment, 
the home constituency of both the candidates, Dahal pulled 
4,101 votes while Bhandari got 1,806. Soreng had returned 
Bhandari in all Assembly elections since 1979. 
Rajasthan 
Was the only state where the election results did not 
either elate or disappoint the Congres (I) and the Bhartiya 
Janata Party (BJP). With a BJP Government ruling and some 
Congress(I) heavyweights in the fray, a tough contest was 
inevitable. The contest ended in a tie with 12 seats each to 
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the Congress (I) and the BJP, while the sole victorious 
candidate of the All India Indira Cngress (Tiwari) from 
Jhujhunu coti5)leted the tally of 25. The Congress (I) got a 
seats less than its 1991 tally and the BJP retained its old 
position. The BJP's vote share, however, increased 
marginally, from 40.9 per cent in 1991 to 42.55 this year, 
the Congress (I), which got 44 per cent of the votes in 1991, 
secured 42.55 per cent, Shiv Charan Mathur of the AIIC 
(Tiwari) finished third at Bhilwara, losing his deposit and 
conceding the seats to newcomer Siobhash Chand Baheria of the 
BJP. At Chittorgarh, Jaswant Singh of the BJP won with a 
comfortable margin of 47,843 votes defeating the sitting MLA 
Gulabsingh Shaktawat. While seats-wise victories were the 
same for both parties, the low margin showed the contests had 
been keen and sharp. While the congress lost Bikaner, 
Ganganager, Tonk to the BJP and Jhunjuhunu to the AIIC 
(Tiwari), the BJP conceded Alwar, Sawai Madhopar and Churu to 
its time-tested rival. 
Bihar 
The Bihar results have been declared for 53 seats as 
counting was delayed in Patna owing to repoill in two 
Assembly segments. The Janata Dal won 21, the CPI four, the 
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BJP 18, the Samata Party six, the Congress (I) two, and the 
Samajwadi Party and the Jharkhand Mukti Morcha (Soren) one 
each. Apart from upsetting the Janata Dai's calculations, the 
saffron brigade made a succesful foray into the tribal 
dominated in South Bihar, winning 13 of the 14 seats in the 
region. 
The worst-affected party was the Jharkhand Mukti Morcha 
(Soren). Its general secretary Shailendra Mahato and viec-
president Suraj mandal were defeated from Godda and 
Jamshedpur. In Jamshedpur, BJP's TV-star candidates Nitish 
Bhardwaj beats Inder Singh Namdhari, Minister for Land 
Reforms and Transport in the Laloo Prasad Cabinet, Bhardwaj 
polled 2,21,702 votes, considered a record, against 
Namdhari's 1,66,565. The BJP wrested Koderma from the Janata 
Dal and defeated the CPI in Hazaribagh. It also wrested 
Giridih from the JMM(S) and gave a scare to South Bihar's 
"dishorn guru" (prophet) Shibu Soren in Dumka. The JMM chief 
won by a narrow margin of 5,000 votes. The Janata Dal leader 
Ram Vilas Paswan and Sharad Yadav were elected from Haijipur 
and Madhepura, their colleague Mufti Mohammad Sayeed finised 
a poor third in Katihar. The Samata Party founder leaders, 
George Fernandes and Nitish Kumar, were elected from from 
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Nalanda and Barh Lok Sabha constituencies. 
M.P. 
The Bhartiya Janata Party (BJP) has made phenomenal 
gains in the Lok Sabha election in Madhya Pradesh primarily 
because of divisionsand splits in the Congress (I) . While 
the BJP sees its victory as a verdict against the State and 
Central Governments, there is nothing to suggest that there 
was a positive vote in favour of the party. 
The BJP won 27 seats, while the Congress(I) won eight, 
the BSP won two seats, the All India Indira Congress (Tiwari) 
one, Madhavrao Scindia's Madhya Pradesh Vikas Congress 
(MPVC) one, and an independent supported by Scindia one. 
Scindia won the Gwalior seat as the MPVC candidate by a 
margin of more than two lakh votes . Scindia's mother, and 
the BJP candidate, Vajayaraje Scindia won the Guna seat by an 
equally wide margin but Chief Minister Digvijay Singh barely 
saved his face in Rajgarh, where his younger brother, Laxman 
Singh won by a nargin of 25,201 votes. 
Uma Bharti, BJP MP, retained the Khajuraho seat despite 
odds. While the upper caste lobby in the State unit of the 
BJP would have wished her to lose, she won, thus signalling 
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2her importance despite the BSP's growing influence in the 
region. The election has raised questions about the stability 
of the Digvijay Singh Government. 
The Congress(I) won 22 seats in Andhra Pradesh, while 
the much-underestimated Telugu Desam headed by N. Chandrababu 
Naidu won an impressive 16 seats. The surprise for those who 
expected otherwise was that the NTR Telugu Desam led by 
Lakshmi Parvathi drew a blank, although she attracted massive 
crowds during her election campaign. 
A repeat poll in late April showed that Lakshmi 
Parvathi was surging for-ward, increasing her share to 25 per 
cent in some coastal districts as well as in Hindupur, while 
Chandrababu's share increased only marginally. However, an 
exit poll by Doordarshan, in which a model ballot paper was 
used to assess voter preferences, showed a big swing in 
favour of Chandrcibabu Naidu' Telugu Desam. 
CONGRESS (I) SWEEP IN ORISSA 
Bucking the national trend, the Congress (I) actually 
improved on its 1991 performance in Orissa; it swept the 
el;ections and won 16 of the state's 21 Lok Sabha seats. The 
party won 13 seats in 1991: the number went up to 14 when the 
MP from Keonjhar, the late Gobinda Chandra Munda, went to it 
from the Janata Dal. 
2? 
Equally remarkable was the BJP's performance. It 
occupied second place in three constitutencies and third 
place in as many as 16 constituencies. Despite the division 
in the Jharkhand vote among a number of factions, the 
Jharkhand Kukti Morcha (Soren) came second in the sudergarh 
seat. 
In percentage terms, the Congress (I) increased its 
vote share from from around 44 percent in 1991 to 44.89 per 
cent. The Janata Dai's share, on the other hand, has declined 
steadily from about 34 per cent in 1991 to 33.44 per cent 
last year to 30.06 per cent now. The saffom party has now 
picked up as much as 13.42 per cent of the vote. The JMM, 
which had won 1.95 per cent last year, has increased its 
share to 2.29 per cent. The CPI and the CPI (M) won 2.03 per 
cent. Independents and others have picked up 5.76 per cent of 
the vote. 
The tally of the Janata Dal and its allies sank from 
eight to four, of which two have been won by former Chief 
Minister Biju Patnaik, The CPI and the CPI (M) , which won a 
seat each as the Janata Dai's partners in 1991, won no seat 
this time,. Although the CPI (M) was still an ally of the 
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Janata Dal, the CPI fought on its own. The Samata Party 
opened its account with the Kalahandi seat. 
The most prominent winner was former Prime Minister 
Narasimha Rao, who won the Berhan5)ur seat in southern Orissa 
in a convincing manner, with 62.6 per cent of the votes 
polled. 
Surprisingly, the BJP came second in Mayurbhanj, 
Keonjhar (both tribal reserved seats) and Deogarh (in western 
2 
Orissa), polling over 100,000 votes in each. According to 
analysis, its strong showing helped Congress(I) candidates in 
at least eight contituencies, namely Mayurbhanj (S.T.), 
Sundergarh (S.T.), Bhadrak (S,C,), Jagatsinghpur, Phulbani 
(S.C.) Balangir, Sambalpur and Dhenkanal. In the first wo, 
as stated earlier, the Jharkhand votes were also in important 
factor. The JMM, in fact, came second in Sundergarh with 
158,858 votes while the sitting Congress (I) MP, Prida Topno, 
won 171,906. The BJP got 145,534 votes. The Naren Hansda 
faction of the Jharkhand party won 4,449 votes. 
Electoral history has been created in Kamataka with 
the Congress(I) suffering its heaviest losses in 
parliamentary elections, contrary to poll predictions and 
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media forecasts. Of the 28 Lok Sabha seats, the Janata Dal 
won 15, the BJP six, the Congress (I) five and the Kamataka 
Congress party one. 
Regional party in Kamataka have all been short, lived. 
The Kamataka Congress Party (KCP) founded by S. Bangarappa, 
former Chief Minister, is likely to share the fate of other 
such formations. It fielded 10 candidates. The only seat it 
won was Shimoga, from where Bcingarappa contested. 
The electrorate made a siit5)le and clear choice-they 
rejected the party that failed them and voted for the party 
that they now believe will work in their interest. 
KASHMIR 
Elections to the six parliamentary constituencies in 
Jammu & Kashmirhave been held after a gap of seven years. 
Most of the candidates in the fray were from the camps of the 
surrendered militants. Interestingly, at some places a few 
Congress or Janata Dal candidates were pitted against 
military candidates. The veteran leaders who represented six 
constitutencies in the state last time were not seen during 
this election. 
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2. When elections were held in Baramula and Anantnag for 
two parliamentary seats, democracy once again took a 
severe berting in the valley. Voters were herdod to 
Polling station by security forces and forced to cast 
their voters. The two constituencies of Baramulla and 
Anantnag saw unexpectedly high turn outs of 35 and 43 
percent but the voters came not to give their mandate 
for the return of peace and democracy. At some places, 
people were told who to vote for, and at others, some 
voters made their anger known by stamping four 
different symbols at the same time. They had not choice 
for if they could have done as they wished, the turnout 
would have been 10 to 20 percent as estimated by the 
Home Ministry and the intelligence agencies, and not 
shot up to 50 and even 70 in certain segments. In 
tregam polling booth with 956 voters, 30 perccent of 
the vote and there was no one women voter. 
3. At Tikkar Peer. Sona ullah (90) cast his vote. Two 
cenenarians Habib (120) and Mrs. Zadla Begum (110) also 
exercised their franchise. 
ASSEMBLY RESUUS 
y 
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4. As may as 55 percent voters exercised their franchise 
at Kangan, 51% at Randerbal, 25% at Hazratbal, 20% 
atZadibal, 9% at Idgah, 15% at Khanyar, 16% at 
Habbakadal, 15% at Amirakadal, 45% at sonanar, 22% at 
Batmaloo, 53% at Chadura, 59% atBadgam, 60% at Boorwa, 
54% at Khcinsahib, 59% at Chrar-i-Sharief, 59% Udhampur, 
40% at Gani, 45% at Billawar, 55% at Katbua, 49% at 
Billawar, 51% at Hiranagar, 56% at Gulabgarh, 46% at 
Reasi, 45% at Gaol, 45% at chenani, 60% at Doda, 55% in 
Ratnban and 63% in Ranihal. 
ASSEMBLY POLLS 
************** 
1. Assam 
After spending five years in politicals wilderness, the 
Asom Gana Prishad (AGP), together with its elections allies-
the CPI, the CPI (M) and the the Autonomous State Demand 
Committee (ASDC)-has staged a remarkable comeback, taking 
over the reins of Assam for the second time. There was little 
doubt that Former Chief Minister Hiteshwar Saikia's 
unexpected death during the crucial run-up to the election 
tilted the scale decisively in favour of the five-party 
combine led by the AGP. 
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Who Voted Whom: 
Bhrigu Phukan (AGP): Defeated Hemanta Biswasarma (Cong-
I) by 15,000 votes in Jalukbari. 
Sahidul Alam Chowdhury (AGP): Defeated Ashok Dutta 
Gupta (Cong-I) by 3,776 votes in Agalpur. 
Joynath Sarma (AGP): Defeated Madhab Rajbongshi (Cong-
I) by 4,996 votes in sipajhar. 
Silvius Condopan (Cong-I): Defeated Karendra Basumatary 
(Independent) by 545 votes in Mazbat. 
Debesh Chakraborty (Cong-I): Lost to Haji Abdur Rauf 
(AGP) by 12,2522 votes in Lumding. 
Anwari Tairaur (Cong-I): Lost to A.Jabbar (AGP) by the 
11,418 votes in Dalgaon. 
Dilip Mahanta (Cong-I): Lost to Gunin Hazarika (AGP) by 
6,865 votes in Kaliabar. 
Bhumidhar Barman (Cong-I): Lost to P.Barua (AGP) by 
6,762 votes in Barkhetri. 
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The AGP may have won the electoral battle but tougher 
bouts await Mahanta and his new government. It may have 
emerged as the single largest party, the AGP will have to 
depend on its allies. 
2 
Saryana 
After being sworn in as the new Haryana chief minister, 
Bansi lal returned for the first time since the severe 
drubing of the congress party at the assembly election in 
1987. The chief minister them, he had even lost his own 
assembly seat, Tosham. 
Before the election, the Congress (I) had calculated 
that the majority Jat vote would be divided between Bansi 
Lai's HVP and the Devi Lal-Om Prakash Chautala-led Samata 
Party, paving the way for a Congress (I) victory. The Jat 
votes was indeed divided, but not in individual 
constituencies. Instead, in district where the HVP was 
strong, it received a majority of the Jat vote, and likewise 
for the Samata Party. The best examples of this are the Jat-
dominated district Bhiwani had six assembly seats, all of 
which went to the HVP. And in Rohtak, considered the Samata 
stronghold, the party won six of the 10 seats available. But 
imss^m. 
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what hurt Bhajan Lai most was that the Conress (I) came a 
poor third of worse in more than 50 seats it contested. 
Who Voted Whom: 
Randeep Singh Surjewala (Cong-I): Defeated Jaiprakash 
(HVP) by 585 votes in Nawana. 
Om Prakash Chautala (SJP): Defeated Jagdish Nehra 
(Cong-I) by 8,382 votes in Rori. 
Anand Singh Dangi (Cong-I): Defeated by Balli Pehelwan 
(Samata Party) by257 votes in Meham. 
Sampat Singh (Samata Party): Lost to Mani Ram Godara 
(HVP) by 8,078 votes in Bhattu Kalan. 
Kerala 
2 The Marxists-led LDF dislodges the Congress (I) and its 
allies as Antony's 'Mr Clean' image and anti-liquor drive 
fail to rid the UDF of its "Corrupt and inefficient: tag. In 
the southern districts of Thiruvananthapuram nad Kolam-where 
the LDF won 19 of the 26 seats-the left benefited from the 
Nair-dominated National Democratic Party's decision to vote 
against the Congress (I) for its "pampering of minorities:. 
However, large sections Nairs did votes for the UDF in 
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Ernakulam, Alappuzha and Kottayaam. 
Perhaps the most shocking defeat for the LDF was that 
of its chief ministerial candidate, V.S. Achuthanandan from 
Mararikulam. Achuthanandan's loss paved the way for the 
nomination of Susheela Gopalan, 65, and T.K. Ramakrishnan, 
75, for the chief minister's post. 
Who Voted Whom: 
K.R. Gowriamma (JSS): Defeated B. Vinod (CPI-M) by 
16,533 votes in Aroor. 
T.K Ramakrishnan (CPI-M): Defeated Mohan Shankar (Cong-
I) by 7,064 votes in Kottayam. 
Susheela Gopalan (CPI-M) Defeated Devadutta G. 
Purakkad. (Cong-I) by 2,258 votes in Ambalappuzha. 
V.S. Achuthanandan (CPI-M): Lost to P.J. Francis (Cong-
I) by 1,965 votes in Mararikkulam. 
M.V. Raghavan (CMP): Lost to Kadammanitta Ramakrishan 
(CPI-M Independent) by 2,687 votes in Aranmula. 
V. Purushothaman (Cong-1) : Lost to A. Anandan (CPI-M) 
by 1,016 votes in Attingal. 
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Achuthanandan's loss paved the way for the nomination 
of Susheela Gopalan, 65, and T.K. Ratnakrishan, 75, for the 
chief minister's post. 
Tamil Nadu 
The story of the Tamil Nadu Assembly election of 1996 
was as much about the return to power of the DMK as it was 
of the fall from grace of Jayalatitha's AIADMK. Worse, 
Jayalalitha, who once declared that no power on earth could 
shake her, found herself humbled by a soft-spoken pharmacist 
in her Bargur contituency. It came the day the Congress (I) 
decided to renew its alliance with the AIADMK. The widespread 
revulsion at the opportunistic alliance was supplemented by 
an open revolt led by G.K. Moopanar and P. Chidambaram 
Karunanidhi seized the opprtunity, hammered out an alliance 
with the newly formed Tamil Maanila Congress (TMC), and 
quickly consolidated the anti-Jayalalitha front. There was 
also Rajnikant to provide just the right push. "In my 
constituency, at least 25,000 young voters chose the DMK only 
because of Rajnikant. In just five years after winning one of 
the biggest mandates, Jayalalitha threw it away by blackening 
her record book. 
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Who voted whom: 
S. Thirunavukkarasu (AIADMK): Defeated Udayam 
Shanntugham (DMK) by 14,237 votes in Aranthangi. 
K. Anbazhagan (DMK): Defeated Ernest Paul (Cong-I) by 
30,526 votes in Madras Harbour. 
M.K. Stalin (DMK) Defeated Zeenat Sherbuddin (AIADMK) 
by 44,870 votes in Thousand Lights (Madras). 
V. Gopalasaray (MDMK) : Lost to Ravi Shankar (DMK) by 
votes in vilathikulam. 
S.D Somasundaram (AIADMK): Lost to S.N.M. Udayadullah 
(DMK) by 45,082 votes in Thanjavur. 
V.R. Nedunchezian (AIADMK) : Lost to N.R. Alagaraja 
(TMC) by 49,144 votes in Theni. 
West Bengal 
The Final result in west bengal was a foregone 
conclusion-the Left-Front (LF) returened to power for a 
record fifth time-the state assembly electionss did throws up 
one surprise. Unlike its losses in most of the country. The 
congress (I) almost doubled its tally here-from 43 to 82- for 
the first time since 1977, going beyond 54 seats in the 
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Assembly. The first signs of the reversal came from Malda, 
where the party bagged eight seats, with the LF winning 
three. Last time, the LF had bagged nine and the Congress (I) 
two. Murshidabad followed suit, returning nine Congress (I) 
candidates as compared to five last time. Results from Nadia, 
Howrah, Hooghly and Calcutta-the congress (I) bagged 15 seats 
out of the city's 22-confirmed the pattern. The LF was left 
searching for answers. Its main constituent, the CPI (M) , 
which majority in the Assembly on its own, barely managed to 
cross the 147-seats marks in the 294-member House. At 150, 
its tally fell by 32. Six of its ministers lost, including 
Shyamal Chakraborty, a member of the CPI (M)'s Calcutta 
district committee. Chief Minister Jyoti Basu could find 
little consolation in his own victory from Satgachia. Despite 
efforts by CPI (M) cadres to increase Basu's 1991 victory 
from margin, it actually fell by almost half. 
Pondicherry (Union Territory) 
The winning partaccomplised, the DMK-TMC alliance in 
pondicherry is getting down to government fromation. And the 
problems have begun. While the Congress (I) and its partner, 
the AIADMK, won 12 seats, the opposition combine secured 15 
of the 30 assembly seats-the DMK winning seven, the TMC six 
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and the CPI, the Third partner, two. But with both V. 
Janakiraman, the DMK's Pondicherry organiser, nad P. Kannam, 
the local TMC leader, staking claim to the chief 
Ministership, holding the alliance together may prove tricky. 
RESULTS 
1. When the final results came, it was for the third 
consecutive time that a general election had thrown up 
a hung Parliament. But this was the first time that 
there was more than one claimant for forming the 
government. Whichever side he invited. President 
Shankar Dayal Sharma was bound to incur the wrath of 
the other. So when he invited the BJP, the single 
largest party, to form the government. 
That was the first time in the history of modem India 
that communalism as apolitical mobilisation strategy 
has paid off. The symbolism of Atal Behari Vajpayee-a 
hard core member of the Bharatiya Janata Party and the 
Rasgtriya Swayamsevak Sangh family who sports a liberal 
face -being sworn in the Prime Minister of an India 
about to enter the twenty-first century can hardly be 
missed. 
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But the symbolism may be without much substance. 
India's first BJP Government, which needs to 
demonstrate a majority in the Lok Sabha by May 31 and 
aws known to be backed by only some 195 MP's in a House 
of 534, seems headed for a quick and ignominious fall. 
"HEADS we win, tails you lose," was the refrain of many 
BJP leaders after the party accepted the President's 
invitation to form the government and prove its 
majority in the Lok Sabha before May 31. The 
calculation was that losing a vote of confidence in the 
Lok Sabha would get the party public sympathy. The BJP 
believed that in the next election it would return with 
a majority. There was only 13-days government of 
Vajpayee. 
The truth was that the BJP won no such commission from 
the people of India: contrary to the general 
impression, ther was no all-India swing in the favour 
of the BJP in the LOk Sabha election of 1996. The BJP's 
share of the national vote remained stagnant between 
1991 and 1996: share was 20.1 per cent in 1991 and 20.7 
per cent in 1996. 
As the Bharatiya Janata Party exulted in defeat, a 
plitical experiment rich in promise, but riddle with 
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all the ambiguities, contradiction and tension of the 
recent electoral verdict, got off the ground.Within an 
hour of recieving Atal Behari Vajpayee's letter of 
registration as Prime Minister, the President invited 
Hardanahalli Doddagowda Deve Gowda, leader of thi 
multy-party parliamentry group now christened the 
united front, to constitute a government. 
Deva gowda's status as a power ful regional leader had 
given way to that of Prime Minister.He insisted that it 
was not of his won making and "greatness" was thurst 
upon him by the leader of the 13 parties that coit^ rise 
the United Front. 
Hardanahalli doddagowda Deve Gowda often refers to 
himself as the son of the soil, and in a sense this was 
an acurate discription of this leader whose stature was 
built on his 35-year involvement with the politics of 
the karnataka. He was bom 1933 to "God-fearing but not 
highly educated parents from an average farming 
comunity". 
He was however, passed over for the post of Chief 
Minister in Karnataka which went to the more 
charismatic liberal leader, Ramakrishna Hegde. 
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Deve Gowda takes a strong public stance against 
comunalism and parties that espouse a coraunal view-
point. The united Front government cannot possibly do 
well unless it works intelligently, unitedly 
wholeheartedly to reverse this trend. 
India has yet another spell of coaletion govt at the 
centre. Mr. Deve Gowda has replaced Mr. Atal Behari 
Vajpayee, 21-meTiibers five -party coaletion govt of the 
United Front, headed by Mr. H. D. Deve Gowda, former 
Chief Minister of Kamataka, was sworn in New Delhi on 
June I, 1996. 
The new Ministry has 13 cabinet Ministers and eight 
Minister of state. 
The following are their portfolios: 
Mr. H. D. Deve Gowda (Prime Minister) : Home, Agriculture, 
personnel, science and technology and Atomic Energy. 
CABIMET MINISTERS: 
Mr. P. Chidambaram : Finance, Justice and Company Affairs. 
Mr. I.k. Gujral : External Affairs 
Mr. Mulayam Singh Yadav : Defence 
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Mr. Ram Vilas Paswan : Railways and Parliamentary Affairs 
Mr. S. R. Bommai : Human Resource Development, Coal. 
Mr. Murasoli Maran : Industry 
Mr. Arunachalam : Urban Affairs, Employment. 
Mr. Devendra Prasad Yadav: Food and Civil supplies. Consumer 
2 
Affairs and Public Distribution, Commerce. 
Mr. Balwant singh Ramoowalia: Welfare, Labour. 
Mr. CM. Ibrahim : Civil Aviation and Tourism and 
additional charge of information and Broad Casting. 
Mr. Yarran Naidu : Rural Areas and Eirqployment 
Mr. T.G.Venkataraman : Surface Transport 
MINISTERS QF STATE 
Mr. Beni Prasad Verma : Communication, Parliamentry 
Affairs Mr. Chandra Dev Prasad Verma: Rural Areas and 
Development. 
Mr. Capt. Jai Narain Prasad Nishad: Environment . 
Ms. Kanti Singh : Human Resources Development. 
Mr. Mohd. Taslimuddin : Home 
Dr. S. Venugopalchari : Power 
Mr. Saleem Iqbql Shervani: Health and Faimly Welfare. 
Dr. U. Venkateswarlu : Agriculture, Parliamentary Affairs. 
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Prime Minister 
Jawaharlal Nehmi 
Indira Gandhi 
Morarji Desai 
Charan Singh 
Indira Gandhi 
Rajiv Gandhi 
V.P. Singh 
Chandra Shekhar 
P.V. Narasimha Rao 
Prime Ministers of India 
From To 
1947, Aug 1964, May 
1966, Jan 1977, May 
1977, May 1977, Jul 
1979, July 1980, Jan 
1980, Jan 1984, Oct 
1984, Oct 1989, Dec 
1989, Dec 1990, Nov 
1990, Nov 1991, June 
1991, June 1996, May 
Atal Behari 
Vajpayee 
H.D. Deve Gowda 
1996,1st May 1996, 14 May 
1996, 14 May Tilldate 
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1996, ELECTIONS, EXPENSES REFORMS, ELECTION COMMISSION 
1. SATYA SUNDARAM. Electoral reforms. Frontier. 28, 32; 
1996, 3, 16; 10-11. 
The must urgent reform on the election front 
relation to election expenses. The election expenses should 
be kept at the minimum because expensive election campaign 
are responsible for curbing democratic voice during the 
elections and mounting of cerrupt practics of the elected 
representation. Those without money power at present cannot 
dream of contesting in the elections. This is political 
prevarication in a democracy. Only when the role of money 
power is completely eliminated is it possible to secure 
honest and dedicated leadership. 
, -- ,JAMMn and KASHMIR 
2. AIR'S CLEAN. Business India. 417, 1996, Mar 25-Apr 7; 
9-10. 
The government is ready to hold the Lok Sabha 
election to the six seats in Jammu and kasmir along with the 
rest of the country. In terms of domestic politics, parties 
like the congress and the BJP, the former especially, should 
look to J&K to pick up seats, for every seats is expected to 
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be of more than ordinary value in the next parliament given 
the dire coalition predictions that are being made. Unlike 
Parliament polls, election to the state assembly would make 
for self-governance, for state rule by duly elected 
representation and not by the bureaucracy or the military, as 
has been the case for six long year. 
, , PERFORMANCE, PARTIES, CONGRESS 
3. NAYYER (Kuldip). Can congress retrieve itself ? : 
Electorate's Criterion. Radiance. 31, 24; 1996, May, 19-25; 
8-9. 
In Gujarat, the BJP has done the excellent, 
showing it expected because the government has been too 
flabby and too divided. In Madhya Pradesh, the BjP has come 
back because the congress govt, has not performed well. 
Chandrababu Naidu's Telegu Desam was able to retain its 
support substantially because it has been administering well. 
In Kerala, even Antony's clean image could not save Congress 
although he tried to undo the damages his rival K. Karuna 
Karan had done. One can argue that the Dalits, the backward 
and the Muslim-at one time the vote bank of the congress-left 
the party in large numbers, in fact, after the split, 
congress has been wining on slogans, not on its performance 
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or progranone. Two Year after she formed her own congress, Mrs 
Gandhi swept the polls on the plank of ousting (Garibi 
Hatao). 
, , POLLING, PEACEFUL, JAMMT & KASHMIR 
4. KASHMIR: Road ahead. Competition Master. 37, 12; 1996, 
7, 1024. 
Many described India's plans to hold elections in 
Kashmir as foolhardy with terrorist determined to disrupt 
elections and interference from Pakistan growing, a low 
turnout and high violence was expected. But apart from a few 
violent incidents, the first elections in the state in seven 
years were held in a largely peaceful manner state. Much 
still remains to be done, despite the conducting of the 
polls, the people of kashmir remain trapped in the crossfire 
between separatist groups and administration. It will take 
much more than elections to left the gloom that still hangs 
over the valley. 
- , ,POLLING, RIGGING, JAMTO & KASHMIR 
5. NAYYER (Kuldip). Elections, sarkari militants and rule of 
law. Mainstream. 34, 29; 1996, 6, 22; 3-4. 
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Lok Sabha elections in Kashmir have been no 
better. The India media has itself questioned its fairness, 
the voters were forced to go to polling booths as officials 
have admitted in private. All that the Rashtriya Rifles, an 
army outfit, wanted to see was the mark on people's finger, 
indicating that they had voted. The sarkari Militants were 
given free entry into polling stations in national 
interested: No- wonder, the perpose of this futile exercise. 
It has not impressed people in India, much less abroad. If 
any proof was needed about the suppression of people's right, 
the Lok Sabha poll has provided one. Fear staked the valley. 
Still, the elections Commission has patted itself on the 
back. The disconcerting part is that the expercise has 
encauraged the government to go ahead with the state 
election. 
, ^ POST POLL, AGENDA, UNITED FRONT 
6. BOMMAI (SR). 1996 General Election and our agenda. Janata 
50, 18; 1995, 6, 18; 15-16. 
In the Elections to the parliament, therefore, people 
are looking forward to an alternative other than the BJP to 
replace the Congress (I) . The National Front-Left Combine 
gives hope for such an alternative. In the perception of the 
4!1 
people, NF-LF is truly secular. They stand for equity and 
social justice, for the rights of the marginalised, down-
trodden and the poor, believe in economic and social 
development unique to Indian society aimed at self-reliance. 
They also stand for state intervention in favour of the poor 
and the disadvantaged a federal India with a thriving grass-
roots level democracy and local governance through panchayati 
Raj and plurality and diversity of India. 
--, - , ,AGGRAVATION, RIVALRY, BSP-SP 
7. UNCOMMON FOE. Telegraph. 14, 315; 1996, 6, 26; 8. 
The BJP already cotrqplacement about its seat count in 
the Lok Sabha elections, can hope for a good showing with the 
aggravation pf the Samajwadi Party-BSP rivalry. The BJP, on 
the other hand, knows that with its projected 20 percent vote 
share no party can from a stable state govt, without its 
support. It also expects most of the Muslims to vote for it. 
Mr. Yadav has recently made himself unpopular with the 
Muslims by agreeing to refer the Babri Masjid issue to the 
Supreme Court under Article 13 (2) in accordance with the 
United Front's Common minimum programme. The greatest 
absurdity, and not one of arithmetic, is that personal 
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animosities have overridden the concern fro seenlarism and 
social justice. 
, AGITATION, BJP 
8. NAYAR (Kuldip). Pluralism is India's ethos. Nation. 
11, 143; 1996, 6, 12; 7. 
If the BJP were to plan country wide, as the 
hardliners are egging on the party to do, the confusion would 
increase. The BJP's own image, far better after the debate in 
Parliament, would suffer becouse the bad memories of earlier 
Yatras would be revived. Secularism and democeracy bind the 
different Communities of the Country. Both concepts have ben 
in the dock in India and both have emerged clears and 
stronger. But they still face challenges. The BJP should be 
as much worried as others. 
9. GANGULI (Amulya). BJP'S old strategy. Indian Express. 
64, 218; 1996, 6, 12; 8. 
What the BJP would really like is to win over a 
party like the Assam Gana Parished, which once shared its 
concerns about Bangladesh, infillrators, or the Tamil Maeinila 
:^ i 
Congress comprising "honest" Congressman. It waited for more 
than 40 years to launch the Ram Janambhoomi movement that, 
too, only after a blundering Rajiv Gandhi opened the Babri 
Masjid locks. So, it can wait for a few more years, keeping 
its agenda under wraps and assuring everyone that Hindutva is 
a way of life which has nothing to do with the demolition of 
mosques. The BJP's only hope lies in a quick collapse of the 
UF. if this does not happen, the party will have a trouble 
some time as a result of the impatience of its hardiners, the 
drifting away of fair weather friends and the general 
cynicism about its polices. 
, BSP, KANSHI RAM 
10. KANSHI RAM in front. Indian Express. 64, 23; 1996, 6, 
25; 8. 
Irrespective of the durability of the allience 
that the ESP is forgoing or their electrol prospects, what is 
clear is that Kanshi Ram has emerged as much more of a major 
figure as the new arbiter of UP politics, little wonder that 
he has said that everyone-Narasimha Rao, Vajpayee, Sharad 
Yadav is manning after me. Kanshi Ram is not squeamish about 
spelling out his prefernce about his ally being "weak" and 
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dependent on us". The proposed seat adjustments between the 
BSP, the congress and the Janata Dal may not take place 
unless Mulayam Singh Yadav distances himself from UP 
politics, but the Defence Minister is unlikely to do so for 
fear if losing has base. However, he is bound to be under 
pressure from his colleagues in the UF like Sharad Yadav cind 
even Laloo Prasad Yadav to yield ground to ensure that the 
non BJP vote is not divided. The fact that Atal Behari 
Vajpayee called on Kanshi Ram suggests that the party is not 
as confident of success in UP as it pretend to be. 
, , ,CQHMQN MINIMDM PROGRAMME, UNITED FRONT 
11. ON COMMON minimum programme. People's democracy. 20, 
23; 1996, 6, 9; 1-2. 
The verdict of the 1996 elections has unmistakbly 
been against the divisive communal party, the BJP. The United 
Front which is a manifestation of the anti-communal 
commitment of the overwheloning majority of the Indian people 
has come into existence to provide a secular govt. This is a 
front that has been forged after the electoral verdict 
through many of these parties fought the elections together. 
The parties that have came together in the United Front, 
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motivated by the anti-communal sentiments, have declared a 
minimum common programme. It is indeed, remarkable that have 
been able to agree on basic secular, federal and democratic 
demands and place it before the country and people in such a 
short time. 
, , , CONDUCT, MPs 
12. SAHAY(S). Eleventh Lok Sabha: Queastionable Conduct 
of members.Tribune. 116; 1996, 6, 18; 8 
The nation had the unicpie opportunity to view, 
or listen to, our parliamentarian in action twice, first when 
Mr. Atal Behari Vajpayee sought a obtain a vote of confidence 
and sensing defeat preferred to resign, and again when Mr. 
H.D. Deve Gowda went through the same exercise successfully. 
The parliamentarian, whose stock has reached new height is 
Mr. Atal Behari Vajpayee. Apart from an irapeecably clean life 
and the respect he commands even from his adversaries, he has 
shown an amazing capacity to adjust to new political 
realities. 
. -, --, DECLINE, CONGRESS (I) 
13. MR RAO'S future. Statesman. 137, 117; 1996, 5, 17; 8. 
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What is in it for Mr. Rao ? it is perhaps just as 
well as that he has renounced, at least for the moment, his 
claims to the Prime-Ministerial chair. If the BJP cross the 
hurdle on May 31 and Mr. Rao has to settle down as leader of 
the opposition, he has the capacity to so conduct himself as 
to make his promise of stability look slightly more 
attractive a few years down the road.This remains the best 
bet for the congress. But the question mark on Mr. Rao's 
ability to galvanize the party and the masses remains. Mr. 
Rao and his party are, in fact a victim of circumstances of 
their own making. After intial moves to recorient the party 
away from the leadership cult, Mr. Rao brought it firmly back 
to the autocratic traditions of the Nehru Gandhis , the 
difference being that there are no Nehru gandhis worth the 
name to fill that kind of role any more. The Party seems to 
be in inexorable decline and illconceived attempt at patching 
up coalition may hasten that decline. 
, DEFEAT, AIADMK, TAMIL NADU 
14. DMK-TMC ALLIANCE gets a decisive note. National 
Herald. 28, 63; 1996, 5, 11; 4. 
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The debacle of the All India Anna DMK (AIADMK) in the 
Lok Sabha and Assembly elections was the verdict against the 
Jayalalitha government's misrule in Tamil Nadu. It was a 
negative Vote which went in favour of the DMK-TAMIL Maanila 
Congress whose leaders exploited the misrule and the style of 
functioning of Ms. Jayalalitha to the hilts, when the results 
of nearly two thirds of the 234 members Tamil Nadu Assembly 
were announced, the allience partners could not win even a 
single seat, with the over wholing majority of the seats 
going in favour of the DMK_TMC allience. It was for the first 
time that chief-minister Ms Jayalalitha lost seat in the 
Assembly elections in Tamil Nadu. 
, ^ _^  DEFEAT, CONGRESS (I) 
15. CAN THE Congress be written off? Economist. 33, 1; 
1996, 7, 31. 
Perhaps the biggest and oldest political party 
Congress in India lost its credibility. After independence it 
continued to be inclusive. But over the years it has come to 
be seen as a crucial party that is more interested in 
patronage than good government and in the urban rich than the 
rural poor. Muslims, untouchables, backward castes and 
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backward regions are all turning away from Congress and 
towards sectarian parties that stand for parochical goals. 
Its days of dominance may be over, but it is too soon to 
write congress off. It remains important in many parts of 
India. 
16. 1996 COMPAIGN. Competition Master. 37, 11; 1996, 6, 
939-40. 
The results of the 1996 general elections proved this 
once again. The Congress did not have much to show for its 
five years in power, expect for the new economic policy and 
this was blatantly for the rich and the privileged. There was 
in fact no other issue in this election. Voters found that 
they did not have real choices if the Congress leaders were 
corrupt, those of other parties would probably do worse if 
they came to power. This resulted in low Voter turnout, 
showing that the average Voter was unhappy with the state of 
affairs and the choice before him. Across northern and 
western India, from Hindi heartland states of Bihar. UP and 
Madha Pradesh to Gujrat and Maharashtra, this trend was 
clearly visible. 
5^ 
, , , ECONOMIC AGENDA, UNITED FRONT, 
DEVE GOWDA (HD) 
17. SARKAR (Ranju). In search of a consensus. Business 
Today. 5, 11; 1996, June 7-21; 40. 
They have cobbled together a common crause. Now, what 
can corporate India expect from the new 13-party coalition 
govt.? since each of its constituents fought election 96 on 
seperate economic platforms, their post-electoral convergence 
has clouded the canvas. So, it is a combination of their 
economic agenda that may determine the H.D, Deve Gowda 
Administration's policies for India Inc. will the United 
Front be able to over come its disparate ideologies to 
implement a pro-reforms agenda? 
--, , --, EXIT, PRIME MINISTER, NARASIMHA 
RAO (PV) 
18. MAZUMDAR (Sudip). Grown-up election. Newsweek. 127, 
21; 1996, 5, 20; 18-20. 
The Prime minister, P.V. Narasimha Rao, resigned 
even before the counting was over. But there was no single 
Kingmaker to replase him. Although they made huge gains, 
populist parties representing narrow caste, language and 
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regional interests were splintered. The most likely prospect 
a Shaky government led by the Hindu-nationalist Bhartiya 
Janata Party, which took 185 seats of the 545-seats Lok 
sabha, parliaments's lower house. The BJP responded by 
louching a conpaign to rebuild a Hindu temple at Ayodhya, 
site of a Muslim mosque. Muslim lost faith in the congress 
govt that had failed to prevent the violence. Today the BJP 
is trying to project a more tolerent image. Vajpayee openly 
opposed the demolition of the Ayodhya mosque. As foreign 
minister during the 1977-79 Janata govt, he manged to 
improved India's relations with Pakistan and he has been 
untainted by any Corruption charge. Unlike some of his party 
colleagues, including Lai Krishna Advani. 
, , , FORMATION, GOVERNMENT, UNITED 
FRONT, COALITION 
19. UNITED FRONT Comes to power. Business World. 16, 6; 
1996, 6, 12-25; 6. 
United Front leader H.D. Deve Gowda was sworn in as 
the Prime Minister of India. 20 ministers, including 
P.,Chidambaram of the Tamil Maanila Congress, Murasali Maran 
of the DMK, I.K. Gujral and Ram vilas Paswan of the Janata 
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Dal and Mulayam Singh Yadav of the Samajwadi Party were also 
sworn in. Earlier, president Shankar Dyal Sharma invited 
Gowda to form the govt, after Prime Minister Atal Behari 
Vajpayee failed to muster a single majority for the Bhartiya 
Janata Party-led coalition in the Lok Sabha. With only 194 
members of parliament behind him in him in the 534-member Lok 
Sabha, defeat seemed imminent and Vajpayee resigned before 
the house could vote on the confidence motion. 
, , _ _^  GOVERNMENT, BJP 
20. PRESIDENT'S ACTION has to be accepted with grace. 
National Herald. 28, 69; 1996, 5, 17, 4. 
The new Lok Sabha reflecting the fractured verdict 
administered by voters has been constituted and the Bhartiya 
Janata Party leader, Mr. Atal Behari Vajpayee, sworn in as 
the eleventh Prime-Minister of the Country. For the BJP it is 
a red letter day, but it cannot wish away the uncertainty 
looming ahead when the new government has to face the 
confidence vote in the Lok Sabha.The National Front-Left 
Front combine, which finally succeeded in choosing Mr. Dev 
Gowda as its leader and the Congress party, which assured it 
of full support to form a government of secular minded 
parties, together are in a strong position in the Lok Sabha 
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to deny the BJP the opportunity of governing, the country. 
The fact is that as leader of the single largest party, Mr. 
Vajpayee secured the Presidents's invitation and has acted 
pron:5)tly on it. 
, , , , , CONFIDENCE 
VOTE,CONGRESS(I) STAND 
21. CONGRESS STAND has been consistent. National Herald. 28, 
70 ,-.1996, 5, 18; 4. 
Mr. Atal Behari Vajpayee to form the Bhartiya Janta 
Party government have expectedly turned out to be 
uncharitable remarks made in the heat of the moment. The 
Congress had been consistently asserting, even before the 
elections, that the party would not have any truck with BJP. 
After the polls, the party made it clear again that it would 
support the seculsr forces to keep the BJP away from power. 
The BJP is facing new problems in its preparations to face 
the confidence vote in the Lok Sabha. The Bahujan Samaj 
Party(BSP), which had earlier adapted a neutral stand, has 
now decided t vote against the Vajpayee government. At least 
two leadres have expressed their reservation in supporting 
the BJP. Two of BJP's allies, the Akali Dal and Haryana Vikas 
1 
Party, are also reluctant to participate in the government. 
, , ,G0VES1IMENT, BJP, CONFIDENCE 
VOTE, LOSS 
22. BHARGAVA (GS). Prospect of the new government. 
Competition Refresher. 13, 7; 1996, 7, 57-58. 
As the day of reckoning, namely, the passing of the 
confidence text in the Lok Shabha by the shortest. Lived-so 
far of the BJP govt of Mr. Atal Behari Vajpayee approached, 
it was becoming increasing clear thet nothing short of a 
miracle could save the govt. Atal ji tendered the resignation 
of the House of the confidence motion moved by him on the 
previous day. There is also an element of miracle about the 
prospective United Front govt headed by the former Chief 
Minister of Kamataka, Haradanahalli Dodde Gowda Deve Gowda. 
23. JHA (Padmanand) and JOSHI (Rajesh). Putting up a 
brave front.Outlook. 11, 22; 1996, 5, 29; 10-12. 
There is a sense of nervous excitement among 
most leaders of the Third Front these days. The Front is 
confident that the BJP Govt will come crashing down on or 
before May 31 when Prime Minister Atal Behari Vajpayee has 
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to prove his majority in the Lok Sabha and that their leader 
H.D. Deve Gowda will be sworn in as Prime Minister shorty 
afterwards. P.V. Narasimha Rao renege on the commitment to 
give unconditional support to a goverment led by Deve Gowda. 
If the BJP Govt, is defeated the President may invite the 
leader to the Second largest party yo form the govt. The 
third Front leaders are hoping that inner party compulsions 
will keeps Rao away from his famed Machiavellian manoeuvres. 
But, for the moment, the goal is to dislodge the BJP 
Government. And till then what prevails is the cautions 
optimism of seeing their Prime Minister- in - waiting sworn 
in. 
24. KHOSLA (Shyam). Victoriouse in defeat. Organiser. 47, 
47; 1996, 6, 9; 9. 
The Bhartiya Janata Party bowed out of office as an 
inevitable Consequence of having lost the numbers game in 
parliament but there is great merit in its claim that it has 
won the battle for the hearts and minds of the people. No one 
will be surprised if it emerges victories if elections were 
to be held now. Atal Behari Vajpayee has emerged as a 
stalesman who is committed to his party and its ideology. He 
is ended the tellest leader in Indian polity. He was in power 
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for less than a fomight but his stature has gone up,his 
accept ability has increased manifold and his popularity is 
at its Zenith. 
25. RETURN OF the hard-liner. Asian age. 3, 102; 1996, 5, 
29; 8. 
A week is a long time in politics. Mr. Atal Behari 
Vajpayee, the hurt artyr in Indian politics, would quite 
concur. He may paly the hust angel role to perfection over 
the next few days, but may be he should be asking whether be 
made mistake in agreeing with such alacrity to form a 
government when the party so hopelessly aounumered. Mr. 
Vajpayee founded brintly liberal. Then when he moved the 
confidence motion for his govt, he decided to a mie a bit of 
familar Sangh Parivar hargon within a liberal framework. But, 
in the end, the country saw a rebal-rouser get the better of 
a poet-dreamer. 
26. SENGUPTA (Arindam) . What's special about the BJP ? 
Economic Times. 36, 79; 6, 5; 3. 
After Mr.Atal Behari Vajpayee resigned as Prime 
Minister the BJP claims to have won and then illegitimately 
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denied, is 161 seats, plus 35 of its allies, making a total 
of 196 seats- a good 75 seats shart of a sin^ jle majority in 
parliament. This apart, it has got 20 percent of the popular 
vote, exactly the same as it had garnered in the last 
election, and with the vote of its allies this figure goes up 
to about 24 percent. Either way, it is nowhere close to a 
majority. The fact that Vajpayee repudiated his post and all 
that his party has stood for and well stand for in the 
future, now that it is unburdened of Power ? So what is 
special about the BJP ? That is, apart from its Muslim-
baiting that goes by the name of "rare political plainspeak." 
It is special only because some people wish it to be special. 
Other wise, the 13-day wonder wouldn't be seen as a promise 
of a new India. 
27. THOMAS (Antony) . why the BJP has not become the 
national alternative. Economic Time. 36, 76; 1996, 6, 1; 4. 
The failure of the BJP government to secure the 
confidence of the House and its resignation has difficulties 
facing the party in its efforts to become the national 
alternative to the Congress. The BJP had quite correctly 
recognised the need to be perceived and accepted as the 
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nationalist party of it were to form the government at the 
centre. It is this reality that the BJP has failed to grasp 
and hence their isolation in parliament. BUt then it is not 
surprising that a party whose ideology is a perception of a 
glorious past fails to grasp the rapidly changing realities 
of the present. 
28. UNCERTAINTY AHEAD. Statesmen. 137, 127; 1996, 5, 29; 
8. 
It can be said of Mr. Atal Behari Vajpayee that 
nothing became his term of office as Prime Minister better 
than his manner of leaving it. The effect of the losss of 
confidence within the BJP is cause for concern. They may well 
feel that they have travelled as far as they possible could 
to join the mainstream and now have no option but to turn 
back with vengeance. Mr. Vajpayee must know that the test of 
his sincerity as Prime Minister will be to keep his party 
where has brought it. failure to do so will reinforce all the 
suspicious that have been voice about the BJP. He is right to 
remind the United Front that they will have to run to the 
congress for support time. When, not if, they fall they will 
have paved the way for the return of the BJP, this time in 
strength. 
6R 
, , , GOVESMMENT, FORMATION, BJP 
29. CABINET'S CONCERNS. Finacial Express. 112, 92; 1996, 
5, 17; 8. 
Prime Minister Vajpayee has put together his nuclear 
cabinet without the usual fuss. Senior were seen as obvious 
choices for ministership are already there. Their political 
experience would stand the infant govt, in good stead, 
Vajpayee can depend upon Pramod Mahajan and Sushma Swaraj to 
use their flair for articulation to use for the defence of 
the govt, against a possible long spell of legal acumen is 
something which the govt, will badly need, in its earily day 
especials. Even its legitimacy is being questioned and 
president Shanker Dayal Sharma subjected to disparaging 
criticism. 
, ^ ^ GOVESMHENT, BJP, NO-CONFIDENCE 
MOTION, SPEECH, NARASIMHARAO (PV) 
30. SAHAY (S) . No blind support: Lession for Deve Gowda 
too.Tribune.116. 176; 1996, 6, 26; 8. 
Adversity reduces ordinary mortals to silence but Mr. 
Narasimha Rao is no ordinary mortal. It has triggered in him 
6? 
an unsuspected eloquence. His performance in the Lok Sabha 
during the second confidence vote proceedings was most 
impressive, even though he seemed to be speakering as if he 
were taking part in a no-cofidence more against the BJP 
government. The fact was that the BJP government had already-
fallen and Mr. Rao was extending support to the Deve Gowda 
government. The congress's support to the new government was 
unconditional, that if the govt fell it would not be because 
of the Congress. 
, , , GOVEKMMENT FORMALTION, UNITED FRONT 
31. LEAVE DEVE Gowda alone. Financial Express.112. 106; 1996, 
5, 31; 6. 
Now that the BJP is out, those who made it their single-
point agenda to remove the Vajpayee government should leave 
the new incumbent free to choose his team. The United Front 
government must be essentially Prime-Minister-led, and it is 
the responsibelity of this functionary to lead the nation. 
The Congress has formally declared that ministry formation 
was the prerogative of the Prime-Minister and must 
demonstrate this by keeping out of what goes on within the 
United Front. On reform, Gowda has to keep the leflists and 
congress alike satisfied, which is easier said than done. But 
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all these are for the next Prime-Minister to handle, and not 
for the Front partners and its ally to dictate. 
, , , GOVESMHENT, UNITED FRONT 
32. ALVA (Chittaranjan) . New Govt. can last the 
term.Financial Express. 112, 110; 1996, 6, 4; 7. 
In the United Front and the Federal front to ensure that 
2 
future reforms are imbussed with a healthy with a healthy 
egalitarianism. The decision of the CPI to join the United 
Front government will help to strengten this tendency, namely 
to make economic reforms pro-poor. If such an egalitarian 
programme is honestly implemented. It will build a millions 
of tailing people from among the rural and urban poor, and 
the working and middle classes who will came to look upon the 
United Front government as their own. By working for the 
benefit of such a coalition, the United Front government will 
only strengthen its own hands. In that case the United Front 
govt, will be able to last its term. 
33. BJP FEELS UF has Hijacked the 1996 mandate. Democratic 
World. 25, 14; 1996, 7, 31; 3. 
6a 
The national executive of the Bhartiya Janata Party has 
accused the ruling United Front government of betraying the 
people by hijacking the manadate, which was given by the 
electrorate in the BJP's favour. In its political resolution 
adopted on the concluding day the three day session in Bhopal 
recently, the executive asserted that the Deve Gowda 
government, "remote Controlled" by the Congress, had no 
relevence to "disunited front and inherently fragil". It 
represents political opprtunism, Sordid power, lust and 
extreme ideological contradictions. Its farcical common 
minimum programme is a mere camouflage. It is a one point 
programme to keep the BJP out of power. 
, , ^ ^ ^ COALITICW 
34. CHHAYA (Mayank) Needed now: Talent for tightrope 
walking. India Abroad. 26, 36; 1996, 6, 7; 4. 
It is probably the first time modem India politics 
that the choice of a new administration was made by regional 
satraps rather than being centralised into the hands of one 
national leader. Deve Gowda's 21 member cabinet reflected 
what one senior politician called " Excruciating tightrop 
walking" in selecting ministers from five parties in the 13 
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group United Front. Apart from Deve Gowda, the four general 
readers whose word prevailed in the making of a govet were 
the Samajwadi Party Chief Mulayam Singh Yadav from U.P; Tamil 
Nadu's Chief Minister and Dravida Munnetra Kazhgam (DMK) 
leader M. Karunanidhi, Bihar's Chief Minister and Janata Dal 
President Laloo Prasad Yadav; and the Andhra Pradesh Chief 
Minister and Telugu Desam Party leader N. chandrababu Naidu. 
, --, , , -, CONFIDENCE VOTE 
35. BENEGAL (Som). Certain uncertainty faces the nation 
after the polls. Mainstream. 34, 21; 1996, 4, 27; 13-14. 
As far as the outcome of the elections is concerned one 
can only fall back on the cliche that the one thing certain 
is that nothing is certain. But it is unlikely that we shall 
have a hung parliament (a tired platitude) or an era of 
coalitions can even more exhausted benality). With little 
choice, Narasimha rao may be right in predicting that the 
people will vote for his party. In an unremarkable admission 
he also revealed his ambition of regaining his Prime 
Ministership, majority or no, thereby setting the run for 
unbridled horse-trading. Would Atal Behari Vajpayee's 
nostrils savourless the smells of the high saddle through the 
same course ? 
7i 
36. POST-ELECTION political trends. Monthly Commentary on 
Indian economic political conditions. 38, 1; 1996, 8, 14-16. 
Once the United Front had won the vote of confidence from 
parliament, its government with Mr. Deve Gowda leading it 
would have been well-advised not to rely on unbridled 
populist rhetoric to consolidate its position. Crowding to 
gether of disparate parties and their leaders to keep the 
largest party in parliament, the BJP, at bay was, however, 
far easier for the U.F. than to hold together and run the 
government. Those holding ministerial posts and in particular 
the Prime Minister, Mr. Gowda, have been inclined to ignore 
thread of secularism is indeed too fragile and can easily 
break under stresses and strains on policy issue as well as 
factional and personal ambitions. 
37. TRUST OF a nation. Indian Express. 64, 219; 1996, 6, 13; 
8. 
The Deve Gowda Government's victory in the vote of 
confidence in the Narasimha Rao may be sincere when he says 
that the congress will not allow this Government to fall 
under any circumstances: But can his offer to "agree to work 
together" neutralise strains within the constituents of the 
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UF? All parties, including the congress and BJP, apprear to 
have reconciled thaemselves to this new hoping that he is a 
fast learher and that give take is not distored into a 
process of take and take. Otherwise, generosity will give way 
to impatience and finally, disillusionment. Fir the moment, 
India could do without either. The country needs a breather. 
, , , , DEVE GOWDA (HD) , 
CONFIDENCE VOTE, WIN 
38. The SURJEET (Harkishan Singh). Deve Gowda wins 
Confidence. People's Democracy. 20, 24; 1996, 6, 16; 1. 
The outcome of the confidence motion has been as 
expected. The proceedings were very much akin to what had 
occurred when Atal-Behari Vajpayee sought the confidence of 
the Lok-Sabha. J^n aberration, that the Vajpayee govt, was, 
rectified with that govt resigning rather than seeking a 
vote, this time it found itself cornered and hopelessly 
trying to score points. But the Deve Gowda Govt, passing this 
test, the United Front govt will have to take up the 
question of implementation of its programme in right earnest. 
The CPI(M), which is supporting the govt from outside, while 
maintaining that the Common Minimum Programme marks a 
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departure from the Congress policies also reserves the right 
to criticise the policies with which it does not agree. 
~~ --^ — ~--- -^-------^-------^--------^--------^ 
39. UNITED FRONT Government- Continuity or Change.Monthly 
Commentary on Indian economic conditions. 37, 12; 1996, 7; 5-
6. 
The Transition from single party domination of Indian 
polity to coalition polities is a dramatic change. But there 
is rough round with many pitfalls ahead of the UF government 
headed by Mr.Deve Gowda. There is no manner of doubt that a 
policy frame for coalition and a new style if governance on 
its basis has yet to evolve which alone can impart to the 
U.F. govt a measure of stability and durability. For the Deve 
Gowda govt, to evolve an appropriate policy frame and norms 
of governance and adhere to them in spirit and sxibstance ia a 
task of ovewheling importance and a matter of great public 
interest. 
^ ^ ^ ^ , effect on INDUSTRY 
40. JUMPING THE gun. Financial Express. 112, 86; 1996, 5, 
11; 6. 
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In elections, anything can happen, and the 1996 
elections have established this beyond doxibt. Indian industry 
had prepared itself for a coalition no doiabt, but one which 
would be led by either the congress or the BJP. Now that the 
NF-LF is a prospective entrant in the new government, 
industry seams perturbed. By unfairly expressing lack of 
confidence in a regime that has yet to prove itself worthy or 
otherwise, of forming the government at the centre, industry 
is clearly jumping the gun. 
i , , , , , PERFORMANCE 
41. FORTY DAYS Of Deve Gowda govt. Democratic World. 25,14; 
1996, 7,31; 13-6. 
Since the formation of the UF Government in June, the 
country has witnessed the uneasiness of the person who wears 
the Crown. Inspite of balancing game of ministry, making 
controversies continued unabted. The controversy mainly 
centred around the inclusion of Mohammad Taslimuddin and 
exclusion of mohammad Maqbool Dar (both Janata Dal MPs ) . 
Furthermore, Prime Minister Deve-Gowda called the shots in 
expelling Ms. Maneka Gandhi from the Janata Dal for raising 
the Congentrix deal. 
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, , , ,-- , REACTION, UNITED 
STATES 
42. AZIZ HANIFFA. No official Comment from U.S. on Gowda 
Government.India Abroad. 26, 36; 1996, 6,7; 8. 
The Clinton administration had no official Comment on 
the resignation of the Atal Bihari Vajpayee as head of the 
short-lived Bhartiya Janata Party (BJP) government of the 
naming of H.D. Deve Gowda, leader of the United Front, as new 
Prime Minister by President Shankar Dayal Sharma. The U.S. he 
added saw it as a "natural part of the consititutional govt, 
process in India. Some administration officials were 
relieved that the BJP could not muster enough allies to form 
a coalition govet. They believed that even in a diluted form, 
a BJP led govt would have hardly discarded its right wing 
nationalism and intolerance toward minorities. 
, , , , ,ROLE, CONGRESS (I) 
43. SINHA (Yashwant). Recipe for d i s a s t e r . Indian Express. 
64, 209; 1996, 6, 3 ; 8. 
I t has happened a t h i r d t ime in 20 y e a r s - a non-
congress government i s be ing i n s t a l l e d wi th t he o u t s i d e 
support of the congress. The f i r s t time i t happened with 
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Chaudhary Charan Singh in 1979, the second time with Chandra 
Shekar in 1990 and the third time the drama is being enacted 
with H.D. Deva Gowda in that role. In the case of both 
Chaudhary Charan Singh and Chandra Shekar there was a 
cohesive group of which they were the acknowledge and 
unquestioned leaders. That is not so in the case of Deve 
Gowda. President of India had hardly any choice in the matter 
after the congress extended its support to Deve Gowda to form 
the government. Though that is no guarantee for longevity, it 
is at least better than the concept of support from outside 
which is the surest recipe for disaster. 
^ ^ ^ LEAD, BJP 
44. HOW THE Lotus finally bloomed. Business World.16. 5; 
1996, 29 May-ll,June, 43-44. 
A day-by-day account of the backroom drama and 
suspense that finally led to the BJP coming to power. Within 
a day, it was becoming abvious that the BJP was gaining an 
edge in the numbers game. Desperate to thwart the BJP, a 
senior communist leader claims without revealing any details 
that 50 Congressmen approached surjeet ready to strike deal. 
But the left was in a big dilemna. Wouldy these congressmen 
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come out openly against Narasitnha Rao ? A senior CPI leader 
said, " Individually, Congressman are very brave. 
Collectively they become cowards". 
, , ,MUSLIM VOTES, ANTI-CONGRESS 
45. UNI ANALYSIS on minorities votes. Muslim India. 14, 
162; 1996, 6; 260-61. 
Muslim voters in the 78-odd Constituencies where the 
community has its sizeable presence seem to have by and large 
voted against the congress in the recent Lok Sabha elections. 
The Muslim voters supported variety of candidates in BJP 
stronghods. A number of candidates were in need and neck 
fight with the BJP candidates in the 50 constituences 
studied. The voting patter of the minorities have adversely 
affected the congress party's performance in Kerela West 
Bengal and Tamil Nadu. In the process of defeating the BJP 
candidates, the Muslims voted for congress in 12 of the 50 
Muslim deminated constituencies of Andhra Pradesh, Bihar, 
Karnataka, constituencies where the minority votes have a 
dominating presence in the electerate of West Bengal, Tamil 
Nadu, Kerela and Lakhshadeep, the congress ould manage to win 
only five seats. 
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-,- ,- , OPPOSITICJN, BJP 
46. BJP WILL oppose tooth and nail : Vajpayee. Indian 
Express. 64, 210; 1996, 6, 4; 7. 
Former Prime Minister Atal Behari said that if the 
United Front government at the centre, which has just got 
into the saddle, continue with the policies of the erstwhile 
congress Government, the Bhartiya Janata Party would oppose 
it tooth and nail. and his party would certaily vote against 
the Deve Gowda Government. He said the United Front 
Government is inded made of strange bed-fellows. And Vajpayee 
said that the BJP-Shiv Sena government in not allowing even a 
miner incident of communal vilence take place in Maharashtra 
during its tenure and added that incidentlly, this has also 
been the proud record of the BJP Government in other state. 
, , ,PRIME MINISTER,DEVE GOWDA (HD) 
47. NOW, FOR the difficult part. Asian Age. 3, 104; 1996, 
5, 31; 8. 
Becoming Prime Minister was the easy part for H.D. 
Deve Gowda. Forming a government is going to be a much more 
difficult business. His options are limited; the talent at 
his disposal is thin, and that which is available is 
diminished by the Hawala strictures. Senior politicians like 
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Mr. Narain Dutt Tewari, Mr. Arjun Singh, Mr. Sharad Yadav, 
Mr. Madhavrao Sindia, who could have lent substance to the 
minister will not be able to join the government because, as 
the left has reminded the Prime Minister-designate, the 
defeat of the Congress makes no difference to the chargesheet 
against them. 
48. PERFORMERS FOR GOWDA. Indian Express. 64, 235; 1996, 
6, 29; 8. 
It is perhaps no coincidence that Prime Minister 
H.D. Deve Gowda effected a mammoth political purge of the 
Janata Dal in his home state of Kamataka as a prelude to the 
expansion of his Minister. Having successfully overcome the 
wariness of the CPI and Asom Gana Prishad Prasad towards 
formally participating in the Govt. Gowda was anxious to 
project an impression of decisiveness, of course, the prime 
minister's political consolidation is still woefully 
incomplete. He will have to confront preposterous claims of 
Laloo Prasad Yadav for an even greater reperesention for 
Bihar in the ministry. At the same time, he will have to 
explain why Kerela and North east have been ignored and why 
there is only one inconsequential woman in the entire 
ministry Gowda Government formed with minimum expectations 
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can only surprise the country by actually performing. 
49. RAKESH (KM) . Deve Gowda : A surprise choice for the 
PM's post. Statesman. 137, 118; 1996, 5, 18; 9. 
Haradanahalli Dodde Gowda dev Gowda was handpicked to 
herd the Third Front in parliament, the reaction was of shock 
and disbelief-in that order. His being named the Prime 
Minister, designate caught everyong by surprise, the quick 
turn of developments which pused the Karnataka Chief Minister 
just a step away from'the chair of the chief executive of the 
Union Government has had a baffling effect on people from his 
stae. But one questions that remains is : was Mr. Gowda's a 
well meaning choice ? or was he chosen as the scapegeat in a 
rather peculiar arrangement whose lengivity is big question 
mark in itself only time well tell. 
50. THIRD FRONT Chooses its leader.National Herald. 28, 
68; 1996, 5, 16; 4. 
The election of the Karnataka Chief Minister, Mr Dev 
Gowda as leader of the Third Front and the support extended 
to him by the Congress have set in motion the process of the 
consolidation of the secular forces in the country. After the 
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former Prime Minister, Mr. V.P. Singh and West Bengal Chief 
Minister, Mr Jyoti Basu refused the invitation to lead the 
Front, the mantle at last fell on Mr Gowda who has the 
distinction of leading his party, the Janta Dal, to a 
spectacular victory in his home state. In fact, Mr Gowda has 
more credential than Mr Singh and Mr Basu to lead the Front 
since his approach towards seeking the support of the 
Congress in forming the government at the centre has been 
more pragmatic. 
, , , ,VAJPAYEE (Atal Behari) 
51. PRAKASAM (KP). Finally Vajpayee is Prime Minister. 
Nation And the World. 6, 112; 1996, 6, 1; 28-32. 
With the swearing in of the BJP parliamentary party 
leader Atal Behari Vajpayee as Prime Minister of india by 
president Shanker Dayal Sharma at the Ashoka Hall of the 
Rashtrapati Bhawan on May 16, But his party did not cammand 
the support of the required number of MPs and there was no 
hope of getting a majority except through foul means. It is 
all the more inreguing when almost all the non-congress-non 
BJP parties came togher under one unbrella and elected 
Karnataka's Dev Gowda as the group leader and other side P.V. 
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Narasitnha Rao's declaration of support to third Front two 
hourse after Vajpayee's appointment with the president 
reminds people of Rao's Machiavellian dithering in Ayodhya on 
December 6, 1992. 
, , , ,- , ADDRESS TO NATION 
52. MASTER OF Consensus. Financial Express. 112, 96; 
1996, 5, 21; 8. 
The new Prime Minister, Atal BBhari Vajpayee is first 
public address to the nation since he took office is a fine 
example of a consensual stance. The major parties cannot 
quarral with the agenda that he has outlined for the nation. 
Vajpayee's speech makes clear his recognition of the 
tenuousness of his party's positon: although it won the 
maximum number of seats, it is far from having a majority in 
thr House. It will have to do its atmost in the next to days 
to win as many friends and influence as many people as it can 
to win the vote of confidence. By softening the sharp edges 
of the party's image, the new PM has shown he is master of 
consensus. 
, ^ ^ RESULTS 
53. BHATTACHARYA (Sunil). Lession from the recent 
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elections. Radical Humanist. 60, 3; 1996, 6, 1-4. 
The results of the recent elections to the elevents 
Lok Sabha and five Vidhan Sabhas two in eastern India (Assam 
and West Bengal) . one in northern India (Haryana) , one in 
South-Eastern India (Tamil Nadu) and one is South-West India 
(Kerala)-have created an unprecendend situation in the Indian 
political scene. The congress party, which ruled at the 
centre and at three of the five states (Assam, Haryana and 
Kerala) , failed to secure the majority seats for the Lok 
Sabha and for all these five states. In all the above states 
the regional parties secured the majority seats and formed 
non-congress governments. In the eleventh Lok Sabha no single 
political party or allience could secure the majority. The 
Bhartiya Janata Party has emerged as the single lergest 
party. It polled 20% of the votes cast and Haryana Vikas 
Party and support from siromani Akali Dal Command the support 
of only 199 members of Lok Sabha. It thus lacks support of 70 
members required for attaining simple majority. 
54. HANGING BY the thread. Asian Age. 3, 89; 1996, 5, 16; 
8. 
The Indian electrorate is being hung by its own 
dangling verdict and has no one to blame but itself. It drove 
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back the Congress but not far enough; it took the BJP 
forward, but again not far enough. The BJP has accepted the 
responsibility to form a government, and the scramble will 
now commence to woo the smaller parties and goups and 
independents in the middle. This is not going to be a healty 
time for Indiaa politics, the BJP has no option except to try 
themselves elsewhere. AN important consideration is the fact 
that it has already attemped to bring these parties on to its 
side, and failed. 
/ / , / BJP 
55. BJP AND the fourth force. Asian week. 33, 1; 1996, 7; 
30-31. 
Whatever that fate of Vajpayee's government, the 1996 
elections have already staked a claim as a watershed for the 
world's biggest democracy. The rise of regional parties shows 
that politics has kept pace with the social reality that 
states need more power. Voters increasing identify with 
regional rather than national parties becouse they are 
concerned about local issues. The shift of such groups from 
the margins of power to the centre will no doubt shake up New 
Delhi in the short term. But it is also likely to strengthen 
India's stability in the long run, say sheth of the CSDS, 
8^  
because by gaining political power, these formerly 
secessionist regional groups will become less likely to 
resort to violence as they press for their rights. 
56. TOWARDS A new social democracy. JANATA. 50, 18; 1995, 
6, 18; 3-10. 
The BJP's Hindutva' is a potent weapon in the hands 
of the elite in its war agianst the poor. While it has gained 
significant political ground and legitimacy the BJP's own 
hope that it could become the new dominant force in Indian 
politics has yet to be realised. But the congress not down 
and out and the BJP facing powerful barriers in the very 
nature ofIndian society, a real space has opend up for a 
Third force to stabilise and institutionalise itself on the 
national level. This is a force that would seek to occupy and 
pivot itself on what is, in fact, the natural centre of 
gravity of Indian politics today-a left-of-centre fulcrum. 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ GUJARAT 
57. DAYAL (Gyaneshwar). Toll of discord. Rashtriya Sahara. 
4, 2; 1996, 6, 24-26. 
Election results brought good news for Bhartiya Janata 
Party all over the country. However in Gujarat it brought 
8S 
cheers with a dash of anxiety. The stage had already been set 
for a showdown as both the BJP factions led by former chief 
minister Keshiibhai Patel and his challenger shankar singh 
vaghela took on each other. Vaghela sat on dharna thundering 
and refusing to take on the onslaught lying down. The battle 
lines were finally drawn. The image of the BJP in Gujrat has 
been ternised beyond repair and party watchers claim that BJP 
would have gained 50 more seats in the adjoining states of 
Maharashtra and Madhya Pradesh, but for the internal 
bickerings in Gujarat. The Gujrat turmoil, if not attended to 
has all the potential to take the BJP the Congress way. 
,BREAK DOWN, DOMINANT PARTIES 
58. BHUSHAN (Ranjit). Return of the satraps : Regional 
perties emerge as key players in national politics. Outlook. 
11, 22; 1996, 5, 29; 18-19. 
As the 1996 election results show, poll verdicts in 
the states have been clearer than that at the centre. This is 
largely attributed to the breakedown of the dominant party 
system-in most cases the congress. And as ththe BJP is now 
realising, the party discipline of a national party does not 
leave much scope for such an accommodation in a typical 
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parliamentary set-up. Tamil Nadu in the the congress was all 
powerful in the state under Kamraj, but it now occupies a 
secondary position in the state, primarily as an alliance 
partner. But in 1991, the congress AIADMK combine swept out 
the DMK-even though the latter had polled nearly 24 percent 
of the total votes cast. 1996 polls indicate, some regional 
parties also have more leeway than even the national level 
ones so in Punjab, the Akali Dal left one seat each for the 
NF and the BJP and had poll alliances with the Bahujan Samaj 
Party at Phillaur and Perozepur. Where BSP supremo Kanshi Ram 
managed to win a seat. 
-------, ,_---___^----__.^ BSP 
59. BSP is the right choice for UF. Economic Times.1, 116; 
6, 23; 6. 
The Lok Shabha Election showed that the BSP has to 
match the Samajwadi Party. It polled 20.6 percent of the 
votes against Samajwadi Party's 20.8. BSP's decision to team 
up with congress (I) has already enhanced its potential to 
attract Muslim votes. Jkny decision of the Janata Dal and the 
two communist Parties can only contribute to the process and 
well thus lead to the emergence of a strong challenge to the 
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BJP. It may not benefit Mulayam Singh Yadav. But it is sure 
to benefit the Front and its constituents. It will extend the 
caste-based secularism to new social groups. It will also 
help Janata Dal to shake off its pro-Yadav image that caused 
the party to suffer a serious setback in Bihar. More 
importantly, a successful showing against BJP in the latter's 
stronghold of Utter Pradesh will help dispel doubt about the 
viability of the Front. 
,COALITION, GOVT. 
60. NARAYANAN (ML). General Elections: Whose mandate ? 
Toppers India. 3, 6; 1996, 7, 6. 
People mandate in 1996 general elections has been 
widely interpreted and misinterpreted in the mass media by 
several political analysts. The political analysts have a 
tendency to confine the verdict into a simple pro or anti. It 
has been termed as pro-BJP, pro-secular, pro-change, anti-
congress, anti-communal, anti-reforms, anti corruption etc. 
Something and this incomplete and narrow approach leads to 
several mistakes and also some times exposes the political 
colour of the analysts. The result is a new kichdi govt. In 
the process made to go with the wind are democracy, people's 
8a 
mandate and interest of the nation, became the casualties. 
--, , -- , PROSPECTS 
61. MAC-CUNE (Dalip) . Will it last ? Rashtriva Sahara. 
4, 2; 1996, 6, 16-17. In the past two coalition govts, have 
failed to goods. Not much is expected from the present one as 
well. The people have started talking from the fall of the 
United Front's govt before its inception. In 1977, the Indira 
Gandhi govt was succeded by the Janata Party govt which 
disintegrated within eighteen month and was followed by 
Charan Singh's govt supported by the congress which also fell 
within six months. In 1989, the Janata Dal govt, led by V.P. 
Singh fell after 11 months when the BJP withdraw its support. 
Chandra Shekar along with Devi Lai defected from the party 
and formed his govt with the help of the congress. His govt 
lasted for over seven months. AFter the failure of these 
experiment with the coalition govts, the people have lettle 
faith in the presents one with the United Front govt. 
, , COALITION POLITICS 
62. ALL FOR Power. Economic Times. 1, 114; 1996, 6, 9; 
6. 
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The UF leader have to be very careful. Most of the 
parties are led by their respective chief minister and any 
criss at any level would require the attention of these chief 
ministers as well as teh PM. The very existence of the United 
Front-formed by a mothly collection of 13 parties to oppose 
the communal BJP may be in doubt if this intra-party and and 
inter-party conflict continue. Already there have been 
reports about some of the parties being unhappy over the 
predeminance of the JD in the ministry at the centre. Though, 
the senior leaders have managed to contain the murmurs for 
the time being. But for how long can adversarial politics and 
red tooth and claw economics held the strain of coalition 
politics ? 
,RESULTS, CONGRESS (I) 
63. RAM (N) . Election, 1996, Frontline. 13, 8; 1996, 5, 
3; 18. 
The actual decline of the congress system of governance 
over the long term is much greater than is generally 
realised. Today the Congress's share of the National popular 
vote in a Lok Sabha election may turn out to be less than one 
9i 
third, perhaps some thing close to 30 percent. The second 
major trend in the polity the BJP has been relative success 
all the forces of Hindu Commuumalism in a populars party of 
the country. The high performance states for the BJP are 
Uttar Pradesh, Gujrat, Rajasthan, Madhya Pradesh, Himachal 
Pradesh, Delhi and in alliance with the Shiv-Sena, 
Maharashtra. Independent of the Hawala and other developments 
there have been indications that the BJP's aggresive 
challenge has been contained. In fact, the party of Hindutva 
might have shot its bolt by demolishing the Babri Mosque. 
,RESXTLTS, DEFEAT, AIADMK, TAMIL NADU 
64. PANNEERSELVAN (A S). Queen retreats, outlook. 11, 22; 
1996, 5, 29; 22. 
Even in defeat AIADMK Chief Jayalalitha Jayaram 
remain as inaccessible to her partymen as she was in power. 
She criticised everyone from the Chief Election Commissioner 
to the local and national press for her defeat. She also 
made it clear that she would remains in Madras and had no 
plans to move to Hyderabad as was being speculated. However, 
point out AIADMK leaders, her being in Madras will not helf 
if she refuses to step out of poes Garden and begins 
9 0 
interacting with party warkers. But Jayalalitha seems to find 
it difficult to accept the reality that she is the leader of 
a party which has fallen from from grace and this has led to 
the speculation that a change of leadership in the AIADMK is 
inevitable. 
, DEFEAT, BJP 
65. ELECTIONS '96: A Preview. Pratiyoqita Kiran.l, 7; 
1996, 6; 30. 
The BJP is counting on support from a whole range of 
parties the Samta party, the Hariyana Vikas Party and the 
Shiv-Sena, Now that Hindutva is no longer an effective 
election plank, the image of a disciplined party, no longer 
sustainable after the Baghela episode in Gujrat and rectitude 
in public life no longer a major issue after the involvement 
of Advani in Hawala Scandal, the BJP is finding it very 
difficult to create a sort of wave that it had created in 
1989 and 1991. 
,CONGRESS (I) 
66. BASU (Tarun). Is the congress party at the end of the 
road ? India Abroad. 36, 37; 1996, 6, 14; 12. 
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With the congress returing an all-time low number of 
members to Lok Sabha, the lower house of parliament, 
political analysts are singing a dirge for the 11 year-old 
party that crusaded for freedom from British cotonial rule. 
The Congress has ben so intellectually bankrupt as to have 
failed to measure the bJP's blatant communal turn in 1989 or 
V.P. Singh's susequent casterst card. Instead of trying to 
cash is on the Rao's government's "second comming" of the 
surviving members of the Ganhi family. Today's congressman is 
like a pampered of the pooodle that refuse to stirout of a 
stroll without the security of a leash. 
,KASNATAKA 
67. KUMAR(S A Hemanth). Reaping fruits. Rashtriya 
Sahara. 4, 2; 1996, 6, 31-32. 
This is the first time in the electroral history of 
Karnataka that the Congress (I) has its primacy and a non-
congress party has won majority of the seats. While the 
Janata Dal led by H.D Deve Gowda won as many as 15 out of 27 
seats for which the elections were held the BJP finised 
second by increasg its tally from four to six. The congress 
(I) , on the other hand, came a poor third by winning five 
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seats, but still maintained its polling percentage at 32.39 
percent as against BJP's 22 percent. Janata Dal has strength 
from panchafat to Parliament, 19 out of the 20 Zilla 
panchayats; thousands of taluk panchayats and gram panchayats 
were in the hands of Janata Dal when Dev Gowda held elections 
to the panchyats immediately after assuming office. And BJP 
had only a toehold and now has foothold, despite its 
organisation being in shambles. Lastly, the Congress (I) 
continues to be dire straits despite keeping its vote base 
intact. 
,RESULTS, DEFEAT, CONGRESS (I) 
68. RANGARAJAN (Mahesh).Grave new World. Telegraph.14. 
354; 1996, 6, 29; 6. 
The Congress is in danger of losing its central place 
in the polity. For decades it has been the pacesetter for 
political change. Over the last few years, it has lost the 
initiative. The appeal of its rivals, especially the BJP, has 
grown. Potential allies on the left are unlikely to be more 
than temporary bed fellows. All non-Congress groups have 
smelt trauble in its ranks. In the fundamental realignment of 
political forces, the congress is also trying itself to the 
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fortunes of other parties. 
69. SEN (Mohit). Sustainability of Congress. Patriot. 34, 
50; 1996, 5, 21; 4. 
The election have not given any politiacl party or 
bloc the man date to govern. It has been a definite setback 
for the Congress sed by P.V. Narashima Rao, but it has not 
advanced the BJP to a cornmanding position, while it has 
denied the National Front- Left Front its dream of emerging 
as the so called third alternative. How the future is exactly 
going to shape in the coming days is in the lap of the gode. 
It has been neccessary to devote the major part of the 
article to the Congress, not only because of what it is and 
what the nation expects from it. It has been neccessary also 
to do so because of the wrong calculations being drawn by 
many from the elections results, especially as far as the 
performance and sustain ability of the Congress is cancemed. 
70. TIGHT-ROPE walk for Indian politics. Competition 
Master. 37, 11; 1996, 6, 938. 
The elections stand at that point in time when the 
old is dying but out of that springs forth a new begining. 
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perhaps, because elections are so linked with India's belief 
of birth and death that democracy has taken root in this 
country. The people do not have any qualms about trashing the 
leaders who may have held the highest of positions; for out 
of that a new future is to be born. The truth of this is 
evident now as the results of the 1996 elections show and the 
Congress is routed in much of the country. Brahma has moved 
once again. It sure is a tight-rope walk for Indian politics. 
And one for the country as well. 
,MAHARASHTRA 
71. PANSARE (Govind ). Maharashtra: Post-poll scene. New 
Age. 44,20; 1996, May 19-25; 7. 
In the Lok-Sabha poll, there were dissensions in the 
congress. In the midst of the election the head of the 
Campaign Committee, Vilaserao Deshmukh had left the Congress. 
Sugar baron Vikhe Patel, who was recently admitted to the. 
Congress, openly worked for the success of the BJP candidate, 
who deafeated the sitting MP Kale from Kopargaon constituency 
wherefrom he was denied the ticket by the Congress. Shrad 
Pawar did not compaign for former Chief-Minister Sudhakar 
Naik who was defeated by a narrow margin. The Congress did 
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not face the election unitiedly. This is one of the main 
reasons for its defeat in the state. 
,JANATA DAL, ORISSA 
72. DINESH KUMAR, Gratifying gains. Rashtriya Sahara. 4, 
2; 1996, 6, 23. 
The Election results in Orissa have exposed the 
waning Charisma of octogenarian Biju Patnaik. It was lack of 
drive and imagination on the part of the JD leaders dashed to 
their hopes. They failed to make gains out of the deplorable 
law and order condition that has been marked failure of the 
JB Patnaik government. Another remerkable aspect of the 
Election was the performance of the Bhartiya Janata Party 
(BJP) which has been non-entety till recent years. It has 
surely made a dents in to votebank of the Janata Dal. It is 
true that in Southern region the JD lost several seats and 
faced humiliation due to the sudden swell in the BJP's 
popularity. The rise of the BJP can be understood by fact 
that it occupied second position in three constituences and 
ended third in 16. And, if the BJP manages to maintain its 
popularity it may well emerge as the alternative to the 
Janata Dal in Orissa. 
9S 
,FORMATION, GOVERMMENT, BJP 
73. INDIA'S NATIONALISTS reach for power. Economist. 
339, 7966; 1996, May 18-24; 27-28. 
India's president, Shanker Dayal Sharma made an 
decision on 15th May to appointed Atal Behari Vajpayee, the 
BJP's leader, as Prime Minister, replecing the outgoing 
congress administration of Narasimha Rao. To stay in power, 
the BJP must now muster enough votes to survive a vote of 
confidence in India's parliament by May 31st. If the BJP 
fail, it will not be able to claim it was kept out by a 
conspiracy. And if it succeeds, it will do so only by putting 
together a coalition whose other members will, with luck, 
moderate, the wider tendencies of the Hindu nationalists, in 
terms of seats, though not of votes, the BJP was the clear 
winner of the election. Because its 20% vote was more than 
congress's 30%, the BJP won 160 MPs to Congress's 136. The 
National-Front Left-Front (NF-LF), won 18% or so of the vote, 
and 111 seats. Its is too soon to write Congress off, its de 
served reputation for corruption. On the other, a Hindu-
Nationlist party advocating centralism and faster ecomonic 
libralisation. 
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,GOVERNMENT, BJF 
74. 4^AZUMDAR (Sudip) . Taste of Power. News Week. 127, 22; 
1996, 5, 27; 12. 
India's Hindu nationalists take the leadership and 
grant step to ward legitimacy. Now they said Atal Behari 
Vajpayee finally appeared and took the oath as India's 11th 
Prime Minister, he plege simply to give the county "good, 
honest and responsive government. But Vithal Gadgil spokesman 
for the congress party said we will pull down the BJP 
government in no time." Vajpayee had precious few cards to 
deal. Although his BJP has grown exponentially in the last 10 
years, the party did not so much win the election as congress 
lost it, in an epochal shift by India's poorest voters from 
the party of Gandhi and nehru to politicians who represent 
narrow class and regional interects BJP's Murli Manohar Joshi 
pleged that there would be no discremination on the basis of 
caste class or religion in which BJP candidates will be 
Declared BJP's leader L>K. Advani when our government takes 
over in Delhi, a temple will be built in Ayodhya. The curious 
fact is that the new prime minister finds himself the odd man 
out in his own party. If Vajpayee fall on schedule, the 
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government that replace him may be only minimally more 
stable. And India's Hindu Fanatics will be stronger for 
having tasted power. 
75. SHENOY (TVR) . Another good man in bad Company 
.Economic Times. 36, 78; 6, 4; 4. 
The Vajpayee Ministry, however, short lived, marked 
a clear break away from the Rao style. No burerucrat dares 
hopehalf as much of the United front Ministry. Civil Servants 
are realists. They know just how short a rope the Deve Gowda 
ministry has. They know the Congress shall demand the scalp 
of anyone brave enough to call for full and fair 
investigations of half a decade of scandal and seam. In the 
recent debate on the vote of confidence, speaker referred to 
Atal Behari Vajpayee as a good man fallen into bad company, 
This is a discreption that could be applied more accurately 
to H.D. Deve Gowda. What India needs is a cleansing ganga 
falling from the lord's locks to wash away all pollution. 
Instead, the United Front has chosen to take up the poisen. 
76. SPAETH (ANTHONY). So many seats, so little time. 
Time. 147, 22; 1996, 5 27; 20-21. 
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Atal Behari Vajpayee took an Oath to become India's 
11th Prime Minister, appointed an 11-member cabinet and vowed 
a good, honest and responsive government. That will be no 
easy task. The BJP and its suporting M.P.s came out of 
India's April 27-May 7 general elections with 195 seats in 
the 545 member Lok Sabha or lowe^ j^  house. That is more than 
any other group but still well short of a majority. The 
B.J. P. is the party of militant Hindu nationalism, which 
makes it difficult for it to attract support from other, 
mostly seculer politicians Predicted S, Jaipal Reddy, 
Spokesman for the Janata Dal Party : The fall of the BJP 
government is as certain as death." And the congress party 
which had governed India for 44 of the past 48 years, turned 
in its worst performance ever, wining only 136 seats, still, 
it ended up with an estimated 30% of the polular vote ahead 
of the BJP's 2 0%. Congress leader, P.V. Narasimha Rao 
apparently wants to become Prime Minister again. Many 
congress members urged him to accept the election verdict 
announce that the party would sit in the opposition, as did 
his predecessor, Rajiv Gandhi, in 1989 after a far less 
humiliating defeat. But Rao is no Rajiv. "The mandate is 
clearly agianst congress party " But some astrologer has told 
10£ 
Rao will reign for another two years. It's totally 
disgraceful, and it will destroy the congress." 
,ROLE, NAKASIMHA KAO (PV) 
77. FOOLS AND Their folly. Statesman. 137, 123; 1996, 5, 
24; 6. 
If the United-Front had any concept of strategy or 
tactics and were United in anything except the urge to get 
into government they would have stopped to think through. Mr. 
Narasimha Rao is astute enough to know that the better 
tactics would be to wait for the govt to make mistakes. But 
to protect his flanks he has already been to see the 
president. It would be surprising if he has not indicated 
that in the event of Mr. Vajpayee being voted down, he as the 
second largest party would like an opportunity. He is 
unlikely the to be supportted by the Front who would feel 
betrayed. The road would then be clear for a dissolution and 
fresh elections. The Front have not understood that the BJP 
are playing for large stakes and have a long perspective. The 
next time round they will be laced to get a majority on their 
own. Who ever said that about fools and their folly. Recent 
experience suggests they are inseparable. 
io;i 
- --, ,- ,GOVERNMENT, UNITED FRONT 
78. FACADE OF Unity. Prout. 7, 10; 1996, 6; 16-30; 13-15. 
United Front with the support of congress party has 
formed Government at the Centre ousting BJP govt which lacked 
majority. Is the unity of 13 parties and splinter groups 
durable to con^lete its term of 5 years ? Parties or groups 
having pre poll alliance should be recognised for post 
election alliance to form govt. This is the only way to avoid 
horse trading, wooing members of parliament to join the front 
and induce defection through corrupt means, to gain majority 
such a course of action can only take out the country from 
political morass and turn it into a vibrant and strong 
democratic nation. 
79. KARP (Jonathan). Cobbled and hobbled. Far Eastern 
Economic Review. 159, 23; 1996, 6, 6; 14-15. 
A.B. Vajpayee did not last long enough to get used to 
being Prime-Minister. When he rose in parliament on May 27 to 
open to debate on a vote of Confidence in his 12-day old 
administration, the longtime opposition leader momentarily 
forgot that he was the head of government. He mocked 
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congress's flirtation With the United Front, an expanded 
version of the National Front-Left Front alliance and giving 
him a majority in the 545-seats parliament since setting on 
Deve Gowda -its third choice for leader after Marxist Jyoti 
Basu and former Janata Dal Prime Minister V.P. Singh-In 
practice, United Front state level leaders are more pragmatic 
and have avidly wooed foreign investment. Deve Gowda is one 
of the few India state leaders to amond land laws to 
facilitate industrial development. Dev Gowda's appointment 
marks the rise of India's India's regional political barons. 
80. STABILITY CARD. Statesman. 137, 129; 1996, 5, 31; 8. 
A new season of insincerity is dawning on politics. 
Mr Deve Gowda says everyone is cooperating and he will have 
no difficuly in forming the Ministry, the fact is that there 
is no agreement on manes for the various department; there is 
not to say that there are not many hopefuls for each 
Minister. Mr. L.K. Advani has already warned his party to be 
ready for a snop poll and Mr. Vajapyee has endorsed the 
warning as head of the BJP parliamentary party. They are 
right. The outlook for the United front could improve 
dramatically if Mr. Deve Gowda can summon up the courage to 
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face down the congress and dare them to withdraw support. It 
is not entirely fair to him to suggest that he does not have 
what it takes, Mr. Deve Gowda's power-hungry colleagues will 
not in any event, allow him to do so for fear the congress 
think it is a bluff and call it. And so the farce goes on. 
One thing is quit clear, Mr. Narasimha Rao has lost the 
stability card. In any future centest and one may be quite 
close, the card is sitting in the pocket of the BJP. 
81. UNITED FRONT Government. Azad academy Journal. 11, 7; 
1996, 7, 1-31; 1. 
The Bhartiya Janata Party and its allies with its 
196 MPs had a headstart in the Eleventh Lok Sabha over its 
rivals both in term of numbers and in getting the opportunity 
to be first invited to form the government. But like the 
Congress, it had stood for a strong centre through paying lip 
service to federalism at times. The rivalry between the 
Congress and the T.D.P. in Andhra Pradesh and DMK-T.N.C. 
Combine in Tamil Nadu held little prospects of the regional 
parties coming together under the United Front and getting 
the support of the Congress. Yet what seamed to be very 
remote proposition was achieved easily and the Congress had 
lOf) 
to declare on the floor of the house that it would not allow 
the United Front government to fall under any circumstances. 
,BJP, CONFIDENCE VOTE, LOSS 
82. FALL OF the BJP govt. Competition Master. 37, 12; 1996, 
7, 1017-18. 
The BJP govt, lasted only 12 days. Though it was the 
largest party, it did not have the majority nor could it 
perscuade regional groups to lend support. There was sympathy 
for him and he may have won the heart of the nation, perhaps 
altering the future couse of democracy. The beauty of 
language and oratory of Mr. Vajpayee could not save the BJP 
govt against a determined opposition. Thanks to BJP's gamble, 
the country was without efective govt for two more weaks. 
After Vajpayee's resignation, the way was finally paved for 
Deve Gowda to try and cobble together an alliance and form a 
govt. 
, GOVERNMENT CHANGE 
83. POST-ELECTION Scenario. Piiblic Opinion. 41, 9; 1996, 
6; 6-7. 
Wi 
The Post-election political scenario is becoming more 
and more complex and uncertain. The changes have been rapid 
and dramatic. The govt of BJP, the largest party in the Lok-
Sabha, was voted out after 12 days of its formation. How long 
the govt of the 13-party coalition supported by Congress(I) 
and CPI(M) from outside will last is anybody's guess. The new 
Prime Minister, Mr. Deve Gowda, would have to show 
exceptional qualities of leadership to hold the coalition 
together. But the Congress (I) headed by Mr. P.V, Narashimha 
Rao and the left parties led by CPI (M) are not going to sit 
pretty and case pressures and counter-pressures on him and 
let him run the govt smoothly. The claim that the Deve Gowda 
government will last for the "full" term of five years does 
not carry conviction or crediblity. 
, DEVEGOWDA (H D) 
84. HOW LONG United Front Ministry will last? Public 
Opinion. 41, 9; 1996, 6, 11-13. 
With the swearing in of 21-member, regional party 
dominated H.D. Deve Gowda ministry, India entered the 
coalition era on 1st June, 1996. Though it is the most wide 
ranging coalition ever put together, comprising five parties 
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backed by a 13-group United Front and supported by 135-member 
congress from outside, it is perhaps the most 
unrepresentative ministry that leaves out of its ambit. 18 
states of the country. H.D. Deve Gowda was sworn in as Prime 
Minister replacing Mr. Atal Behari Vajpayee whose tenure 
cultimated in three week long efforts at government formation 
in the wake of a verdict which led to a three-way 
polarisation. 
, WEST BENGAL 
85. NARAYANA (Edata). Of Jyoti Basu's leadership 
Patriot. 34, 57; 1996, 5, 30; 4. 
The CPI-M-Led Front government has been installed in 
West Bengal for the fifth consecutive time. And Mariast 
leader Jyoti Basu has again over as the Chief-Minister. Both 
the Assembly elections and the Lok-Sabha polls, the Left 
Front has taken a majority of seats 204 out of 294 in the 
Assembly and 33 out of 42 in the Lok-Sabha. Mr. Basu's 
explanation that the Congress gained at the cost of the BJP, 
and the left's share of vote remained intact would not win 
back his supporters to the Front feild. The 1996 election was 
a clear warning to the Front to do better. 
loa 
, GOVERNMENT, UNITED FRONT 
86. BHARDWAJ (Brij). Fate of United Front government. 
ToppersIndia. 3, 6; 1996, 7, 8. 
The United Front has crossed its first hurdle by 
persuading the regional parties like DMK, TMC, Telugu Desam, 
AGP and CPI to join the Union cabinet instead of supporting 
it from outside. This however is only the first step as the 
real battle to keep the saffron bregade out will have to be 
fought in the villages of Uttar Pradesh where elections for 
the state Assembly are to be held in the near future, if the 
Bhartiya Janata party continues its march, there will be real 
danger to the United Front Govt as its motley crowd with a 
doubtful mandate will came under great stress. 
87. SWARUP (Ram). Minimum Compromises. Indian Express. 
64, 228; 1996, 6, 22; 8. 
The recent elections marked the end of an era and the 
begining of another. The victory of the BSP has dealt a blow 
to those forces, though they were still strong enough and 
cunning enough to stage a coup-which is what hasactually 
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happend and any future government of the so called United 
Front is to be a product of political intrigues and behind 
the scene buying and selling without any stable basis. It was 
clear that the BJP even if invite to form a govt could not 
lost. But the important thing was not the BJP Govt, but the 
election results themselves. They conveyed an uninistakable 
message that the so called minority votes are not the 
arbiter. And the Congress did badly not Because it was losing 
the Muslim confidence but because it was losing the 
confidence of the Hindus. It is clear that in the next 
election wooing minorities would not do and something well 
have to be done about the Hindus too. 
88. SYED YUSUF and VASFI (Ausaf S) . BJP vis-s-vis UF 
government. Radiance. 31, 29; 1996, June, 23-29; 6. 
As a man of compromises with a humble and timid 
nature, Mr. Deve Gowda would soon take damage control steps 
and bury the hete het for ever only in the interest of his 
own party, the ruling UF and the country, Mr. Deve Gowda, 
like a shrewd politician, should turn the difficult sitution 
to his advantage. He has already acqured a viable base. His 
hands are not sullied. The UF government is morally upright. 
Hi 
The Country i s with him in his resolve to give a clean public 
government, tha t should u l t imate ly culminate in to cleam 
public l i f e , a pviblic l i f e free from bigotry, prejudice and 
pet t iness . 
, , ,COALITION 
89. BUMPY ROAD Of Coalition politics. Competition Master. 
37, 12; 1996, 7, 1016-1023. 
India's shortest lived and the first BJP govt is now 
a footnote in history. What had taken its place is a 
coalition of 14 parties with disparate ideologies and 
regional power bases. There is unbridled ambition among its 
leaders, where each would like to think of himself as a 
minister in the central govt, if not the Prime Minister 
itself. Two bitter enemies, the Left Front and the Congress, 
have come together to support the govt of Deve Gowda, a 
regional leader virtually unknown outside his home state. 
That a leader of just 28 Lok Sabha members has become the 
Prime-Minister marks beginning of a drawn out chapter of 
coalition politics in India. Will this coalition be any 
different from coalition politics govts of the past? Will the 
Khichri govt survive this time? Or well the nation see the 
politics of opportunism once again. 
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--, ,- -, VOTE OP CONFIDENCE 
90. GOPALKRISHNAN (I). Deve Gowda wins vote of confidence 
in parliament. India Abroad. 26, 38; 1996, 6, 21; 4. 
The Janata dal-led United Front government won a 
crucial vote of Confidence in parliament's lower house (Lok 
Sabha). Ending five weeks of political uncertainty after the 
general election threw up a hung parliament with no clear 
majority for any party. The leader of the opposition, 
Vajpayee, who opposed the motion of confidence implied that 
the Gowda government had secured the support of the congress 
party grom outside by paying a price. On the minority 
character of his govt. Gowda said it was BJP which had been 
isolated in the election by the people. Other parties had 
some thing in common. 
--.- , , HONG PARLIAMENT 
91. KHARE (Harish). Still in the game. Hindu. 119, 21; 
1996, 5, 26; 12. 
This is for the first time since independence that 
the congress party is not in a position to form a government. 
For a party that has long got used to the paraphernalia of 
power, the very through of sittiing out of the governing 
arrangement is a painful one. Thus the fate of the Atal 
Behari Vajapyee government has come to depend on the 
Congress. With its 133 Lok Sabha members, the congress can 
make a life and death difference to the first BJP Ministry. 
For now the congress script is to work for the fall of the 
Vajpayee Government and to derive the maximum benefit from 
the next government. Despite having all the time in the 
world, the congress managers have not yet bothered to work 
out a minimum programme with Mr. Deve Gowda which could be 
the basis of support. 
92. PANDIT (Badrish) and ARYA (Rahul). Change of guard at 
the centre. Civil Services Chronicle. 6, 12; 1996, 6, 10-14. 
Indian politics experience a lot of drama in the run 
up to the general election for the eleventh LoK Sabha. This 
scenario continued even after the results were announced as 
apprehensions about which party or group would be asked by 
the president to form the govt was not clear. For the third 
time in as many general election, no single party could 
secure a majority on its own. Congress (I) have no dominant 
personality this time, the Hawala issue, which had serious 
implications for the ruling Congress (I) and the main 
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opposition parties like BJP and NF and LF promised the 
electorates to fight corruption after the final declaration 
of election results the leader of BJP Shri Atal Behari 
Vajpayee invite to form the govt. But the congress supporting 
a secular govt. Thus confident of securing a majority with 
help from Congress Deve Gowda Staked his claim. And Mr. 
Vajpayee will remain secure in his saddle from a layman to a 
savant. 
93. TAKING TURNS. Economist. 339, 7967; 1996, May 25-31; 
32. 
Few things have gone well for India's new Prime 
Minister, Atal Behari Vajpayee, the leader of the Hindu-
nationalist Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP), since he was 
invited to form government on May 15th. They could soon go 
even worse. Mr. Vajpayee has to submit his minority 
government to a vote of confidence in India's lower house of 
parliament by 31st May. The vote may come even sooner, and he 
looks likely to lose it. The defeat if it comes, will be at 
the hands of a motley group of opponents. These include the 
congerss party, which itself suffered a stinging defeat in 
the general election two weeks ago, and a fassiparous 
coalition of leftist and regional parties that has this week 
renamed itself-pehaps a touch optimistically the United 
Front. 
, KASHMIR 
94. MALLA (Vijay). Surprise breakthrough. Rashtriya 
Sahara. 4, 3; 1996, 7; 49-52. 
In Jaramu and Kashmir the outcome of the elections is 
quite encouraging for secular and democratic forces. The 
congress has won four seats and BJP and Janata Dal one each. 
The success ofJanata dal in Anantnag constituency ans its 
failure in Srinager constitancy by a slender margin of about 
1600 votes proves that Mufti Mohd Syeed has incresed his 
popularity in the valley and the party's future is bright in 
the Assembly elections in the state. The poll results have 
new activated dormant regional parties. The pro-India 
militants led by Jamshed Sherazi, Hilal Hyder, Nabi Azad etc 
have become major factors in the new political Scenario. 
Their contribution to the political process cannot be ignored 
inspite of certain charge levelled against them. It is hoped 
that a new era will down soon in the state restoring 
cherished values of humanity and Kashmiriyat. 
lis 
,LARGEST PARTY, BJP 
95. ENGINEER (Asghar All). BJP, elections and minorities. 
Mainstream. 34, 29; 1996, 6, 22; 14-19. 
The BJP has emerged as the largest party. This was 
projected by the BJP as the people's mandate in its favour 
for forming the government at the centre. Atal Behari 
Vajpayee was sworn in as Prime Minister and the BJP govt, was 
in sadded for a few days. This was interpreted by the partyas 
confirmation of the people's mandate which, it felt, was 
overturned when the Vajpayee govt resigned and the H.D. Deve 
Gowda Ministry was installed. The BJP got in all twenty 
percent of the votes cast. The average polling was not more 
than 60 percent thsi year, the highest number of Muslim in 
ths 11th Lok Sabha are from the congress, that is, eight. 
From the Janata Dal and Samajwadi Party there are four each, 
the highest number of Muslim MPs-six are from UP. There are 
two from AP, one from Kamataka, two from Kerala, three from 
West Bengal , one from Lakshadeep, one from Maharashtra, one 
from Assam and four from Bihar. The highest number of Muslim 
members of Parliament-44 were elected in 1984. The figure has 
com down to 21 in the !996 Lok Sabha election. Whereas the 
m 
number of Muslim member is the honest in the eleventh Lok 
Sabha in 34 years, those of BJP is the highest 160-after 
independence. 
,RESULTS, LDF, KERALA 
96. KERALA: LDF Stages impressive comeback.Ngw Age. 44, 
20; 1996,May 19-25; 8. 
In a spectacular win, the Left Democrate Front (LDF) 
in Kerala has bagged 80 out of 140 seats in the state 
assembly thus ending the most unpopular UDF rule of the last 
five years. The LDF also scored 10 out of 20 Lok-Sabha seats 
from the state, infecting heavy damages on the UDF, including 
the defeat of the Union Industries Minister nad Congress(I) 
leader K. KArunakaran in Thrissur, and the return of the LDF 
to power. The LDF had major ity of seats in 8 out of 14 
districts. In many cases the LDF performance were better than 
in 1991. The Muslim league is most important parties in the 
UDF was similarly downgraded from 19 to 13. For all its tall 
claims, the BJP drew a blank, both in the assembly and Lok 
Sabha seats. 
, RESULTS, LEADER, TUSSLE 
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97. MACCUNE (Dalip). Next Prime Minister? Rashtriva 
Sahara. 4, 1; 1996, 5, 7. 
Who will be the next Prime Minister? This question is 
doing the rounds all over india. There is a hung parliament, 
there key players will emerge at the national scene the 
Congress, the BJP and the third force which comprises the 
National Front-Left front combination. It is the first time 
that even before the elections have taken place that the 
people have started talking about hung parliament and 
alliance in the Post-Poll scenario. A new phase of horse 
trading might mar the indian political system, which is 
already crumbling under its own weight. 
, LE2U>ERSHIP TUSSEL, NF-LF 
98. WELCOME MR. Vajpayee. STATESMAN. 137, 116; 1996, 5, 
16; 8. 
The CPI(M) poletburo meeting, to nobody's surprise, 
reiterated the party is stand against joining the bed to from 
the next Government at the Centre and providing the 
leadership. If Mr jyoti Basu had not struck to his hand, he 
would have had the iir5)ossible task of explaining to his 
caders that they must suddenly abondon attitides they have 
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adopted for so long and find virtues in the Congress (I) for 
no better reson than that the latter was supporting the NF/LF 
Govt, in delhi. Mr. Jyoti Basu's successor candidates for 
Prime Minister is the present Chief Minister of Karnataka. 
Mr. Dev Gowda is a most unlikely choice. Even distant 
possibelities tend to sharpen the ambetion of politician Mr. 
A.B. Bardhan of the CPI is distraught as he sees the 
prospect of assuming immediate office recede into the 
distance. While the country was waiting for the Rashrapati to 
make up his mind, at least our politicians kept us amused. 
Welcome, Prime Minister Vajpayee! 
,RESULTS, MPs, DIFFERENTS BACKGROUND 
99. FROM THE Cell to the well Financial Express. 112, 90; 
1996, 5, 15; 8. 
What is the best way to ensure victory in an 
election? Nearly a dozen general elections have passed, but 
this million-dollar question remains unanswered much to the 
charge of those who have seen their precious seat slip out of 
their grasp, looking at the way things went in the 1996 
elections some trends may shed light on the enigma. Some have 
m 
garnered sympathy votes to reach the Lok-Sabha, playing up 
the fact that they may have been unwittingly victimised in 
the hawala scandal. Some are plain criminals but have won 
through money and muscle power, yet others have successfully 
used their own brand of justice for the downtrodden. At this 
rate, going to jail seems a minor discomfort for the joys of 
being an MP! 
,POSTPOLL, RESULTS, PEACEFUL 
100. DUGGAL (Vishal). Welcome departure: Election'96. 
Rashtriya Sahara. 4, 2; 1996, 6, 57-64. 
The 1996 elections to parliament and six state 
assemblies were unique in many aspects. Not simply because 
for the first time in the electoral history of india, there 
was no wave or emotive crucial issue which could fire the 
imagination of the masses, but also because of the graceful, 
sober and quiet manner in which the polls were largely 
conducted across the country, stray incidents of violence, 
social tension and violation of the model code of conduct, 
not with standing. Marked by generally low-key, austere style 
of compaigning and not-so naked display of money and muscle 
power, the exercise to elect the elevents Lok Sabha was a 
12 
better organised, relatively peaceful and smooth affair this 
time around. 
, , , RESULTS, PRIME MINISTER, VAJPAYEE 
(Atal Behari) 
101. KARP (Jonathan). Certain Uncertainty. Far Eastern 
Economic Review. 159, 22; 1996, 5, 30; 18-20. 
Victory of the BJP, with 160 seats, is the biggest 
party and its few allies are more than 70 seats shy of a 
majority; they have until May 31 when they face a vote of 
confidence - to build a durable coalition. In the biggest 
gamble of his career, vajpayee accepted the challenge, 
deciding that if he was to go down as the shortest -lived 
Prime-Minister in Indian history. A week into Vajpayee's 
term, the likelihood of an NF_LF government was already 
growing stronger. The BJP had failed to dent the wall of 
opposition mounted by Congress and regional parties backing 
the allianc. The BJP's weak footing is likely to temper its 
hawkish security and foreugn policy. Congress still says if 
the BJP falls, the president is most likely to turn next to 
Rao, as leader of the second largest party. 
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, PUNJAB 
102. CHUM(BK). Decisive turn in Punjab politics. New Age. 
44, 20; 1996, May 19-25; 7. 
The out come of the Lok Sabha elections will have 
far reaching implications in the Assembly elections. IN view 
of their 1996 experience, one can visualise the Akalis and 
BSP continuing their alliance. The alliance may even be 
extended to the BJP although it will have to be purely an 
electoral under standing. The outcome of the Lok Sabha 
elections has created conditions conducive for the Akalis 
return to power in Punjab after the Assembly elections. 
Ouster of the congress from power in delhi, lacklustre 
performance of its government in Punjab and the crippled 
state of the ruling party in the state would help the Akalis 
fulfil their ambitions. 
-• . , RESULTS, SPEAKER, SANGMA (Purno 
Agitok) 
103. GOPALKRISHNAN (I). Congress party member elected 
speake. India Abroad. 36, 35; 1996, 5, 31; 10. 
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Pumo Ajitok Sangma of the Congress party becomes 
the new speaker, this is the first time in the parliamentry 
history that an opposition candidate has been chosen speaker 
of the lower house. Before Sangma's election as speaker, 
several other names were circulated. Sangma's election was 
warmly welcomed by all parties. Vajpayee said his election 
not only was evidence of his popularity, but also indicated 
that the supreme representative body of the country could 
arrive at a consencus on important issues and make United 
decisions despite political differences. 
,VICTORY,WOMEN,CANDIDATES 
104. MISHRA (Neelesh). Women chalk up political victories. 
India Abroad. 26, 37; 1996, 6, 14; 14. 
Women's groups won a major victory in the May elections 
when for the first time the Indian government promised that a 
law would be enacted to reserve for women a third of the 
seats in elected bodies. After 11 general elections, the Lok 
Sabha has had only elected 329 female members. Once again the 
rate victory among women candidates has been more than double 
that of men. WPW (Womens's Political Watch) studies of the 
1996 election results showed that 3.6 percent of the male 
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candidates won while the corresponding figure for women was 
7.3 percent, Women. WPW is expected to be less than 50 
percent in the 1996 elections. 
,ROLE, ELECTION COMMISSION 
105. 1996, ELECTIONS: Decline of money power. Competition 
Master. 37, 11; 1996, 6; 941-2. 
India's elections have been marked by huge 
spending. This led to several evils. Increasingly, elections 
were funded by dirty money which led to compromisimg 
situation for the candidates once they were elected. The 
revelations that a minister, Kalpnath Rai, allegedly 
harboured underworld dons, resulted from the increasing 
amounts of money that candidates have had to borrow to fight 
elections. The 1996 elections will be remembered for a check 
on such malpractices and may even lead to a govt which is not 
compromised. Thanks to the hawk eyed election Commission 
parties and candidates were forced to spend less. While this 
resulted in a low key Compaign, it also brought in some 
semblance of order to the election exercise. 
,WIN, JANATA DAL, KASNATAKA 
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106. JANATA GAINS in Karnataka. New Age. 44, 20; 1996, 
May 19-25; 8. 
In Bangalore the Janata Dal finished with an 
impressive tally of 15 seats, the hegemony of the Congress in 
Karnataka in parliament elections for over four decades ended 
with the party once again suffering the ignominy of 
relegation to the third place with only five seats to its 
credit. In karnataka once again the JD leadership failed to 
arrive at some adjustment with the left. During the last 
assembly elections also there was no alliance with the left. 
Much before the Loksabha elections, the left made every 
possibile attempts to reach agreement with the JD, but the 
attempts did not bear fruit. Both the CPI and CPI(M) contest 
one seat each. CPI candidate in Chickmagalur, Ms. Radha 
Sundresh polled over 71 thousand votes. 
, WIN, LEFT FRONT, NEST BENGAL 
107. PRASANT (B) . Fifth Consecutive win for Left Front. 
People's democracy. 20, 22; 1996, 6, 2; 8. 
With a two-thirds majority at the assembly pllos 
1996, the Left Front was able to establish its unique record 
12fi 
of winning absolute majority in five successive elections to 
the West Bengal state-assembly. The CPI(M) No seats emerged 
at the single largest party in the new assembly. Felicitating 
the people for ensuring the Front's victory in this years is 
assembly and Lok Sabha elections in the state the CPI(M) 
state secretary, and chairman of the Left Front, Sailen 
Dasgupta said that the electoral success of the left Front in 
West Bengal was unprecedented in the whole of the country. 
1996, ELECTIONS,PREPOLL,AGENDA,BJP 
108. BIDWAI (Praful). Election 1996: Transiting to a new 
politics. Times of India. 159, 72, 1996, 3, 28; 10. 
It one needed a summary statement of the disparate 
approaches and styles of three principal constants in the 
three and coming elections. Mr. L.K. Advani cut short his 
disastrous rathyatra by three and a half weeks to return to a 
morose recepttion at Gurgaon border. The BJP's start has been 
terribly shaky. On the other side, the congress is still 
searching for relevance as geritric disorders take over the 
party. First, there is a quiet transetion from manipulative 
politics based on conventional vote banks,narrow caste 
agendas and hierchical leadership structures to what might be 
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called partisan politics, which is driven by voters rather 
than leaders. Secondry, the congress-led one-party dominance 
"and later one party salience" System has been decisively 
undermined. The Congress vote has fallen from 35 per- cent in 
1991 to 28 percent in the elections held between 1993 and 
1995. With this low vote share congress lost the advantage 
from opposition disunity between vote seats shares. 
, ,-- , AIADMK, CHARISMA, JAYALALITHA, TAMIL 
NADU 
109. TRIUMPH IN Tamil Nadu. Hindu. 119, 112; 1996, 10; 
10. 
The story of Ms Jayalalitha's these last five year 
and its collapse has the making of a greek tragedy in that 
she come to power with an unprecedented mandate and an 
overwhelming a new brand of politics that would combine the 
progressive aspects of the Dravidian movement with other 
contemporary political values. Yet she appeared to have 
squandered that mandate even as the record of her years in 
power become enmeshed in a haza of a stream of sycophancy. 
Ms. Sashikala seemed to have taken a toll of Ms. 
Jayalalitha's own political charisma with the result that 
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AIADMK party which was likely dependents on the redeeming 
powers of that charisma would seem to have now lost its 
raison d' etre. 
, , ,ALLIANCES,CONGRESS (I) ,AIADMK, TAMIL 
NADU 
110. AGHA (Zafar) and DAMODARAN (Ashok) . Congress I : 
Undersiege. India Today. 21, 8; 1996, 4; 30, 21-26. 
The defiance shown by senior leaders has cast a 
shadow over Rao's plans for a second term in office. Rao's 
decision to tie up with the AIADMK has led to a revolt just 
when the party needed unity most the opposition parties took 
it as a sign of Rao's nervousness while congressmen too were 
demoralised. The congress (I) also hopes to check the DMK 
resurgence in neighbouring Tamil Nadu by harping on its 
alleged links with the LTTE. Party leaders says that the 
emphasis will be on local issues. For over the last two 
decades, It has allied with one of the Dravidian parties. 
Rao is held responsible for the Muslim antipathy as well as 
the disdain of the dalits and the Backwards towards the 
congress I. Unfortunatly for Rao, all this has come at a time 
when the party should have put up a united front. Instead, 
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regional leader, denied organisational powers for are openly 
revolting against the leadership. It is only a fortnight 
before the electrate speaks out its mind. A few more 
developments like those of the past few weeks and the verdict 
way be far from favourable. 
,CONGRESS-AIADMK,TAMIL NADU 
111. SAKSENA (Rashmi). Brokered deals, broken allies. 
Week. 14, 16; 1996, 4, 7; 32. 
There is many ways sums up the preparations by the 
national political parties and regional forces which are 
looking to make the best of any bergain. The fate of the 
hastily concluded congress-AIADMK allience in Tamil Nadu is 
disgust-while the tie-ups in Andhra Pradesh and Maharastra 
never happened despite determinined efforts. The National 
Front-left front has decided to let alliences be and the 
taking after the elections. The BJP has joined hands with no-
hoppers Samata Party and Samajwadi Janata Party to fight 
Laloo Prasad in Bihar, but It suffered a nick when JMM MP 
Shailendra Mahato. Anally for all the wrong reasons, turned 
foe for the very same reasons. 
13 1 
112. SUBRAMANIAN (Nirupama). Durable alliance. India 
Today. 21, 8; 1996, 4, 30; 84. 
In Pondicherry the Congress (I) ties with a 
Dravidian Party.. most congressmen in the union territory had 
no objecttion to an alliance with the AIADMK. Even Assembly 
speaker P. Kannan walked out primarity because of his 
differeces with chief Minister V. Vaithialingam. It may not 
be Smooth sailing for the combine as its calcuations could be 
upset rebel kannan group. For in the seat adjustments which 
followed the group's entry into alliance with DMK_TMC, the 
DMK decided to leave six urban constituency of cassicade 
which Kanan is contesting against a related new comerfrom the 
congress (I) that will determine the fortunes of the 
congress-AIADMK Combine. Even without majority support, 
Kannan has potential to split the Congress (I) Vote. The 
party, though, expects the disgruntted DMK candidates who 
were forced to withdraw at the last minute to spoil the 
chances of the rebel congressmen. 
, , ,ALLIANCE, NF-LF 
113. RUSTAMJI (KF). Election of surprises. Radical 
Humanist. 60, 2; 1996, 5; 4-6. 
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The strongest parties today are of the combined 
left- The National Front Left front with Jyoti Basu, Mulayam 
Singh and Laloo Prasad. They may be able to attract the 40% 
that live in or near poverty, and others who can't find 
shelter elsewhere. They may not be able to get the required 
number of seats, through they may come close to 150 to 175. 
But alliances and coalition may send than rocketing to the 
top. The dalite, OBCS (Other Backward class) and the tribale 
will give us a surprise. The only factor that is against them 
is that the poorest and most needy are never able to get over 
petty differences and caste affiliations, and they have to be 
persuaded to vote and with new restrictions (transport gifts) 
that may be difficult, they are still unused to democracy. 
,BJP, LEADER, VAJPAYEE (Atal Bihari) 
114. VENKATESAN (V). Prime hopes. Frontline. 13, 8; April 
20-May 3; 10. 
Mr. Atal Behari Vajpayee was leader of the BJP 
parliamentry party twice, between 1980-84 and 1986, before 
being stripped of his post, to be replaced by L.K. Advani in 
December 1989. He regained his position as leader of the 
opposition in Lok Sabha after Advani was elected party 
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president in 1991. His alleged role as a police informer 
during the quit India movement of 1942. He was jailed twice. 
His open criticism of the demolition of the Babri Masjid and 
winding up of the Sri Krishna Commission in Maharashtra are 
expected to endear himself to Muslims and secularists alike. 
The attitude of the RSS, which finds Vajpayee's "liberal" 
stance disquieting, towards his growing stature needs to be 
watched. He caused eyebrows to be reaised when he had his 
book of poems Released by his arehrival, Prime Minsiter P.V. 
Narasimha Rao, who had called Vajpayee his "guru" Vajpayee's 
recent retort to this was that he was not a "guru' during the 
hawala period. 
, , , CAMPAIGN, BOYCOTT, POLL, JAMBIU 
and KASHMIR 
115. KASHMIR'S BELATED Vote. Economist. 339, 7966; 1996, 
May 18-24/ 28. 
The final act of the Indian elections has yet to be 
performed. As part of its effort to secure peace in Kashmir, 
the India government is pushing through parliamentary 
elections in the desputed territory, in the teeth of efforts 
by Muslim rebels compaigning for a boycott of the polls. 
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Militants haped no local party would contest the poll. In 
fact more than 40 candidates are standing in the three seats. 
The most important may turn out to be those of the Awami-
League, a new party created by an ex-militant, Kuka Parray, a 
flok simger. some think the BJP is wasting its time 
contesting elections in an area where Muslims account for 
over 95% of the population. But it has hopes of support from 
130,000 Hindus who have fled the kashmir valley because of 
the insurgency and will be casting their votes by postal 
ballot. If they turn out to be almost the only ones to vote 
in the state capital, Srinager the BJP could win an 
improbable victory. The militants ( and Pakistan)would, of 
course be delighted by such a bizarre result. 
,CAMPAICEN, CARTOCOIS 
116. DAR (Sudhir) . Biff, bam, thud-sock it to 'em!. 
Pioneer. 72, 82; 1996, 3, 24; 15. 
This is it ! the great Indian circus is back on the 
road with various rathsn and rats scurrying around, making 
promises which they will break at the drop of a Gandhi cap. 
My ammunition ? Fresh Garam Masala to cook the goose of the 
hawala walas and strongger acid in my ink. I am looking 
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around for small nuclear warheads to fit my pen the better to 
puncture the gasbags with. It will be business as usual-
raised to the power of 100. 
117. LAXMAN (RK). Biff, bam, thud-sock it to'em! Times 
of India. 72, 82; 1996, 3, 24; 15. 
Cartoonists the stuntmen of poll biz-get ready to 
create the action squences and special effects for the show. 
As a spectator, the cartoonists has to comment on whatever is 
most interesting on a givenday. A general election is an 
important event and gets everybody excited. Even happening 
like the Chinese threat to Taiwan and US supply of arms to 
Pakistan, which would normally merit a cartoon of the day, 
nay end up playing second fiddle. Of course, if these are no 
issue of interest one can always look to Laloo Prasad, 
Jayalalita or Mayawati! 
118. NINAN (Ajit). Biff, bam, thud-sock it to 'em !. Out 
look. 72, 82; 1996, 3, 24; 15. 
You know what's scary the prospect of the congress 
losing. No other regime is as delicious for cartoonists. We 
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will miss the pouts bouts and louts ! If the BJP rules, our 
nibs will be crused to look like trishuls. And if its the 
third front, we will be unen^jloyed. Cartoonists will become 
reporters portraying living cartoons. Ideally, Its time 
cartoonists got to rule. We would replace this holier than 
thou polity with a jollier than thou one. 
119. PONNAPPA (N S) . Biff, bam, thud-sock it to'em!. 
Times of India.72. 82; 1996, 3, 24; 15. 
N S Ponnappa ordered an extra create of AK-47 
brushes and acid tainted indelible ink. Yes cartooists have 
hit the over time mode. The issues are corruption and the 
non-secular act of acting secular. Corruption is a large cat 
that was polled out of a sealed dog, thanks to the media and 
the supreme court, cats are beautiful-but this one is ugly. 
120. SHANKAR (Ravi). Biff, bam, thud-sock it to 'em !. 
India Today. 72, 82; 1996, 3, 24; 15. 
Yaaawn But at least, no one will ask which way 
the hawa will blow until this hawala thing blows overs. As 
far ammunition is concerned, cartoonists are supposed to 
short from the hip at politicians who shoot from the lip. One 
wind will of course will be hawala then there's the BJP which 
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is different no bullshit, only Cowdung. And of course poll 
alliance can be great fun beb-fellows make strange 
politicians too, look at U.P and Andhra 
, , --, ,CODE OF CONDUCT, ELECTICMI 
COMMISSION 
121. MAHALINGAM (Sudha). Matters of conduct : Election 
Commission directives loom large. Frontline. 13, 8; 1996, 
April 20-May 3; 14. 
Election Commission (E.C.) chief, T.N. Seshen 
announced a blanked ban on the use of official aircraft and 
helicopters by chief Minister is exempted-on the ground that 
the security stiputed by the "Blue Book" warrants the use of 
aircraft helicopter by him. Howevers even in his case, the 
fuel cast will have to be borne by his party. It has been 
stated that the commission's order in this regard has been 
prompted by reports that in many states, the ruling parties 
are appopriating official air craft of helicopters and not 
making then available for hire to other political parties. 
Another directive from the E.C. bans the issue of 
complimentry rail passes during the poll period. It is 
intended to curtail the extension of state patronage to 
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subsidese the travel of compaigners. 
, , , , , , JAMMU AND 
KASHMIR 
122. BAWEJA (Harinder). Exercise in Opportunism. India 
Today. 21, 8; 1996, 4, 30; 92-93. 
After a gap of seven years the election has began 
but the election commision decreed that the time is not right 
for poll in the state. And the militants have already began 
to assert themselves by threatening to disrupt the elections. 
The Hurriyat conference which has boycotted the polls. Its 
leader professor Abdul Ghani favour of voting. The polls are 
scheduled to be held in three phases : Leh and Jammu, 
Bramulla and T^antnag and Udhampur and Srinager. President 
PCC (I) Ghulam Rasool Kar is apprehensive that Muslimoon 
cadre will threaten voters into casting their votes in favour 
of the group's candidates promising to give them a fair share 
of seats in the assembly elections. The Gujjars are less 
expected to vote. Several pandits, have come forward s 
independents. Unlike the valley's Muslims, who may be farced 
to stay away or may not want to vote, the Pandit's can 
exercise their franhise through postal ballot. 
o Ud 
,CONGRESS (I), WEST BENGAL 
123. NAGCHOUDHURY (Subrata). Advantage Left Front. India 
Toaday. 21, 8; 1996, 4, 30; 80-82. 
West Bengal Chief Minister Jyoti Basu can safly 
Count on its principal oppenent for campaign attimunition to 
the polls. Youth Congress (I) leader Mamata Banerjee went 
into hiding for more thn 36 hours, threatening to withdraw 
from the contest on moral grounds, the point-scoring game 
between the two dominant state Congress (I) factions-one led 
by Mamata, the other by the West Bengal Pradesh Congress (I) 
president, Somen Mitra-had began with the finalisation of the 
candidates in Delhi. Successive elections in the state have 
revealed no significant slide in the party's vote bank of 32 
to 35 per cent despite open intra party clashed. A tactic 
being bids by the LF this time to try rope in more pertners-
open bids were made to the Gorkha National liberation Front, 
the Forward Bloc (Socialist) and the SUCI. But non has 
materialised thus far. 
, EZPENDITDRE 
124. RAO (J Rameshhwar). Elections and state funding. 
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Otherside. 144, 1996, 5, 15-16. 
In fact, most of this *waste' is specially 
contrived to facilitate corruption. The Earnings of such 
corruption are after invested in election compaign not 
surprisingly enough. " The utter sum' of politics does tend 
to converge on the sum of money, muscle, manipulation and 
muck.' It is common knowledge that the amount that is being 
spent by candidates who contest elections today to parliament 
bears no proportion to what is permitted by the provisions of 
the electoral law. Although official;y candidates should not 
spend more. As a solution the burden of election expenditure 
be removed from the condidates's shoulders. If that is done 
then 90 percent of the ^motivation' for political cormaption 
could be eliminated. It is in this context that we have 
argued in favour of state funding of elections. 
-, -, , , RALL IE S, AIADMK, JAYALALITHA, 
TAMIL NADU 
125. KARP (Jonathan) . Do not disturb. For Eastern 
Economic Review. 159, 18; 1996, 5, 2; 21. 
Former Prime Minister V.P. Singh call India's 
general election a race of the handicapped. And former film 
goddess Jyalalitha Jayaram is playing the role to perfection. 
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Like a deaf mute, She compaigns in sign language at late-
night rallies. She covers her mouth with her hand to signal 
she cannot talk, and indicate that they are her candidates. 
Some parties have found innovative ways around the 
restrictions. Loloo Prasad Yadav, Chief Minister of Bihar 
state and president of Janata Dal, has reportedly trained 
parrots to "Laloo Zindabad' Hindi for long live Laloo. This 
may pass muster with the election commission, but an 
opposition party is flapping mad. It accuses Laloo of 
torturing the birds to parrot his party line. 
WEST BENGAL 
126. CHAKRABORTY (Chandan). West Bengal LF starts poll 
campaign with a bang. New Age. 44, 14; 1996, April 7-13; 10-
11. 
The people of West Bengal withessed another 
historic rally on March 24 at the Brigade Parade Ground in 
Calcultta. It was the central election campaign rally called 
by the left front. The participation of Janata Dal Leaders, 
former prime minister V.P. Singh and Chief minister of Bihar 
Laloo Prasad Yadav added additional colour and importance. 
Practically, it was the first central rally of left front and 
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national front in the country. Addressing the rally leaders 
west Bengal chief minister Jyoti Basu expressed hope that 
emergence was heading towards capturing central power, 
defeating both congress and BJP. Sailen Dasgupta, Chairman of 
LF Committee presided over the rally and he, in a short, said 
that LF has publised its election manifesto and list of 
candidates long before the formal announcement of election as 
the destination of LF is clear: 
, , , , SDKH RAM, HIMACHAL PRADESH 
127. SHARMA (Bijender). HP Congmen rering to go. Blitz. 
56, 14; 1996, 4, 16; 9. 
In Mandi (HP) Sukh Ram, Union Minister of state for 
communications, and other congress leader Virbhadra Singh 
were respective leaders. Whenever a slogan like "Desh Ka 
Naita Kaisa ho". was raised, it was greeted by two kinds of 
replies. While the supporters of Sukh Ram would reply. Pandit 
Sukh Ram Jaisa ho. "The supporters of Virbhadra Singh would 
say Virbhadra Jaisa ho". While the rally was organised by 
the mandi District Congress Committee to celeberate the 
Supreme Courts ruling giving a clean chit to Sukh Ram in the 
telecom Scandal case. How ever, he said the enthusiasm among 
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the people showed that the victory of congress was a foregone 
conclusion not only in Mandi but also in all four Lok Sabha 
seats from Himachal Pradesh. 
, USE, ELECTRONIC MEDIA 
128. SHRIVASTAVA (Arun) and SHUKLiA (Amitabh) . Warring 
through fax and modems. Hindustan Times. 72, 105; 1996,4, 16; 
1. 
Technical innovations since the last general 
elections have considerably widened the scope of publicity 
and compaigning. Both the BJP and congerss have made 
themselves available on the Internet. Every kind of election-
releted information is available on the Internet. E-mail, 
which transmits messages on computers in a matter of seconds 
is also being utilised effectively, particularly when same 
importtant election related information or instruction has to 
be sent to a part headquarters in a state, the ruling party 
need not worry on this count as the govt, contrlled DD and 
AIR have been trying their best to project a positive image 
of the government for quit a long time now. In the forth 
comming elections not only the political parties and 
candidates have gone hitech but even the election commision 
is using latest technology to monitor the polling booths in 
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sensitive Constituencies. 
, ,- , , , CONGRESS (I) 
129. TANDON (Padma). Prepare for a Hi-Tech onslaught. 
Times of India. 72, 82; 1996, 3, 24; 10. 
As the election draw nearer, party managers trying 
formula for success. Congress has used Doordarshan to promote 
Prime Minister P.V. Narasimha Rao under the projecting a host 
of welfare schemes in a favourable light, The Bhartiya Janata 
Party is buying Up time on several private channels. Congress 
has allocated Rs 250 crores for its advertising budget. And 
Doordarshan telecast 15 minutes spots applauding Rao's 
achievements. Meanwhile, Individual producers are also busy 
cashing in on the need for profile-boosting short filins for 
prospective candidates. There is no doubt about it, it is the 
media that will make political fortunes in the comming 
general election. 
, YADAV (Laloo Prasad) BIHAR 
130. MAZUMDAR (Sudip). Calls in the parrots. Newsweek, 
127, 18; 1996, 4, 29; 31. 
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In Bihar, the centrist party Janata Dal hired hired 
trainers to teach hundreds of parrots to squawk "Vote for 
Laloo" ( The Chief minister) . The Parrots were then released 
to fly through villages, drumming up support In Patna, Janata 
Dal has recruted attractive women to wander through town with 
the party's symbol, a wheel, impinted on their cheeks. In the 
same state, a candidate who is in jail has sent his two small 
children through the streets looking for votes. In an 
election climate so bizarre, no one can be sure what India's 
595 million voters will go for, the powerful former chief 
minister who is campaigning on a bicycle ? Sloganeering 
parrots ? or those scattered candidates who stand for what 
the Indian election Commission has tried to deliver this year 
: real reform. 
, ^ ^ ^ ^ YADAV (Mulayam 
Singh) HUHBAI 
131. MUKERJI (Debashish) . Welcome bash ! Week. 14, 16; 
1996, 4, 7; 33. 
Mulayam Singh Yadav has quit a lot of admirers in 
Mumbai. They were all agog about the little man big 
politician's arrival in Mumbai to Kick off his party's 
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election compaign in the state. His tour managers, perhaps 
warried that over-enthusiastic supportters could go 
overboard, spread news that Mulayam Would arrive in Mumbai. 
However, news leaked out that he landed in the city and was 
ensconced in the Centour Hotel. In no time, the U.P. bhaiyya 
brigade was in the hotel leterally demolishing all obstacles 
in their path. Alert commandos protected Mulayam but the 
place looked as if it had been hit by hurricane. 
, CANDIDATES, MUSLIM 
132. SYED SHAHABUDDIN. General elections and Muslim vote. 
Radiance. 31, 3; 1996, 1, 25; 6-7. 
The problem is how ensure Muslim Presence in the 
Lok Sabha.It can be done only by a secular party/alliance 
putting up sucha Muslim candidate in Muslim 
dominant/concentration constituency who commands endorsement 
by all Muslim voters, even if the party is unable to Transfer 
its Hindu votes to him. But credibility and accepttability of 
Muslim candidate by the Muslim voters will also depends apsrt 
from his personality and past performance, on the stand of 
the party on urgent matter of concern to the community. 
, CONGRESS (S), PAWAR (Sharad), 
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MAHARASHTRA 
133. RATTANANI (Lekha). Bitter battle ahead. Outlook. 11, 
19; 1996, 5, 8; 12. 
Lok Sabha candidates Shanker Rao, Baji Rao Patil 
holds forth on the battle between :Sathya and asathya"- truth 
and untruth, patil a former congress MP from Baramati is 
contesting as an independents. and Sharad Pawar is trying to 
defeat who once even won this seat on a congress (s) ticket 
when all else fell to the congerss in the sympathy wave post-
Indira Gandhi is assassination. Patil, founder-chairman of 
the Indopur Shetkari sakher Karkhana, left the congerss in 
195, accusing Pawar and other leaders of treating him badly. 
Patel's inspiration is his dislike for his opponent. The 
suger barons are turning against the congerss. This is mainly 
because of the behaviour of Pawar. He never speaks the truth. 
Never keeps his word. Self-interest is his guiding principle. 
,- -, ,CONTESTANTS BABBER (Raj) and VAJPAYEE 
(Atal Behari),LUCKNOW 
134. SP PITCHFORKS Cine-actor into lucknow battle: 
Vajapayee to face Raj Babber. Pioneer. 6, 89; 1996, 4, 2; 7. 
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Rajya Sabha MP and cine-actor Raj Babber will be the 
Samajwadi Party Candidate from the prestigious Lucknow 
parliamentry constituency. Mr Babber candidate be pitted 
against Bahari vajpayee. Mr, Babber's candidature was cleared 
by the central parliamentry Board of the Samajwadi Partyalong 
with the names of five other candidatess form Utter Pradesh. 
With the announcement of six more names, the SP has so far 
decleared the candidates for 55 Lok Sabha seats in U.P. This 
includes two candidates of the Bahujan Samajwadi Party who 
will contest the polls on the SP symbol. The president of the 
state unit of the party, Mr Ram saran das said the names for 
the remaining 10 seats will be finalised soon. Mr Das said 
that the party men have requested the party chief, Mr Mulayam 
Singh Yadav to contest the elections from Mainpuri. However 
on his part Mr Yadav has indicated that he had not madeup his 
mind to enter the poll fray. 
, , --, ,BJP, and CONGRESS 
135. NAYAR (Kuldep) . Who will form the government ? 
Radiance. 31, 22; 1996, May, 5-11; 8. 
Both Congress and the BJP are making out as if the 
contest is between the two. Each one claims that it will 
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secure a majority on its own form the government. But both of 
them are in for a surprise. No doubt, they are the two main 
political parties, still, both of them, even put together, 
will not cross 300 in the 543-member Lok Sabha. Regioanl and 
small parties look like getting 120 odd seats and they will 
be in driving seat. Their natural affinity a few of them are 
still member of the National-Front is with the combination of 
Janata Dal and the Communist, which way obtain around 130. A 
non-congress. non-BJP govt is on the cards some members, 
elected on the congress ticket, may go to side of such an 
alternative, once they snift power. 
^ ^ ^ ^ DELHI 
136. DELHI: CONGRESS- BJP face. Prout. 7, 7; 1996. 5, 1-
15; 25. 
The contest for the seven Lok Sabha seata in Delhi 
will be a tough one with congress and Bhartiya Janata Party 
as the main contenders, with the side lining of Janata dal 
and no other strong force in the fray. Having won four seats 
in the 1991 elections, BJP will have to work hard to retain 
the strength from Delhi in Lok Sabha. For a variety of 
reasons this looks difficult this time. In an electoral 
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battle made interesting due to the debut of ace Janata Dal 
had won 14.2 percent of votes polled. 
, , , , JANATA DAL,KDMARA SWAMI (HD) , 
KARNATAKA 
137. SONS BLIND Gowda. New Wave. 25, 34; 1996, 4, 7; 6. 
There is considerable disquiet in the Karnataka Janata 
Dal over the chief minister Mr. H.D. Deve Gowda's attempt to 
promote his son in the ensuing Lok Sabha elections. Though 
Mr. Deve Gowda has so far remained silent over the selection 
of candidates, his son, Mr. H.D. Kumaraswamy, has all out 
declared him-self party candidate form Kanakapura, which has 
a sizeable vokkaliger population. Mr. Gowda has attracted 
partymen's ire as his other son, Mr. H.D. Revanna, is already 
an MLA and wields considerable influence. 
,PHOOLAN DEVI, MIRZAPUR 
138. AWASTHI (Dilip). Hunting for wolves : The "bandit 
queen" eyes a chance to hit back at exploiters". India Today. 
21, 9; 1996, May 1-15, 82-83. 
The presence of Phoolan Devi, the former "Bandit 
Queen" contesting on a Samajwadi Party (SP) ticket, has 
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assured Mirzapur a share of the national lime light, the BJP 
state president, Kalraj Misra, does not believe Phoolan Devi 
is reformed. "She is really a wolf in sheep's clothing". He 
says and She and the party will be exposed soon". Besides the 
BJP, Phoolan is have to centend with the BSP's Ram Kishore 
Bind. Phoolan will also expected to tap the 62 percent non-
upper caste vote bank thanks to the tie-up between the SP and 
JD. The BJP has injected some last minute drama into the 
campaign in Mirzapur with plans to bring in the "Vidhwa 
Rath", Comprising the widows of Behmai carnage Phoolan. In 
turn to counter it with video vans which will room the 
constituency showing *her film' Her favourite campaign line 
is : "Hum Mirzapur Ko Charabal nahin, Amethi banane aaye 
hain". Voters of Mirzapur can be sure that the next few days 
are definitely not going to lack in drama. 
, THREE LALS, HARYANA 
139. SEN (Avirook). Wide-open battle. India Today. 21, 
8; 1996, 4, 30; 88-89. 
There's a keen triangular contest for power this 
time. Bhajan Lai's ruling Congress (I), Bansi Lai's Haryana 
Vikas Party (HVP)-BJP combine and the Devi Lal-OM Prakash 
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Chautala-led samajwadi Party all claims they will form the 
next government. None of them, howerever, looks set to get a 
majority. Bansi Lai is prominent Jat leaders, and the Jat 
vote could will split to benefit the congress. Bansi Lai has 
fielded his son Surinder Singh against Bhajan Lai from 
Adampur in Hissar. But if it is Meham that dogs the Devi Lal-
Chautala duo, the emergency follows Bansilal and Surinder 
like a nemesis. Bhajan lal's confidence stem in part from 
his expertise in post-poll machanations. Bhajanlal however 
has scored in terms of women's votes with the Apni Beti Apna 
Dhan scheme announced last year. It promised a girl child Rs 
25, 000 after, 20 years through a fixed deposit at the time 
of her birth. A keen cntest between the three lals may dash 
the state's hope for new leadership. 
,-- , , ,VYAS (Girija) and SHARAN 
(Murli Manohar); GUJARAT 
140. JOHN (Wilson) . Girija Vyas stands slim chance 
against guru. Pioneer. 6, 104; 1996, 4, 16; 6. 
"CHAL SANYASI mandir mein...." It is an apt song for 
former union cabinet minister Girija Vyas who has a tough 
opponent in the BJP's Mewar Mandaleshwar Mahant Murli Manohar 
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Sharan. he is the Raj Guru, Chief priest of the Eklinghnathji 
temple and has a strong following among all sections. Other 
relegions leaders believe that politics should be seperated 
from relegion. But some of these religious heads could not 
keep their word for too long have blessed the mehants 
opponent, Dr Vyas. Only becouse her supporters came to us 
first says a disciple, the BJP has launched almost a tirade 
against Dr Vyas, not hesitating to even call her names, the 
Mahant takes the new avataar seriously, visiting far flung 
constituency segments each day. Obviously he gets rousing and 
reverential welcomes. And Dr Viyas is also not leaving any 
village unvisited. People, as yet, are undecided. Theyare 
looking at this contest as one between a "guru" and a 
"cheli". 
, CORRUPTION, HAWALA PARTIES 
141. BABUDDIN KHAN. Hawala ghost on election. Third 
Concept. 9, 108; 1996, 2; 5. 
All the national political parties except the 
leftist bloc, have been involved in the recent Hawala case. 
In this year general election those currepted persons may 
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have impact on masses, for congress (I), headed by Shri 
Narasimha rao, the impact is both positive as well as 
negative. Opposition parties are also saying that the Hawala 
money has been used to effect defection of a number of Janata 
Dal MPs headed by Ram Lakhan Singh Yadav to save Rao govt at 
the time of vote of confidence. In this case BJP has also 
taken place, In the election they may not be able to speak 
about carruption and may have to confine about talking on 
construction of temple only, national front leader. s.R Bomai 
and Sharad Yadav have also been included in the Jain Dairy. 
Only leader of Left-Front have so far not been involved in 
the Hawala case, general election is on the door step and the 
people's court will give their judgements on these Hawala 
accaused very soon. 
, ELECTIONEERING 
142. PRE-ELECTION ALLIANCES and Post-election 
apprehensions. Public Opinion. 41, 4; 1996, 1, 3-4. 
A concerted attemt is being made to sidetrack policy 
issues inthe coming electoral contest. this signifies erosion 
of democratic norms and commitments in the political arena. 
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The tendency to avoid or evade responsibility and 
accountability in the political-power structure can have very 
deleterious consequences especially when no political party 
is likely to emerge with a decisive mandate to form the 
government at the centre. The din of electioneering and wild 
promises of political parties to win electoral support must 
not be allowed divert attention from the grave threat to the 
very survival of the Indian Republic. 
,FORECASTS 
143. BHAMBI (Ajai). New government won't last full term. 
Blitz. 56, 19; 1996, 5, 11; 13. 
The foremost duty of the next government would be 
take this country, strong and flourishing, into the 21st 
century. Let us examine astrologicallly the growth pattern of 
our nation in the coming few years. In the chart of our 
nation, we find all the planets are extangled between Rahu 
and Ketu given rise to a malefic Yog called kalsarp. This Yog 
is considered inauspicious because it does not allow the 
person, the nation in this case, to rise rapidly in life. The 
election after this present one will be decided by this class 
as we expect that the govt coming at the centre will not 
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complete its full term. Venus is a planet of preoperity and 
power which comes after attaining money power, while Rahu 
gives a keen interest in politics. The next govt will also 
take a keen interest in the election process in Jammu and 
Kashmir and an elected government in the valley will take 
over very shortly. Therewill be normalcy in trade with other 
parts of the country and the tourism industry will start 
blossoming sooner than expected. 
,IMPLICATIONS, BUSINESS AND INDUSTRY 
144. SKARIA(George). Right wing. Business Today. 5, 8; 
1996, April 22 May 6, 56-57. 
The moment of truth for the 11th Lok Sabha is nigh. 
As compaigning draws to a close over most of the country, the 
people of India will go to the polls from April 27 to May 7-
10 days to excercise their franchise. But which party in this 
three horse race-between the congress-I, the Bhartiya Janata 
Party (BJP), and National-Front (NF)-Left Front (LF) combine 
-has a nose ahead in the election sweep stakes ? with the 
composition of the new govt shrouded in uncertainly, 
carporate India too is unaware of the implications will the 
party that does come to power keep the reforms programme on 
track ? will it derail libralisation or push farward even 
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faster ? What will be its attitude to foreign investment ? To 
answer these very real concerns of India Inc., in the series 
of guided to the there leadeing contenders in election 96. 
,LOSS, IDEOLOGY, CONGRESS (I) 
145. SEN (Mohit) . There is choice !. New Wave. 25 35; 
1996, 4, 14; 16. 
The congress has not only governed the countrry 
with brief interruptions since 1947 but, in some ways more 
significantly, it has given the country governance from 1991 
till today. Where the congress deserves to win is as a 
government, where it is in danger of losing is as a party, 
the loss of ideology and the absence of a cohesive leadership 
with authority has reduced its advantage over other parties. 
The appearance of other congresses can lead to the erosion of 
votes of all of them, this ia the time bomb which it carries 
into the elections. 
, MANIFESTO, BJP 
146. BASU (Tarun) and CHHAYA (Mayank). BJP head says He'd 
15^ 
fight ' western blackmail'. India Abroad. 26, 33; 1996, 5, 
17; 6. 
Atal Behari vajpayee, the Bhartiya janata Party' s 
Prime Ministerial has choise that his government would stand 
up to "Westrn blackmail " on the nuclear issue of the party 
came to power. If India cannot stand up to western balckmail, 
then no other country can", Vajpayee said, we represent the 
view of most developing countries. He also claimed that 
Muslim are coming around to support the BJP. we have opposed 
theocracy. No discrimination against Muslim on the ground of 
religion. It is not a minor development. 
147. BJP POLL manifesto. Asian Recorder. 42 19; 1996 5, 
6-12; 25604. 
BJP will retain its catting edge, Hindutva, which 
gives the party its destinct ideological character. The 
manifesto says: BJP is commitee to the concept of one nation, 
one people, one culture : The manifesto also reiterates the 
party's commitment to facilitate the construction of a 
magnificants Ram temple at the disputed site in Ayodhya on 
coming to power as "this dream moves millions of people in 
our land". 
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148. SHUKLA (Ganesh) . Smoke screen. New wave. 25, 35; 
1996, 4, 14; 3. 
The BJP's election manifesto promises the voters 
the best of this world and heaven too. The BJP's attempt to 
impose aindutva culture of its concept goes against the very 
spirit and ethos of India. Homogenisation is not the solution 
to the country's problems, the flowering of its ethenis, 
cultural and religious diversity to capture power, 
fortunately, the Indian electorate is no longer blend. It 
will see through its smoke screen of promises. 
, , , MINORITY COALITION GOVERNMENTS, 
PROSPECTS 
149. SINGH (Mahendra Prasad). After Congress what ? 
Seminar. 440, 1996, 4; 48-50. 
Three minority government have not been all too 
happy. The National-Front proved to be a fractious lot, and 
cocksure Prime Minister to lead a minority coalition 
government. The Samajwadi Janata Party minority government 
was headed by a leader without a party worthy of a Prime 
Minister and was soon ditched by the congress. The congress 
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minoroty government heded by P.V. Narasimha Rao proved to be 
more stable, thanks to the residual legacy of the congess as 
the only nation-wide part and the reconciliatory skills as 
well as Machiavellian tactics of its veteran leader. But in 
an attemp to convert his minority government into a majority 
one, Rao became the first Prime Minister to unscruplously 
lure sections of the opposition to merge with his party, yet 
to say that India withuot a majority party in 1996 would 
become ungovernable is a flat assertion unsupported by 
experience and reason, when it is not necessary to change the 
First republic, it is necessary not to change it. 
^ ^ ^ MOSLIM RESENTMENT 
150. CHOWDHURY (Samsur Rahman). Muslim leaders and the 
interest of the Muslim voters. New Age. 44, 18; 1996, May 5-
11; 7. 
Most of the stalwarts of Babri Masjid protection 
movement have been "bought by the Prime Minister P.V. 
Narasimha Rao for 'few lakhs'. But the anger of the community 
is so deep that these self-proclaimed laders have confined 
themselves to issuing 'appeals and "advisory' statements 
through the press. But the Muslim masses did not need to the 
advise to vote for congress. In some segment, muslim even 
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voted for BJP-Shiv Sena on the plea that the "Known enemy' is 
better than one who stabs on the back. It has happened this 
time too. Prime Minister who had promised to rebuild the 
Babri Masjid, not only in his national telecast on the day of 
demolition but later from the rampart of the Red Fort, had 
made no such promise in his election manifesto. Even then, 
the socalled defender of faith of the Muslim Community are 
vouching for the most hated prime-miniter of independent 
India. The reason is obvious, the personal interests of 
individual leaders have been will looked after by the prime 
minister. 
151. OMAR AFZAL. Decisive role of Muslim voters. 
Radiance. 31, 22, 1996, May 5-11; 12. 
Out of 85 constituencies in UP, for example, the 
Muslim may play a decisive role in at least 35. Their sheer 
strength is in number, they are between 20-45 percent in 
these constituencies; they may decide the fate of one or the 
other candidates if they use they may decide the fate of one 
or the other candidate if they clout judiciously. In another 
23 constituencies they use they are less than 20 per cent but 
they may still influence the outcome if they weigh their 
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options carefully. What is the fatal flaw in there 
calculation ? The deep division in among the Muslims and lack 
of perception. In 1991 a division in their voters helped the 
BJP sweep most of the seats, including safe "Muslim" seats. 
Inthe comming election their fate seam sealed again if they 
do not take some corrective steps. 
/ / , , BJP 
152. BJP ATTEMPTS to woo Muslim voters. Nation . 11, 98; 
1996, 4, 25; 9. 
The main opposition Bharatiya Janata Party seeking 
support from the country's estimated 100 million Muslims in 
upcomming general elections denied that it shunned secularism 
or that Muslim would face insecurity under a BJP govt. The 
BJP is unsequivocally committed to the secular constitution 
of India. The citizen will also have the freedom to preach 
and practice any faith Advani added. A requested Muslim not 
to see us through the tainted glasses of our adversaries. 
, , , OPTION, CONGRESS (I), ANTONY (AK) , 
KERALA 
153. RADHAKRISHNAN (MG). Image vs ideology. India Toady. 
21, 8; 1996, 4, 30; 86-88. 
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Kerela's congress (I) chief Minister A.K. Antony has 
opted for one that is a bastion of the opposition left 
Democratic Front (LDF). and then United Democratic Front 
(UDF) came with the efforts of the Indian Union Muslim league 
to consolidate Muslim voters, which have been split three 
ways after the league's break-up in the wake of the 
demolition of the Babri Masjid. The UDF will also have to 
grapple with a chronic problem. The factional war within the 
Congress (I), which is devided between the Antony and 
Karunakaran camps. The polarisation between the state 
secrtary and former chief miniter, E.K. Nayanar, and V.S. 
Achuthanandan, the leader of the opposition in the state 
Assembly has played a major role in seat allocation. Nayannar 
has opted out of the race on health ground, but his supportrs 
say Achuthan andan can not take anything for granted. The 
LDF's turn to assume charge in Kerala. The congress (I) high 
comm- and may have hoped to reverse the trend. But, then, it 
could take more than one mans's image to do that. 
,POSTAL BALLOT, JAMHU and KASHMIR 
154. KASHMIRI PANDITS renege on boycott. Pioneer. 6, 100; 
1996, 4, 12; 6. 
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The migrant Pandits have the option of the postel 
ballot under a special election Coiranission scheme. Numbering 
around 1 Lakh, the Pandits are capable of deciding the fate 
of atleast the Baramulla constituency. And all major parties 
have establised "migrant cells" in Jammu and Delhi to woo 
voters. Jamshed Shirazi alias Kuka parrey is the only leader 
who has managed to capture the imagination of these pandits. 
He has fielded Mr Tikoo, a migrants pandit, under the Awami 
League banner, the political wing of khwanul Mustimoon of 
Kuka parry. In contrast, the congress has failed to field any 
pandits in the state. Meanwhile, electoral roll of Kashmire 
migrates (all communities) were displayed at many places in 
Jammu. The Voters are listed as per the new delimitation of 
Assembly constituencies as stated by chief electroral 
officer. The BJP has demanded that the lists be publised in 
Hindu besides Urdu. 
, , , PERFORMANCE, CONGRESS (I) 
155. ALL-ROUND Congress failure. Organiser. 47, 39; 1996, 
5, 28; 2. 
The image of the congress president who is also the 
prime minister of the country is the biggest liability for 
the congress in the Lok Sabha elections. Add to that image 
1S4 
the party's dismal performance on various fronts. In fact on 
three major issues concerning the mases-prices, general 
administration internal security-the governments failure is 
phenomenal. Therefore there is no hope for the people until 
the congress is voted out of power and a govt responsive to 
the needs of the masses and having the will to set things 
right is installed in New Delhi. Sooner rather than later, 
the states will follow suit. 
, GOVERNMENT 
156. INDIAN PM for freeze on disputes for 5 years. 
Nation. 11, 103; 1996, 5, 2; 8. 
The BJP has emerged as a serious threat to the 
congress, India's oldest party. Opinion poll say it could 
finish first in a hung parliament although it will not be 
able to form a government on its own. Rao's reference to the 
Temple-Mosque dispute was to a 16th-century Islamic shrine 
which was razed in 1993 by BJP supporters. Rao came down 
heavily on the BJP, hinting that its victory could turn India 
into a Hindu theocracy, he said. The BJP can never run a govt 
as it was basically anti-secular. 
16S 
- , --, , ,NARASIMHA RAO (PV) 
157. SARITA RANI and MUKHPADHYAY (Paromita) . Class of 1991-
96: Taking a look at the Narasimha Rao govt's performance 
over the last five years. Sunday. 23, 13; 1996, 3, 31; 16. 
As the Narasimha Rao regine complete its five-year 
term, at demonstrated that the congress can and has survived 
without a Gandhi at the helm, at the helm, it is now almost 
mandatory to mention now he was not expected to last. The 
Narasimha Rao govt's greatest failure was the Babri-Masjid 
demolition. It was a trust betrayed, not just to one 
community but to the nation and to constitutional precepts. 
Kashmir burned out but the term ended with a fainth hope that 
the govt. and the Kashmiris would talk themselves out of the 
situation instead of shooting themselves out of it. 
, ,-- , POLITICAL PARTIES, CONGRESS (I) 
CONTESTENTS, CRICKETER, BISWAL (Ranjib) 
15 8. MISHRA (Ashutosh) . Cong, pins hopes on star 
cricketer to bowlout opp. PIONEER. 6, 108; 1996, 4, 20; 6. 
Playing on the political wicket for the first time, 
Orissa's well known cricketer, all rouder Ranjib Biswal is 
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still struggling to adjust to the electroral pace here. 
Pushed into the political arena by his father Deputy Chief 
Minister Basant Kumar Biswal this graceful batsman who bowls 
effective off-spinners, is up against a barrage of bouncers 
from his grand-uncle, Janata Dal candidate Nityanand Samant 
Ray and the googlies of film star-turned BJP candidate 
Prashant Nanda. Chubby Ranjib has become a willing tool in 
the hands of his ambitions father Basant Biswal in his bid to 
undermine his uncle Nityanand Samantray. With the family feud 
coming into open, the battle between, Janata Dal and congrees 
here has virtudlly turned into a personal war between 
Mr.Samantray and the powerful Deputy Chief Minister, the 
Janata Dal and the congress are certainly the Prime 
Combatants the high-voltage contest here but the BJP has 
brought itself into a position where it may well decide which 
way the balance will tilt. 
, , --, POLITICIANS, ROLE 
159. KAUL (MALVIKA) . Vote for misery. Hindustan Times 
Metropolitan. 72, 99; 1996, 4, 10; 1. 
Politician have always encouraged the rise of slum 
and illegal colonies for their political interests. However, 
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They have done little to emancipate the people living in such 
dwelling. Says a Rickshawall from the area, they are only 
terrorising us, each one is getting their goons to extort our 
votes or the price of our "Kimti Vote". 
, , - PROHIBITION, effect on WOMEN VOTERS, 
ANDHRA PRADESH 
160. MUKERJI (Debashish). Dry dream. Week. 14, 16; 1996, 
4, 7; 36. 
N.T. Rama Rao's promise of total prohibition in 
Andhra Pradesh made him a darling of the woman voters. Can 
his son-in-law be far behind. Infact, Naidu decided to make 
it tougher for tiplers. But his enthusiasm did not rub off 
much on excise minister N . janardhan Reddy who wanted to run 
his minister all by himself. This made the excise 
commissioner Dinesh Reddy quit, complaining of excessive 
political interference. Next was the turn of Vavilala Gopal 
Krishnaiah, freedom fighter and adviser to the excise 
ministery. His decision to resign spurred Naidu into action. 
He admonished the minister and govt. Gopal Krishnaiah to stay 
on. But will the woman give their stamp of approval to Naidu. 
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,PROMISES IMPROVING CIVIC. SERVICE, 
URBAN AREAS 
161. BARU (Sanjaya). Elections 1996: A manifesto for our 
times. Times of India. 71, 159; 1996, 3, 25; 8. 
The three major political parties-The congress party. 
The National-Front and the Bhartiya Janata Party are entering 
this election. They ensure that by the turn of the century 
India is rid of illiteracy, poverty, malnutrition and hunger 
and that gainful employment is available to all . another key 
concern of the electrorate, especial in Urban areas, is 
public transpost. A mass rapid tranport system must be set up 
in all major cities. Indian cities are faced with problem of 
rapid urbanisation. The new govt must be committed to 
improving Civic Service in urban area especially in small 
towns which have experienced the most rapid grouth. It must 
also support private initiatives to improve municipal 
services-road, telecommunication serces and helth and 
education services in small towns. 
/ ,, ,-- , NSUI 
m 
162. JOSHI (Poornima) . Students urged to vote for 
congress. Hindustan Times. 72, 106; 1996, 4, 17; 7. 
The National student union of India (NSUI) student 
wing of the congress party, appealed to the students and 
youth to vote in favour of congress condidates in the ensuing 
general elections. NSUI president Saleem Ahmad belief that 
the congress would get majority. He said the achievements and 
the welfare programmes of the congress Government under the 
leadership of Mr. P.V. Narasimha Rao has made the minds of 
the ordinanay citizen especially the youth to favour the 
congress. Mr. Ahmad said NSUI would persuade upon the 
government in granting a monthly allowence to the unemployed 
yout for a period of three year after the completion of 
graduation. 
, PROPAGANDA, BJP 
163. HOW WILL You Vote ? Radical Humanist. 60, 1; 1996, 
4, 61-62. 
The BJP and the Sangh Pariwar has the declared 
objective of creating a Hindu state. In such a state, Hindu 
will be class I citizen. Minorities will have an inferior 
status. Creation of Hindu state necessarily mean the end of 
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secular democracy. The BJP and the Sangh Pariwar has been 
fomenting communalism for the purpose of getting votes. They 
brought about the destruction of the Babro Masjid by recourse 
to brute force and contrary to law and court injunctions. 
Because of their communal propaganda, more than 4000 
innocent lives were lost in communal riots before and after 
destruction of the Babri Mas j id. Thay want India to be an 
atomic power. Wherever there are separate movements in the 
country, such as in the Kashmir valley, parts of Punjab, part 
of Assam and the North-Eastern states, the BJP and sangh 
pariwar never suggest any plan to win the election. 
, , , ,HIGH COMMISSIONER, PAKISTAN, 
KHOKHAR (Riaz), JAMMU AND KASHMIR 
164, VASUDEVA (PK) . Pak propaganda exposed in J&K. 
Patriot. 34, 41; 1996, 5, 11; 4. 
Pakistan High Commissioner, Mr. Riaz Khokhar has 
said that all elections in Kashmir in the past, present and 
the future will be rigged. Debunking the electoral process in 
J&K as a complete fraud, which would 'Complicate matters 
further' between the two countries and All party Hurriyat 
Conference (APHC), an umbrella organisation of about 20 
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special groups, based in Pakistan had opposed the polls. 
There is no doubt that the ballot will triumph over bullets 
in Kashmir, the threat of infiltration by the Afghan 
mercenaries from across the border not withstanding. Our army-
is, after all, capable of handling any situation in Jammu and 
Kashmir. 
, PROSPECTS 
165. BANARJEE (Sumanta).Skin-deep politics and tick-
skinned politicians. Economic and Political Weekly .31.10 .•1996, 
9; 582-4. 
The coming general elections provide us with some 
sort of a watershed from which we can take a close look at 
end product of a nearly half-a-century old uninterrupted 
experiment with democratic institutions in India. It is a 
rather sad commentary on the India political system that 
after more than 40 years of parliamentry democracy, the 
1996 general elections will have to seek a verdict from the 
voters not on major economic measures that are going to 
affect their lives, but on the unethical behaviour of 
politicians-a matter that should have been taken care of year 
ago by law and order machinary. 
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166. DANGER AND Opportunities. Monthly Commentary on 
Indian economic conditions.37. 8; 1996, 4,5-6. 
The general election for the eleventh Lok Sabha of 
Independent India pose danger as well as offers 
opportunities. The upshot will be known when the result of 
the electoral contest become know. A variety of vested 
intersted in India and abroad would relish preservation and 
perpetuation of the policy-political status quo. But some 
even among then are gnawed by uncertainty and appear to have 
also lost confidence in Mr. Rao's ability to safeguard and 
advance their interested. So far as the mass of the Indian 
electorate is concerned, it is clearly in a defiant mood, is 
likely to refuse blandishments and opt in favour of major 
realignments in polititics, drastic changes in official 
policies and rejection of the style of the governance 
associated with Mr. Narasimha Rao. 
167. FOR WANT of a leader. Asian age. 3, 74; 1996, 5, 1; 
8. 
In 1996, as it was in 1991, individual charisma is 
at a discount. Probity is at a premium if the National-Front 
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Left-Front alliance is able to reach a stage of deciding who 
the next Prime minister is going to be, let them make up 
their minds right now. Leaders have to be there alive and to 
be counted to help people make up their minds. After all, a 
voter needs to have an identifiable choice, an identifiable 
symbol. If tomarrow, a particular political ambition was to 
fall by the wayside, thre will nobody else to blame but the 
leaders of the much-vaunted Third force. In another persance, 
the name of the captain of the team determines the eventual 
performance of the outfit. 
168. KOTHARI (Rajni). Elections without Party system. 
Economic and Political Weekly. 31, 16-17; 1996, 4, 20-27; 
1004-6. 
In many ways then 1996 will provide a different 
kind of water shed that the onces provided so far. The point 
often made by commentators that there are no assues in the 
forth coming elections misses the whole point that the 
election is likely to begin a process of restructuring the 
2 
very nature and composition of the polity, of course, after a 
period chaos and destabilisation and possibly one or two more 
elections during which the various sitigen initiatives that 
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have already began during 1996 will get better organised and 
provide abasis for a new alternative. Not just an 
alternative party system but perhaps an alternative to the 
prevailing model of a party system the political based 
thereon. 
169. MALIK (Ashok) , SAKINA YUSUF KHAN and GUPTA (Smita) . 
Box Buster 96: Dal-Wale dulhaniya le Jayenge. Times of India. 
72, 82; 1996, 3, 24; 15. 
On April 27 the clapperboard will signal take 1 of 
polls 96, the biggest box-office bonanza of the decade. A 
wide screen spectacle with streophonic sound and special 
effects galore. A star studded epic with a supporting cast of 
thousands and an audience of 900 million. A sterring tale of 
power and passion, ambition and greed. Catchy song and dance 
numbers. Nail-bitting suspense, stunning fight sequences. 
Plots and subplots, Humour and slabstick. A must see megah 
for the the whole family. Who will be the heroes and who the 
villian ? who will do the comic parts and who will play the 
clown? Will it be the same tried and tested formula or will 
there be atwist in the tele? That's yet to be decided. For 
the script will be written as the saga unfolds, this teaser 
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trailer takes you behind the pre-production scences to give 
you close-ups of the actors-old stalwarts, newfaces and those 
playing double roles. Find out what the critics are saying 
and what's on the gossip grapevine. As the nation waits for 
those fateful words: lights, camera. Action... 
170. ROY (Prannoy), SOPARIWALA (Dorab) and GUPTA (Namrata). 
Political alliance : Fatal attraction. India Today. 1996, 4, 
15; 36. 
Indian elections are after more about vote 
splitting than vote getting. In the three phases in this 
election the pre election menueuvring, the actual 
compaignning and the post-election cobblings together of 
majority. It is the first phase that has become crucial. In 
this election, the voter could turn out to be less map than 
inner and intra-party politics. These-phases will almost 
certainly be decisive in determining who become the next 
prime minister. And in the three stages of the election, each 
of the major national parties or fronts have very different 
strenghts and weakness, during each of the last two general 
elections, most opinion polls showed that the congress I has 
tended to lose rather than gain votes during compaign period. 
Unlike the congress I the BJP is at its weakest in wining 
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over MPs after an election, while L.K. Advani and M.M. Joshi 
are good partyman they have had a poor record in attracting 
votes for the BJp. finally the NF-LF is fragile bunch and its 
alliance are liable to break shortly after an election 
something which the congress I tends capitalise on. 
171. SANGHVI(Vijay). Going in to battle. Hindustan 
Times. 72, 82; 1996, 3, 24; 10. 
Without a doubt Messrs P.V. Narasimha Rao, Atal 
Behari Vajpayee, Chandrashekhar, H.D. Deve Gowda, Madhav Rao 
Scindia and company are facing the most crucial test of their 
political careers. It will be a general election that could 
well decide .their political future. For the P.M its a 
question of his very job, for vajpayee holding the fort for 
Advani. Its a test of his leadership for Chandrashekar a test 
of his survival insticts for Dev Gowda a reaffirmation of his 
political sagacity for Madhav Rao scinda, the litmus test to 
prove that amongst the people he still scores a triple A. For 
them and others like Arjun Singh, Karunakaran etc. It will be 
the battle of their lives, will they win or loss? Will thay 
emerge unscathed or will they bite the dust? and most 
important will they fade away or be on centre stage. 
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,ALL PARTIES 
172. ALL PASSION spent. Econimist. 339, 7960; 1996, April 
6-12; 26-29. 
Narasiinha Rao, India's Prime Minister is known 
as bit of cold fish. So it may be only appropriate that he 
could yet emerge as the victor in an election that, by Indian 
standards, is curiously lacking in passion. In 1984 Rajiv 
Gandhi won an unprecedented four-fifths of the seats in 
parliament. When his image was tarnised by the Bofors bribery 
scandal, the electorate turned in the 1989 election to V.P. 
Singh, a politician of impeccable integrity, all those 
passions are now gone. The BJP's main demand-the demolition 
of a mosque built on a holy Hindu site at Ayodhya. And 
Janata Dais main demand-job reservation for backward castes. 
No party, however, some remotely capable of winning an 
outright majority. The Left-Front National-Front may well 
split after the election, and congress just might too. That 
opens up a large number of coalition possibilities. 
173. GUPTA (NP) . Lok Sabha Election. New wave. 25, 40; 
1996, 5, 19; 6. 
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The Indian scene was full of uncertainty. The 
congress party could not win because of charges of carruption 
and scams. The BJP has forged ahead because people wanted 
"Parivartan" . The National-Front Left Front cotnbine wanted to 
win largely on the basis of caste aspirations. The rest 
hardly mattered. All electioneering at the moment for votes 
centres round politics of power over the people and against 
their interests. People will revolt leading to anarchy, 
Chaos, terrorism and disintegeration. It is the politics of 
service along which can units the people and lead the country 
forward. A call for a national govt by some is also based on 
grabbing the politicaal power. Service of the people does not 
mean that this is possible only through governmental process. 
174. GUPTA (NP) . 1996 Voting patterns and future India. 
New wave. 25, 40; 1996, 5, 19; 7. 
The 1996 elections have punished the congress 
relegating it to a second largest group in Lok Sabha. But it 
still retains about 31% of the total votes cast, higher than 
the BJP's 20 percent. Only these two parties put up 
candidates in all seats. The present transitional phase is 
also a turning point in history. The centre-left coalition so 
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much desired and fought for over the last 70 years is now on 
the agenda. Anti congressism will have to be buried. The left 
will become a social democratic front. A cray from dogmatic 
attitute prevalent so far. 
, BJP 
175. AFTAB ALAM. Explaining the growth of BJP. Third 
concept. 9, 108; 1996, 2, 29-31. 
Bhartiya Janata Party represents the rights of the 
centre on the political specturm in India. It systematically 
devoted to the promotion of political Hinduism or Hindutva. 
Though it is standing in a very secure position in present 
day political and largly electoral context it seems quite 
difficult to predict about its future in a fluid political 
situation like India's particularly in the context of 
internal squabbles in Gujarat and increasing sour relations 
with Shiv sena in Maharashtra and coming together of the 
"third force" in U.P. and Bihar. 
176. BJP TRYING to Out-Congress the Congress. People's 
Democracy. 20, 14; 1996, 4, 7; 11 
18-1 
In northern India the party has found itself 
compelled to join hands with stray groups like the 
Chandrashekhar Fernandes outfit and the Bihar people's party. 
Even though these alliance are not going to do the BJP any 
worthwhile benefit in terms of seats in the Lok-Sabha, except 
possibly to an extent in Haryana, the Party leaders welcomed 
them in the hope that they would thereby be able to overcome 
the party's Post-Ayodhya political isolation. It is a 
different matter that now the BJP leaders find themselves in 
a quandary over the idea of comprehensive alliance mooted by 
Chandrashekhar, Farnandes & Co. after their parties recently 
merged. 
177. KARP(Jonathan). Saffron Advantage. Far Eastern 
Economic Review. 159, 19; 1996, 5, 9; 24-26. 
The largest opposition party BJP- run state 
government of Uttar Pradesh was desmissed after the mosque 
razing and senior leaders of the party, including president 
L.K. Advani, were detained on suspicion of incitement. But 
the BJP never gave up its pledge to build a permenent Ram 
temple, yet far from feding, the BJP stood its best chance 
ever of capturing power as voting in India's general 
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election. It also has the strong support of upper-caste 
Hindus, who resent the extension of govt Job reservations for 
lower castes. Polls detected a swing to the congress's share 
of the popular vote declining to 31.9% from 36.9% in 1991 
translating into 168-187 seats and BJP's share would rise to 
25% from 20.9% in 1991, translating into 178-197. Anything 
less than 230 seats would make it tough for the BJP to build 
a majority to form a govt, that would be weak and short 
1 ived. 
178. KARP(Jonathan). Sheep among wolves. Far Eastern 
Economic Review. 159, 22; 1996, 5, 30; 21. 
Recalled from the political sidelines to lead the 
BJP in India's general election, Vajpayee is a moderate and 
pragmatist who has helped soften the image of a Hindu-
nationlist party that many Indians, especially Muslims, find 
repugnant. During the election campaign, Vajpayee was careful 
to avoid invoking Hindutva. He said that he has keen to 
improve relations with India's neighbours- including 
Pakistan. At his first press conference as prime minister-
designate, he said Hindus should be allowed to build the Ram 
temple, adding, "But we want it to be built on the basis of 
182; 
consensus". In addition, Vajpayee untainted by the scandals 
that have ensnared other BJP leaders, including Advani. 
~~~~~~/------,___-__^ _-----^ _____--^U,P. 
17 9. ROY{Prannoy), Sopariwala (Darab) and GUPTA 
(Namrata). Elections 1996 Uttar Pradesh: JD-SP alliance will 
have little effect on the BJP. India Today . 21, 8; 1996, 4, 
30; 64. 
The JD and the SP are fighting together in the 
biggest state in the union with 85 Lok Sabha seats. In the 
last Lok Sabha, there were four parties that obtained more 
than 10 percent of the votes, viz. BJP, JD, SP and Congress 
(I) . with the BSP getting just below 10 percent. Thus the 
winner party often secured around 30 percent of the votes. 
The JD-SP allience percent will cost the BJP just two seats 
from its current tally of 52 seats. If the BJP has a swing of 
2.5 percent against it, it will lose as many as 14 seats but 
a positive swing of the same amount will give it a gain of 11 
seats. A 5 percent adverse or positive swing would shift 
another nine seats against it or in its favour. 
------,""""""/ ~ ~I - - - - - - IBSP 
180. Rajshekar(V.Tj Bahujans can't expect jus t ice in th i s 
18J 
farce of an election. Dalit Voice. 15, 13; 1996, May 16-31; 
6. 
Except Muslims, who solely because of their 
religion are some what enlightened, the other oppressed 
sections like Dalits, Tribals and Backward castes have not 
even identified their oppressors. So much so those who suck 
their very blood are getting elected in every elections. 
These innocent dumb-driven lambs believe the very wolves that 
devour them. Such a farce is called elections in India. What 
type of a verdict we can expect from such elections? we are 
sorry to say parliamentary democracy stands condemned in 
India. 
, CONGRESS (I) 
181. BATURA (RC) . Who after Rao ? Organiser. 47, 41; 
1996, 5, 12; 3-11. 
The prospects of a hung parliament sometimes 
necessitate a combination of even heterogenous elements. 
Hence there were rumours of Congress-BJP coalition also. 
Unfortunately through, the talk of money-bags is in the air. 
It is being openly said that there are many Mahatos and Ajit 
Singh among the prospective MPs in almost al parties. In case 
of an unclear mandate they may decide the formation of the 
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next govt. In the recent past, he has shown that, although a 
congressman he can rise above partisan considerations and act 
as the guardian of the constitution and save the country from 
an unseemly wrangling for power. There is no reason to 
believe that he cannot do it again and guide the country out 
of any crisis. 
182. ELECTION-TIME tactics. Organiser. 47, 29; 1996, 2, 
18; 6. 
Elections are around the corner, inevitably the 
ruling party at the centre, namely the Congress (I) has to 
take aim at its opponents. It is incumbent on the leader of 
the party, Shri P.V. Narasimha Rao, also to tar his opponents 
within his own party in order to silence them. The time is 
now, effectively translated into practice, may create a 
social upheaval but that is necessary to cleanse our public 
life and our national institutions. When a Charge is made, 
for example, that smt Mayavati, during her four month as 
Utter Pradesh Cheif Minister made Rs 130 Crore by ordering 
tranfers of officials etc. One comes to see the sheer 
magnitute of the problem confronting the nation. Shri Rao has 
wittingly or wittingly set the the cat among the pigeons. Let 
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the pigeons now beware. Shri Rao must be made to face the 
consequences of his act, which was undertaken with malice a 
fore throught. 
183. NAYYAR (Kuldip). Can congress retrieve itself ? Nation 
and the World. 6, 112; 1996, 6, 1; 33. 
Congress leaders have still not realised that they have 
compromised on principles and policies and hence lost party 
has even dependable elements. The fact in that their party 
has been going down the hill congress become a platform for 
the opportunists, muscleman stuck in populism and 
undamocratic functioning. First, she was the party then 
Sanjay Gandhi and then Rajiv Gandhi in that order. 
184. SPAETH (Anthony). Swept out of power. Time. 147, 
21; 1996, 5, 20; 21-24. 
The ever underappreciated Indian voters did what 
they have done in every general election the Country has held 
since the first in 1951-52. And 590 milion registered voters, 
14,000 candidates and just about as many isue would be 
chaotic and its result incoherennt. The anger against the 
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congress was so great that some Muslims were even willing to 
accept the BJP, Which has threatened in the past to pull 
down certain mosques and still wants to revoke laws that 
allow Muslims to practice their own religious customs in 
Civil matter. "Let the BJP come to power". Says Hall Ismail, 
a silver-bearded trader in Bombay. The Congress has fooled us 
for 50 years. It has to be defeated at any cost". 
185. SONIA EFFECT. New wave. 25, 34; 1996, 4, 7; 3. 
Sonia Gandhi's firm 'no' to seeking election to Lok 
sabha either as congress or Indira congress nominee has 
dempened enthusiasm in both the camps. For months the Tewari 
Congress was counting an Sonia's support to emerge as Real 
Congress while the Rao Congress was politely ignoring her. 
All India congress a National party that the Rao Congress 
workup to the probable loss of Nehru family heirloom. Efforts 
to woo her were stepped up: Afterall, Congressmen are 
Congressmen irrespective of the label they might carry on 
their caps. They rae in the Indian National Congress, All 
India Indira Congress, Moopaner Congress, Scindia Congress, 
Bangarappa Congress ans also the Janata Dal. A political 
partyy is not a pies of lass which, if broken, cannot be 
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glued togher it is phenomenent one limb falls out accidently, 
it can be rejoined. All eyes are again on Sonia Gandhi. 
Congressman are counting on Sonia effects in post-election 
2period. 
- , , , ,- , NANDYAL, ANDHRA 
PRADESH 
186. TEJPAL (TARUN J). Prime constituency. Outlook. 11, 
19; 1996, 5, 8; 12. 
In Nandyal town consistency did not possess a prime 
minister. It could sorely do with one. Narasimha Rao won this 
seats by a record 5.8 Lakh votes in November 1991 in one of 
those unholy romps that are orchestrated for powerful leaders 
needing electoral legitimacy. There is no need for Rao to 
come here. Its a Cakewalk, he well win by three Lakh votes. 
Inside Rajeshwara Rao the Prime Minister's nephew and his 
Ronmel at Nandyal is even more categoric. He is mafiadon of 
Hindi films. Rajeshwara Rao tries to reel off many more 
accomplishments, asserting that Rs 2,000 crore has been spent 
in Nandyal constituency in the last five years, including. 
The setting up of several important technical institutions. 
One of them on our wayout of Nandyal : Rajiv Gandhi memorial 
college of Engineering and Technology, annouces the board. 
m 
Surrouding it over a large acreage are unlinked white cement 
pillers, standing like forlorn sentinals in the pouring 
summer sun. 
-- , , , , , EXIT, BHAGAT 
(HKL),DELHI 
187. BULA DEVI (H) . Delhi Election' 96: Bhagat's exit 
brigtens Cong, chances. Hindustan Times. 72, 105; 1996, 4, 
16; 8. 
Former President H.K.L. Bhagat, who had filled his 
nomination as an independent and later on, announced his 
retirement from the Elections. But as things changed and Mr. 
Bhagat announced his retirement at the intervention of Prime 
Minister P.V. Narashima Rao. There was a strong remour that 
Congress (Tiwari) President MR. N.D. Tiwari would fight from 
these parliamentry Constituency. In this tough contest who 
had slum chances seem to have brightened. The swift operator 
soon become the first DPCC( Delhi Pradesh Congress Committee) 
chief to be nominated to the general election committee of 
the Congress. 
, , / , ,MADHYA PRADESH 
188. ROY (Prannoy) SOPARIWALA (Dorab) and GUPTA 
18s) 
(Namrata). Elections 1996: Madhya Pradesh-A5 percent swing 
could cut Congress tally by half. India Today. 21, 48; 1996, 
4, 30; 61. 
There have been a fair number of convulsion in the 
Madhya Pradesh Congress I. First, Arjun Singh walked out of 
the party. Then Madhav Rao Scindia, denied a party ticket, 
setup his own party; Kamal Nath and Arvind Netam trooped out 
of the congress (I) only to march back in by the weekend. The 
Congress (I) would need a swing of 10 percent and to take its 
tally beyond 32. On the other hand, a 5 percent adverse swing 
would out the congress (I)'s strength almost by half-from 27 
to 14. The congress (I),s pockets of strength are Manakanshal 
and Chhattisgarh, while it is most vulnerable in Vindhyachal 
and Chambal. 
, , , , , RAJESWARA RAO, 
SECUNDERABAD, A.P. 
189. OMER FAROOQ. Rao's son baskes in his shadow. 
Pioneer. 6, 118; 1996, 4, 30; 6. 
Mr. Rajeshwara Rao, son of Prime Minister P.V. 
Narasimha Rao, who is locked in a keen contest with sitting 
BJP MP and candidate Bandaru Dattatriya, is likely to emerge 
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a winner, despite serious dissensions in Congress ranks in 
the Secunderabad constituency. This is Rajeshwara Rao's first 
foray into electoral politics. Rajeshwara Rao feels his 
newness to the electorate his advantage. Besides, he says 
being the PM's son is also of helop and other side BJP making 
an all effort to retain its lone seat in Andhra Pradesh, and 
Atal Behari Vapayee and Shatrughan Sinha were among the BJP 
star campaigneres here. But the around four lakh Muslim votes 
in the constituency are likely to play a decisive role. While 
the Majlis-e-ittehadul Muslimeen has fielded its nominee, a 
significants section of Muslims are likely to support 
Rajeshwara Rao to ensure the BJP's defeat. 
, FILM STARS 
190. TWINKLE, TWINKLE all ye stars. Patriot. 34, 16; 
1996, 4, 16; 4. 
Mr. Rajbabbar's confidence in breasting the 
electoral tape ahead of Mr. Vajpayee is no idle pipedream. 
The Amitabh Bachchan and the vyjanthimalas, who made such 
perfect nonentities of them selves in the constituencies they 
came to represent and mercifully exeunting into political 
oblivion soon after. Rajnikant's clout with the voters in the 
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south, specially Tamil Nadu, has given Mr. Karunanidhi, of 
the DMK that additional handle to hopefully whip Ms 
Jayalalitha at the hustings. It is a sorry situation, made 
sorner by the paucity of leadership material all over the 
country. Where is the surprise then when these political and 
self-serving midgets turn to the dream-merchants to bail then 
out. 
,GANDHI (MANEKA) 
191. ANSARI (Javed M) . Display of maturity: The Gandhi 
bahu focuses on developments and women. India Today. 21, 9; 
1996, May 1-15, 92-93. 
Maneka Gandhi is the only link, however tenuous, 
between the 1996 Lok Sabha elections. She is fighting on the 
Janata Dai's chakra (wheel) symbol. As a minister in the 1989 
govt, Maneka did not menage to transform Philibhit into 
another Amethi. But she did provide the town with T.V tower, 
schools, pensions and recreation party. Maneka hopes to keep 
divise issues like poll plank. She's proving to be a good 
team leader as well. Though a JD candidate she has managed to 
coordinate the local JD, SP and Congress (T) leaders who 
accompany her right through the dusty compaign trail. " If 
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there is one seats where the BJP will lose its deposit, it's 
Pilibhit. "Says Haroon Ahmad, an SP leader while that may be 
an exaggeration, there is no doubt Maneka is on a roll. 
, , , , HDNG ASSEMBLY, SAIKIA 
(Hiteshwar), ASSAM 
192. BANERJEE (Ruben) and SHARMA (Ramesh) . Going gets 
tough. India Today. 21, 8; 1996, 4, 30; 78-80. 
Chief Minister Hiteshwar Saikia is putting up a 
brave front. "We will Win", and Saikia's claim are his party 
workers. Upar mein ishwar niche mein Hiteshwar". It's a 
winning combination, they claim. But this Election coul be 
the toughest battle yet for the old war horse-not only is he 
faced with a potent opposition, but the entire state is 
divided along pro, and anti-Saikia lines. But the chief 
Minister has made his intentions clear. Barring a few, all 
the party nominees were and handpicked by him. Counter his 
2archfoe Profulla Kumar Mahanta, former Chief Minister and AGP 
leader, " Its the peace of the graveyard". But Saikia is not 
one to give up with out a fight facing a concerted opposition 
campaign, he has put his best foot forward. The Muslim 
Constitute about 28% of the state's population and Saikia has 
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fielded 26 Muslim candidates. Buy the same logie, the party-
has fielded 13 Bangali Hindus. There is some dramatic swing 
in favour of either the Congress (I) or the AGP, Assam seems 
headed for a hunge assembly. 
^ ^ , , JAMMU and KAHMIR 
193. SHAH (Nasim Hasan). Plebiscite in Kashmir, not 
elections. Nation. 11, 106, 1996, 5, 5; 5. 
The Jammu Kashmir election's cannot have any 
determinative affect, it is only an election wherein the 
issue squarely posed is do the people of Jammu and kashmir 
accept the accession of their state to the Indian union. The 
effect of the prosposed elections, in so far as the question 
of the future affiliation of the state is concerned, will be 
no different from that of the seven previous elections which 
have been held already, indeed the elections will merely be 
an exercise in futility. 
,- -, , , JANATA DAL 
194. KARP(Jonathan). Up from under. Far Eastern Economic 
Review. 159, 17, 1996, 4, 25; 20-21. 
Janata Dal, a key National Front-left Front 
party, led two short-lived minority government from 1989 to 
1991. During the first of these Prime Minister V.P. Singh 
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unleashed the forces of caste politics by reserving 27% of 
govt jobs for members of so-called backward castes. These 
comprise hundreds of lower caste groups - such as the Yadavs-
which together account for the majority of India's 
population, this year 1996, there has been little caste 
violence, just the mounting assertivness of parties like 
yadav's Samajwadi and the Dalit-supported Bahujan Samaj 
Party. The BSP and Samajwadi felt out last year, in the 
process bringing down yadav. Mayawati then took over with 
outside support of the BSP, but it was a short lived 
experiment in Inter-caste rule: The BJP with drew its backing 
after 136 days. For now, Mayawati does not see much chance of 
a rainbow coalition of caste. 
,BIHAR 
195. ROY(Prannoy), SOPARIWALA(Darab) and GUPTA(Namrata). 
Elections 1996: Bihar- It will take a substantial swing to 
affect Laloo and his allies. India Today. 21, 8; 1996, 4, 
30; 63. 
In Bihar, The BJP is fighting the elections in 
alliance with the samata Party, while the Janata Dal is going 
into battle with the CPI and CPM. The JD and the LF parties 
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currently hold 40 out of the 54 Lok Sabha seats from Bihar. 
The BJP- Samata alliance by itself is unlikely to have much 
of an impact on Laloo as neither of these parties obtained a 
significant share of the votes. Two JD stalwarts, Nitish 
Kumar and George Fernandes, who were with the party last time 
are with the BJP-SP front in this election. The JD/LF 
alliance is comfortably places in the Mithila and Magadh 
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segments of Bihar. A 5 percent swing against it would reduce 
its tally by just six seats; It would still retain 35 seats. 
But another 2.5 percent swing would be damaging-with a 7.5 
percent swing, the Front would be down to 31 seats. 
, ,-- , , , KARNATAKA 
196. ROY(Prannoy), SOPARIWALA(Dorab) and GUPTA(Namrata). 
Elections 1996: Karnataka : Janata Dal on its 1994 
performance will get 21 seats. India Today. 21, 8; 1996, 4, 
30; 61. 
The formation of Karnataka the congress vote 
fell below 40 percent. In view of this changed circumstances, 
the Vidhan Sabha data has been used in this article to assess 
the impact of swings in the forth coming elections. If the JD 
continues with its 1994 performance it will get 21 out of the 
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28 seats with the congress (I) picking up 6; it won 23 last 
time. Despite the large swing to the JD, the congress (I) is 
not far behind and a 2.5 percent adverse swing would cost the 
JD five seats, a 7.5 percent swing would almost obliterate it 
by reducing it's tally to just five seats. 
, , , , KASHMIR 
197. BHARDWAJ (Brij). Kashmir : Winds of change. Toppers 
India. 3, 4; 1996, 5, 16-8. 
The decision to hold elections for six Lok 
Sabha seats in Jammu & Kashmir alongwith the rest of the 
country is a hopeful sign that the elections for the state 
assembly will follow soon. The state of Jammu and Kashmir 
remained unrepresented in the 10th Lok Sabha as the ground 
situation in the Kashmir valley did not permit holding of 
election. Large scale insurgency and presence of millitants 
including foreign mercenaries made such an exercise 
impossible. 
-, , , --, NARASIMHA RAO (PV) 
198. ELECTIONS '96 : A Preview. Pratiyogita Kiran. 1, 7; 
1996, 6; 28-9. 
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Even when all parties were beging to fucus 
their sights firmly on the elections the congress (I) 
remained blissfully complacement that its slogan of stability 
and properity would prevail. However their very first move 
was repudiated. It resulted in a split in the state unite of 
Tamil Nadu with the ruling All India Anna Dravida Munnetra 
Kazhagam (AIADMK) . However, the hawala scam has in some way 
bolstered Narasimha Rao's image in public eyes and now he 
will try to cash on it as an upholder of rectitute in public 
life. He has even denied the party tickets to individuals 
involved in the hawala scandal. Neverthless, only elections 
will show how much the congress (I) is going to gain from 
these alliance and manoeuvres. 
199. SANGHVI (Vir). Narasimha Rao's Congress. Sunday. 23, 
15; 1996, 4, 20; 8. 
It is iron law of Indian politics that Narasimha Rao is 
determined to ensure that he returns as Prime Minister and 
does not care very much what the composition of his 
government is. It could be an alliance with the National 
Front. It could be a govt, of National Front. It could be a 
govt, ofnational unity or even, a coalition with the B.J.P. 
There is no other explanation for the manner in which has 
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completly in that it has been neatered by the Gandhi 
dynastry. Far from being responsive to the desires of his 
party, Narasimha Rao has functioned as though the congress 
is irrelevent. Only a leader who had no sence of what his 
members believed or who did not give a damn would have tried 
to force the Tamil Nadu congress into an alliance with 
Jayalalitha's AIADMK (Alllndia Anna Dravida Munnetra 
Kazhagam). 
, , , ,PAASWAN (Ram Vilas) , HAJIPUR 
200. FARZAND AHMED and JOSHI (Kalpana). Going beyond 
Caste. India Today. 21, 9; 1996 May 1-15, 112. 
Ram Vilas Paaswan has after considered Bihar's 
Hajipur consistency as his pocket borough and with reason. He 
entered the Guinness Book of world Records by securing the 
highest number of votes from Hajipur in 1977. Now this time 
round, Paswan may find the going tough, the Dalits in his 
consistency wants an MP who will address their grievances. 
And making Paswan's task harder is Samta Party leader Ram 
Sunder Das, whose commitment to the consistency may stand him 
in good stead. He also used Rs. 1 Crore to improve irregation 
faclities. Fast acquiring the reputation of a showpiece of 
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Backward empowerment, Hajipur may will spring some surprises. 
And if Paswan, a Brahmin among Dalits as he is known, fails 
to create another record, it would, ironically be the result 
of the very awareness his victories helped create. 
,PHOOLAN DEVI 
201. RIGHT HON'BLE Phoolan Devi. Patriot. 34, 17, 1996, 
4, 17; 4. 
The Indian Democracy which, owing to the 
prevalent political confusion on the eve of general election 
for the 11th LoK Sabha, is at the cross roads, is also faced 
with the litmus test of main taining its basic credibility. 
Apart from currupt politicians, apolitical film star and 
sportspersons, and the history-sheeters, the electorate is 
expectted to telerate the ex-princess, princess and, a 
"Bandit Queen" . Phoolan Devi as a candidate for a Lok Sabha 
seats in UP is an issue which is likely to haunt the 
conscience of rational people throughout the country. Can it 
be denied that the Bandit Queen has been in the limelight 
mainly becouse of her illegal and anti-social antecedents ? 
The decision of the widows from Behmai Village of Mirzapur 
constituency to take out a "VidhvaRath" to protest against 
the candidature of Phoolan Devi would remind of one of the 
worst massacres in the regions blood-splattered history. 
,TAMIL NADU 
202. POLL TRENDS : Tamil Nadu Pratiyoaita Kiran. 1, 7; 
1996, 6, 30. 
In Tamil Nadu, the Congress (I) has revived the 
alliance with Jayalalitha's AIADMK which the latter has 
unilaterally severed three years ago. According to the 
agreement, the Congress (I) is contesting 29 parliamentry 
seats and 66 Assembly seats in the state. The break away 
Moopanar group has allied with M. Karunanidhis DMK. Under the 
agreement, the break-away Moopanar group will contest 20 Lok 
Sabha seats and 40 Assembly seats. The remaining seats will 
be shared by the DMK and its other allies, the communist 
Party of India (CPI) the All India Forward Bloc (AIFB) , and 
the Indian National League (INL). 
,UNITED-FRONT 
203. SLIPPERY THIRD-Front. Rashtriya Sahara. 3, 11; 1996, 
3, 26. 
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The third front seems to be batting on slippery-
wicket. Inspite of the fact that it is considered to be the 
most secular combine, harbinger of joy to the Dalits and 
enjoying the backing of the Left Front, its top bosses are 
still doodling with idea to woo the voters but lack 
consistent approach, In the coming elections, the Mandal card 
might not be able to attract the backwards as most of their 
demands have already been accepted by the centre and the 
state govts. Even Laloo might find it hard to provide a 
clear-cut advantage to the United-Front in cast and north 
Indian states. 
- , , , REFORMS, ROLE, ELECTION 
COMMISSION 
204. SINHA (Shivendra K). Electoral reforms crucial for 
cleansing public life. Radical Humanist. 60, 1; 1996, April, 
35-40. 
The Election Commission has been obsessed with 
enforcing a model code of conduct having no statutory basis 
expect common consensus, compulsory photo identity cards for 
each voter and menacing presence of paramiltary forces in 
overawing strength. Fortunatly, this time around it is not 
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harping too much on any of these, or not yet. None of these 
can be acure all panacea for all that ails our democracy. 
Last years experience in Bihar alone is enough to indicate 
that model code/CPMF are no avail when results in every 
constituency reveal 25,000 to 50,000 votes counted in excess 
of total polled votes and the detailed breakup usually 
published in newspapers a few days after declaration of 
results is yet to be finalised even after the lapse of a 
year. There cannot be a greater mockery of democracy and it 
should remove whatever illusion one may have nurtured 
regarding the Election Commission sponsored "reforms". 
,REGISTERATION, VOTERS 
205. ELECTIONS1996. Competition Success Review. 32, 11; 
1996, 5, 59-65. 
Interesting facts and figure are available 
regarding election 1996. In all, more than 591 million voters 
in the country will exercise their franchise to elect 543 
members for the Lok Sabha. Except Jammu and Kashmir, the 
2electoral rolls of all other states and union Territories 
were updated as on 1st January 1996. Exactly 59, 15, 02, 425 
voters are registered. There are 309 million male voters in 
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the country. Andhra Pradesh, Kerala and Mizoram are the only-
states whose famale voterss outnumber male voters. Uttar 
Pradesh has the distinction of having more than 100 million 
voters while sikkim has the lowest number of voters in the 
states, estmated at 2.2 8 lakh. 
,ROLE, ELECTION COMMISSION 
206. STREAMLINING THE Poll Process. Hindu. 119, 104; 
1996, 5, 1; 10. 
The Election Commission has been pragmatic in 
dispensing with the requirment of securing its clearance for 
counting of votes in respect of the constituencies going to 
the polls in the third stage of the current general elections 
on May 7 when major and politically significant states like 
Uttar Pardesh, Madhaya-Pradesh, Bihar, Maharashtra and West 
Bengal will have their second and concluding phase of the 
process. The use of electronic voting machines may be an 
effective remedy. Not long ago, with the Election Commission 
after a statute change and good deal of interaction with 
technical experts and political leaders-purchasing a sizeable 
number of the machines, its deployment appeared very much on 
the cards. It is time that the EC gave serious thought to 
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pressing the device into service at the next available 
opportunity at least on an experimental basis. 
, MEDIA, JMSMU and KASHMIR. 
207. BUTT(Ghazanfar) . Media's role in J & K elections. 
Patriot. 34, 32; 1996, 5, 2; 4. 
This is not the first time that Srinager 
newspapers have suspended publication, but it is a pity that 
the newspapers are not able to play their rightful vote 
during the parliamentary polls. The long campaign period of 
candidates contesting from the valley has already put a 
strain on them, including their financial resources. Many of 
them have not protested to be chief Election Commissioner as 
the long gap between the date of filing of nominations and 
polling has given an opportunity to them to meet the people 
of their constituencies personally, with guarnteed security 
of the 'z' category. 
,RAJNIKANT,TAMIL NADU 
208. PANNEERSELVAN (A,S). Fanning Voter Passions. 
Outlook. 11, 19; 1996, 5, 8; 12. 
How has Rajnikant, one of the most apolitical 
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of Tamil stars, became a political trump card overnight for 
the DMK-Moopanor Congress combine. Rajnikant phenomenon is 
not being driven on youth steam alone. But Rajnikant has been 
shaped into anti-Jayalalitha symbol by the DMK and has become 
the number one vote-catcher in the state. The silver jubilee 
function of Badshah in 1995, when Rajnikant expressed his 
concern over the growing bomb culture in the state and 
wondered why the chief minister had said a word about the 
bomb attack on filmmaker Mani Ratnam. Rajnikant fans the 
election has come as a golden opportunity to display their 
loyality to their star. MGR and his protege Jayalalitha, also 
rode to power on Dravidean politics. They were all outsiders-
MGR was a Keralite, Jayalalitha a Kannadiga and Rajnekant a 
Maharastrian. The Dravidian Parties usually never known to 
favour outsiders have strangely enough time again placed heir 
destiny in non Tamil hands. 
209. PHADNIS (Aditi). Rajnikanth factor. Sunday. 23, 15; 
1996, 4, 15; 24. 
The question that every person in Tamil Nadu is 
asking these day is this : Will rajnikanth compaign for the 
Tamil Maanila Congress (TMC) and the (DMK) Dravida Munnetra 
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Kazhagam alliance rajnikanth, with his popular image and his 
out spokenness , may be an electrate asset but could turn 
into a political liability later. A bigger be ruled out. The 
next few days were hectic. It took seven hours to register 
the Tamil Maanila Congress with the bicycle as its election 
symbole as a political party. Rajnikanth has already belessed 
the alliance-It remians to be seen if he associateds himself 
with the compaign. If he does, there is no doubt that the TMC 
will sail through in Tamil Nadu on the carruption and self 
respect of Tamil's issues. 
, ^ ^ RULES, RELAXATION, ELECTION COMMISSION, 
JAMMU and KASHMIR 
210. JAMMU AND Kashmir. Civil Service Chronicle. 6, 12; 
1996, 6; 22. 
The jammu and Kashmir government has appealed 
to the election commission for a relaxation in some of its 
rules and regulations. This will help the candidates in their 
canvassing and facilitate the process of democratic revival 
in the strife torn state, it is felt. The commision said the 
state government be alloed to pick up the bill for the bullet 
proof cars which will, necessarily, have to be used be the 
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candidates in their electioneering. All the candidates have 
been provided "Z" class security but bullet-proff cars which 
however, consume a lot of petrol. As this will place an 
additional berden on their limited election expenses, and, 
therefor the appeal to the Election Commission (EC). 
,SCENARIO 
211. BRIGHT (PS). Global election scenario: 1996-year of 
elections. Competition Refresher. 13, 6; 1996, 6, 11. 
India's eleventh general elections took place 
almost in the middle of the global electoral season Leap year 
1996 is turning out to be a year of major elections round the 
world. These are only crucial for the countries holding them, 
but also important in varying degrees for the wider cavalcade 
of international affairs. Significant elections have already 
taken place, since the year began, in Palestine, Australia 
and Taiwan. The world's largest election ever began when over 
620 million India voters went to the polls, which far exceeds 
the total population of U.S.A, the second largest democracy 
in the world. The process of electing a govt, varies from 
country to country but the Benchmark remains the same. Every 
political party tries to win the voters. 
205i 
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212. GENERAL ELECTIONS 1996. Otherside. 141; 1996, 2; 4-
Since on issues of bread and butter and those 
related to building the sinews of the nation there is nothing 
to differentiate between the Congress (I) and the NF-LF, It 
is not surprising that both should fall back on catchwords to 
influence the electorate. This election-eve scenario is 
tailored to the demands and needs of foreign powers and 
foreign capital. For the people of India, as of now, there is 
no hope of a better life, no matter who the winners and 
losers in the next elections are. Of course, when the 
election manifestoes and the programmes of the parties become 
public, there may be cause to revise one's views. 
213. 1996 ELECTION of Lok Sabha. Centre for policy 
research .10, 4; 1996, Jan- March, 2. 
The elections for the 11th Lok sabha are a great 
deal of speculation is about the nature of the coalition govt 
which is likely to emerge in May 1996. For the past decade 
the dominance of the Congress Party has been on the wane. 
India has been moving towards a coalitional govt, and indeed 
2;SS 
coalitional politcs. The Congress party itself has been 
essentially a coalition before and after independence. 
However, the socio economic and political change which is so 
obvious in India has brought about a breakdown of the 
traditional coalitions. New coalitions are in the process of 
formation. How long this process will last is anybody's 
guess. 
,VAISEALI,BIHAR 
214. VERMA (Nalin) . India Votes'96 : Laloo harao Vs Laloo 
jitao. Hindustan Times. 72, 105; 1996, 4, 16; 8. 
A survey in all the six assembly segments of the 
sprawling Lok Sabha constituency gave enough indications that 
the slogan revolved around " Laloo harao" (defeat Laloo 
Yadav) and "Laloo Jitao" (ensure victory for Laloo) though JD 
supreme and Bihar Chief Minister Laloo Prasad Yadav is 
himself not contesting the election, he occupies the 
centrestage of politics which seems to be everything for the 
people of Vaishali Laloo harao Vs "Laloo Jitao" sum up main 
issue dominating the pre-poll scenario in Vaishali. Other 
issues, viz unemployment, back wardness, poverty and 
illeteracy etc; have taken a back seat. 
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, SECULAR , PARTIES, COALITION 
215. BEWARE OF latest vaidik trick to dupe Bahujans: 
Reject Hegde plan for "coalition of secular parties" Dalit 
Voice. 15, 12; 1996, May 1-15; 3. 
The first phase of the parliamentary elections 
crush the two Aryan parties- the Congress and BJP- and force 
the formation of a non Aryan Third Front. For the first time 
in India the 1996 parliamentary elections are being fought 
primarily on caste basis. The Slogan is "Cast your vote to 
your caste". Caste mobilisation, caste consolidation and 
caste crusading may not have taken place to our full 
satisfaction, this is because the upper hastes still have 
their mind- manipulating media to confuse and confound ouer 
people. That even a pure vaidik party like the BJP had to 
field our people to get votes proves the Mandalisation of the 
political parties. 
,SECURITY FORCES , ROLE, KASHMIR 
216. RASHID AHMED. Bullets, not ballots. Sunday . 23, 
21; 1996, 4, 27; 30. 
The Kashmiris are disenchanted with the whole 
2 1 1 
process of polling, while the militants are threatening them 
not to participate in the elections the security forces are 
exhorting them to vote. Says Professor Abdul Gani Lone, the 
Hurriyat chief spokesman. He(Rao) wants to sell Kashmir to 
the Indian voters and in the final stages, he will call off 
the elections. "Former chief minister Farooq Abdullah 
sarcastically said that all these candidates who are 
contesting elections have occupied houses in Jammu and you 
will see none of them in the valley after of May". said Taj 
Mohiuddin (party Candidates from Anantnag). The electrol 
process in kashmir does not have any danger from the 
Pakistani militants. It is the Indian militants who are 
trying to subvert the process. On the one hand, the militants 
are thrertening than not to participate in the elections. On 
the other, the security forces will do everything possible to 
see to it that people turn out to vote. Even if it means more 
violence. 
,SPEECHES 
217. ELECTIONS AS business. Otherside.142. 1996, 3, 63 
64. 
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There is, however, another side to the speech 
skill business reaching out to politicans. It is their 
perception that politics is about speeches and not about 
action. What infuse. Inc. wants to do is to make politicians 
good salespersons. Selling themselves they have a hidden 
package on sartorial perfection and facial makeup to create 
the right impression in the minds of the voters. Since in the 
last two decades politics has ceased to relate itself to 
people, and big money has become the dominant factor in 
elections and in party management, it would be futile to 
blame the speech skillers and make-up artistes if they have 
come to believe that it is their skills which will tip the 
scale in the elections. 
,STANCE, BJP 
218. SANGHVI(Vir) . Softening stance. Far Eastern 
Economic Review. 159, 22; 1996, 5, 30; 22-23. 
The BJP is aware that India's Muslim minority 
regards it with suspicion and hostility. Both Vajpayee and 
party President L.K. Advani have gone out of their way to try 
to deepal this suspicion. But there is certainly a rather 
unpleasent, almost fascist anti-muslim faction within the 
BJP. It comprises the kind of people who destroyed the Babri 
mosque at Ayodha. Advani and vajpayee insist this well not 
happen. But if the Ayodhya incident is any indication, their 
confidence may be misplaced. Until the BJP can demonstrate 
that it has tamed its extremist component, India's Muslims 
will have difficulty in trusting it and the party will 
continue to be demonized by its rivals. 
,VIEW POINT, HEGDE(Ramkrishna) 
219. KHOSLA(Shyam). Third Force. Organiser. 47, 31; 
1996, 3, 3; 3 
Janata dal leaders Ramkrishna Hegde's 
formulation that the only way to stop the BJP's great leap 
forward in the coming Lok Sabha elections was to bring all 
non-BJP parties under an umbrella presumably under the 
leadership of P.V. Narasimha Rao. West Bengl Chief Minister, 
Jyoti Basu is an certain quarters mentioned as the likely 
candidates of the "Third Force" for the top post. Basu has 
dismissed it apparently realising that it would be odd for 
the leader of the party with say 35 MP's in a house of 543 
to take his claim to Prime-Minister. In the unlikely event of 
this happening. It would amount to the tail wagging the dog. 
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All said and done the "Third Force" remains elusive and will 
have to fall back upon Hegde;s theraphy to save itself from 
disgrace or near extinction before or after the elections. 
,VOTERS, MIGRANTS, JMSUn and KASHMIR 
220. J&K MIGRANTS' Vote. Competetion Success Review. 32, 
11; 1996, 5, 19. 
An ordinance was promulgated by the President, 
Dr. Shankar Dayal Sharma to enable the kashmir migrants to 
exercise their franchise through postal ballot to the Lok 
Sabha in the constituencies of their orign. Kashmir migrants, 
who had left the constituencies of their orign on or after 
Aprill, 1989, were made eligible to cast their votes. It is 
for the first time that the facility of portal vote has been 
extended to people other than government officials on duty 
and the security personnel. The election authorities will 
have to devise ways in which the facility is not misused and 
the fairness of the whole exercise questioned. 
,VOTERS, MUSLIM 
221. SAIYID HAMID. Unflattering inferences. Nation And 
the world. 6, 112; 1996, 6, 1; 36-38. 
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Muslim voters have by and large risen of caste and 
creed. They decided to vote for secular forces and often 
preferred non-muslim candidates of the Third Force to Muslim 
candidates setup by other parties. This healthy trend in 
refreshing contrast to the predominance of caste and creed 
consideration among non-muslim voters. The Congress, being 
cut off from the masses, tried to woo the Muslims in the 
clumsiest manner, the '96 elections seem to have put a seal 
on the career prospects both of rootless Muslim legislators 
and sycophants who used to disinform the authorities about 
Muslims. Arif Mohd Khan, Ghulam nabi Azad, Salman Khursheed, 
Rasheed Masood and Aslam Sher Khan failed to be voted back to 
power. They had failed to take any interest in the 
educational, social and economic up lift of Muslims. 
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